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ABSTRACT
With the increasing number and awareness of free/libre/open source software (FLOSS)
projects, Internet users can download a FLOSS tool that meets just about any need. The user
experience of projects, however, varies greatly and identifying FLOSS projects that offer a
positive user experience (UX) is challenging. FLOSS projects center on software developer
activities with little attention to user-centered design activities that could increase the user
experience on the project. The purpose of this dissertation is to understand open source software
ecology in order to bring support for user experience design activities on FLOSS projects.
CodePlex, an open source project hosting website, serves as the open source software ecology.
The research consists of two phases, a descriptive science phase and a design science
phase. In the descriptive phase fieldwork in the form of ethnomethodologically informed
ethnography describes the everyday activities of three groups: the team that produces CodePlex,
the participants who use CodePlex to produce open source projects, and user experience
practitioners who bring their expertise to design software with a positive user experience. The
descriptive phase also includes an analysis of activity awareness of the three groups. The design
science phase consists of a claims analysis that provides design rationale for a design that
proposes to support UX activities on CodePlex. The results show that activity awareness
contributes to the socio-technical solution where UX activities can be supported as a new
community of practice, with features that support building social capital. The UX support features
include a UX workspace where UX contributors recognize their value and other features that
support the presence of UX throughout the project site and the CodePlex community.
This dissertation contributes empirical materials from the descriptions of everyday
activities of the three groups and analytic materials generated from the activity awareness and
claims analyses that are translated into design representations. Specifically the contributions
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include 1) mechanisms of articulation work of the three groups and how the mechanisms
contribute to the design representation; 2) the demonstration of a translation science in computersupported cooperative work (CSCW) and human-computer interaction (HCI); and 3) an
understanding of how UX activities and software engineering activities integrate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“People are imperfect. What we have learned through the ages, though, is that
combining lots of people creates a better end result, ... For some reason, we
forgot that when it came to developing software.” Eric S. Raymond in The
Cathedral and the Bazaar [Raymond. 1998].

How we build software has changed dramatically since the 1960’s when software
engineers built systems for trained technical users, often engineers themselves, in big data houses,
to process data. The desktop revolution saw a change from technical professionals and hobbyists
as users to computers on desks in homes and offices with anyone as users. The user-centered
design movement [Grudin. 1991] in the 1990’s saw the importance of understanding how people
interact with technical systems, bringing a series of theories, frameworks, and methodologies
[Carroll. 2003, Rosson, et al. 2001] for how to best design interactive systems from the user’s
perspective, not solely from the engineer’s perspective. Now, good interactive system
development includes a multidisciplinary team of engineers, users, designers, domain experts,
and other stakeholders. This combination of people creates a better end result.
The open source software revolution redefined how we can build software and saw once
again that when technical people create technical artifacts for other technical people, difficulty
arises for non-technical people when they try to use such artifacts. The open source software usercentered design movement, however, is just beginning. Open source software development
happens openly over the Internet. Open source software refers to the “development of software
through collaborative, informal networks of professional or amateur programmers, and the
networked distribution making it available to developers and end-users free of charge” [Ghosh.
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2006]. In addition, a key aspect of open source software is that the source code is available
compared to closed source software, which disallows licensed users to view or change the source
code, whereas open source software allows users to view and change the code. Source code
allows the software developer to communicate with a computer using a programming language.
This source code is valuable intellectual property to most software manufacturers. The source
code produced in open source software development contexts, however, is produced by
developers who subscribe to Richard Stallman’s ideology that open source software is a
cooperative endeavor that produces a shared resource for all [Stallman. 1992]. Because of the
proliferation of open source software projects on the Internet, many different types of software
exist for all kinds of purposes and anyone with interest can join any open source project.
This openness means that users can participate as well as software developers. It appears,
then, because of this openness and access to users, that at least one form of user-centered design
exists in open source software development environments. Some uncertainty exists, however,
about the kinds of users that actually participate on open source projects and what their role is
when they do participate [Hedberg, et al. 2009]. But building good software requires users,
designers, developers, domain experts (who could also be users) and, most importantly, user
experience designers, to ensure a good user experience. Although the open source software
development movement has attracted many developers and some users, user experience designers
rarely participate in open source projects [Bach, et al. 2009b]. The notion of user experience
encompasses all interactions a person has with and surrounding a software system. While an
agreed upon definition for user experience remains elusive, [Law, et al. 2008] a definition that
aligns well with this work is “[A]ll the aspects of how people use an interactive product: the way
it feels in their hands, how well they understand how it works, how they feel about it while
they’re using it, how well it serves their purposes, and how well it fits into the entire context in
which they are using it” [Alben. 1996]. In the context of this dissertation, user experience design
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(UXD) refers to the process and methods used to achieve a positive experience for users of
interactive software systems.

Background of the Problem
With the proliferation of open source software, comes a large variation in user
experience. The variation exists because users experience interactive systems subjectively, and
whereas a highly technical user can fiddle with the download and installation of an open source
music player and think it is fun, a novice user may get frustrated and abandon the installation.
This variation in user experience exists with proprietary software; however, organizational
structures and market forces, among other things, require software development practices to
include attention to the user experience for product success. Of course, proprietary organizations
developing interactive systems can decide on whether and how much they attend to their
product’s user experience, but well-designed products sell better and the best way to ensure a
well-designed product with good user experience is to include user experience designers and a
user-centered design process.
User-centered design processes vary depending on the interactive product being produced
and other organizational factors such as resources and know-how. Several user-centered design
methodology textbooks describe an overall framework for accomplishing user-centered design in
practice [Rosson, et al. 2001, Nielsen. 1993, Mayhew. 1999, Preece, et al. 2002]. The basic
framework includes four phases: an analysis phase, a design phase, an implementation phase, and
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a deployment phase. Each phase can include specific activities. Table 1-1 outlines typical usercentered design activities as suggested by the Usability Professional’s Association 1.
Table 1-1: The User-Centered Design Phases

Analysis Phase

Meet with key stakeholders to set vision
Include usability tasks in the project plan
Assemble a multidisciplinary team to ensure complete expertise
Develop usability goals and objectives
Conduct field studies
Look at competitive products
Create user profiles
Develop a task analysis
Document user scenarios
Document user performance requirements

Design Phase

Begin to brainstorm design concepts and metaphors
Develop screen flow and navigation model
Do walkthroughs of design concepts
Begin design with paper and pencil
Create low-fidelity prototypes
Conduct usability testing on low-fidelity prototypes
Create high-fidelity detailed design
Do usability testing again
Document standards and guidelines
Create a design specification

Implementation
Phase

Do ongoing heuristic evaluations
Work closely with delivery team as design is implemented
Conduct usability testing as soon as possible

Deployment
Phase

Use surveys to get user feedback
Conduct field studies to get info about actual use
Check objectives using usability testing

1

http://www.upassoc.org/usability_resources/about_usability/what_is_ucd.html
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While user-centered design activities are almost a necessity for the success of an interactive
system, open source user-centered design activities are rare in open source projects [Bach, et al.
2009b]. This is partially due to the nature of the projects.
The landscape of open source software projects on the Internet varies. Although no
studies have tried to map the projects on the open source landscape, one only has to look at the
thousands of projects in open source project repositories to see that they range from a onedeveloper-proof-of-concept project to a mature, widely used content management system such as
Mambo. The point here is that the road to success for an open source project is nebulous and not
determined by the existence of user-centered design activities. In the open source world, success
is partially determined by the number of downloads, although success is more a measure of
popularity [Crowston, et al. 2006]. One would think that a project must be useful and usable by a
group of users for it to gather popularity and be downloaded in high numbers. In practice,
however, downloading open source software does not guarantee that it is being used. A high
number of downloads indicates more about interest rather than use. And who downloaded the
software remains elusive. The issue here is that in the beginning of the open source movement,
developers built tools for themselves that they used and shared with other developers. Other
developers, interested in using the project could come in and help build it. Now, because the open
source landscape is vast and varied, anyone with an Internet connection can download the
software whether or not it was built for his or her user demographic or domain. In other words, a
great number of software applications are available on the Internet for download, but the kind of
user experience that comes with that software is unpredictable. Integrating user experience design
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activities into open source projects, however, is no easy task because of the dynamic sociotechnical2 structure of open source environments.

Statement of the Problem
In order to stabilize the user experience of open source software, people with user
experience design know-how must participate in open source projects because they have the skills
and/or training to focus on usability, interaction design, user research, information architecture,
among other things, to enhance a project’s user experience. Several socio-technical factors hinder
overall user experience design, affecting factors such as a project’s usability. Nichols and
Twidale [2003a] outline nine barriers in open source that negatively impact usability. Table 1-2
summarizes the barriers: developer perception, community integration, and process constraints.
Table 1-2: Barriers to UX in open source software development

Developer
perception

Developers perceive users as equally technical or annoyingly stupid
Developers perceive usability problems as trivial and unchallenging
Developers perceive usability problems as functionality problems
Developers value power over simplicity: complex software is more powerful,
but can be difficult to use

Community
integration

Difficult for usability professionals to integrate into the open source culture
No resources for high quality usability work

Process
constraints

Difficult to innovate because mental models already established from closed
source software
Function-centric software that anybody can add to can result in ‘feature bloat’

2

I use the term ‘socio-technical’ to refer to social and technological aspects of an open source

environment. As such the term does not refer to the socio-technical systems theory espoused by [Trist, et al.
1993] and others.
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Nichols and Twidale propose five potential approaches to overcoming the above barriers
and improving open source usability [Nichols, et al. 2006]. The first suggestion, adopting
commercial approaches, now occurs. Sun, Novell, and IBM participate by paying developers to
work on open source projects. For example, the Linux desktop, GNOME, has been involved with
Sun Microsystems to conduct usability testing and write human interface guidelines. In addition,
Mozilla employs three user experience professionals. The second suggestion, automated
approaches, includes verifying interface consistency and agent-based reporting of state
information. An open source project titled Ingimp [Terry, et al. 2008] collects user data for the
open source photo-editing tool called GIMP. The third suggestion involves students in HCI
courses working on open source projects. A program called Season of Usability adheres to this
approach. The fourth suggestion is to involve non-technical users. This approach is challenging
because developers rarely attend to non-technical user feedback or bug reporting because users
lack technical skills and language. Non-technical users may not have the technical vocabulary
valued by developers. Other means of reporting usability issues, however, could be
conceptualized, for example, packaging mini-usability tests and creating a usability discussion
infrastructure [Nichols, et al. 2003a]. The final approach suggests a socio-technical infrastructure
where designers would feel welcome and valued by the community.
This dissertation explores the final approach. My goal is to increase the entire user
experience of open source projects and I do this by adding functionality to open source
community projects for user experience design activities. User experience design activities
include the user-centered design phases presented above in Table 1-1 as well as other
combinations of methodologies and approaches practiced by visual and interaction designers. I
want to foster participation from user experience designers in open source projects because with
user experience design, software is better and open source user experience design has the
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potential to propel the practice of design just as open source software has propelled the practice of
software development [Raymond. 1998]. Furthermore, engagement in user experience design
activities, whether from UXD practitioners or other user advocates such as enthusiastic users or
design-skilled developers, is essential for open source software to provide a positive user
experience.

Purpose of the Study
If the basic problem is that UXD is not well represented in open source software
communities, then the question is how can UXD be represented in such communities? As a start,
we can represent UXD through social mechanisms such as encouraging user experience
practitioner participation in open source projects and through technical mechanisms such as
features on a website that welcome participation. Because UX design must be represented in a
non-design culture, that is, a developer culture, understanding the open source socio-technical
environment reveals where I can open up the infrastructure to fit in UX design representation. As
such, the purpose of this dissertation study is to understand open source software ecology in order
to bring UXD activity support for open source projects.

Motivation and Importance of the Study
The motivation for this dissertation is two-fold. First, my reason for bringing UXD
activities to open source projects revolves around understanding the different approaches and
perspectives UX designers and software developers have. Second, I am always looking for new
ways to improve software for users and rarely do FLOSS organizational structures support UXD
in the open source environment. In open source environments, no management is saying “we’re
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hiring a UX design team and integrating user-centered design activities into our development
process”. But if support for UXD activities is integrated into open source environments, then
open source projects have the opportunity to explore and engage in UXD activities and improve
their overall user experience resulting in a bottom-up engagement with UXD activities rather than
a top-down one.

Scope of the Study
Because the landscape of open source software projects is vast, and it is not possible to
study all of the open source projects across the Internet in depth for one dissertation, I focus on
one open source community to understand its culture and diversity of projects in order to create
support for UXD activities. As such, UXD activity support will build on the existing developer
socio-technical structure. This dissertation proceeds by tracing the exploration of CodePlex, an
open source project hosting community, from understanding of its culture to a design proposal
that suggests how to support UXD activities on CodePlex. CodePlex is built and maintained by
Microsoft. Given that many open source advocates are antagonistic toward Microsoft, it may
seem odd to study open source culture in the context of Microsoft. CodePlex is important in the
context of Microsoft and open source software because it indicates the evolving nature of the
open source landscape. This evolving nature proves that open source software development is
more than an ideology. Open source is a way of producing software, a business model, and a way
of sharing free tools among developers. In addition, CodePlex follows a rich history in Microsoft
of supporting developers. The Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) supports developers by
offering code snippets for many of Microsoft’s products mainly in the form of application
programming interfaces (APIs). The network also offers a knowledge base for developers
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needing answers while solving software development problems using or developing for Microsoft
products. CodePlex is a service to the developer community.
Microsoft has also evolved regarding open source and supports it in a variety of ways,
one of which is through CodePlex, and the other is through their open source lab which hosts a
community blog to communicate open source activities within and outside of Microsoft. The
software company also launched an open source website3 that provides information about the
company’s open source strategies and partnerships. Given Microsoft’s open source initiatives,
CodePlex is a legitimate environment to study open source. One benefit of studying CodePlex in
the larger context of Microsoft is that user experience design activities permeate many of
Microsoft products, including CodePlex. As such, opportunities existed to speak with UXD
practitioners while on site. Therefore, the scope of the study includes study of the CodePlex team
of developers, managers, and UXD practitioners who produce the open source community
website, users of CodePlex who build projects, download software, or contribute code or
comments, and UXD practitioners who share experiences in open source environments or
comment on the design proposal.
While part of this opportunity to work with CodePlex is due to accessibility, other
reasons exist for why CodePlex is a good place to study bringing user experience to open source.
Working with projects such as GNOME, openoffice.org, or Mozilla seems like an obvious place
to start because they already have user experience strategies in place and what better place to
study the support for UXD in open source than an open source project that already has begun the
integration? Mozilla, openoffice.org, and GNOME projects have corporate funding for UX
strategies and therefore pay UX professionals. This is very different from projects hosted on

3

http://www.microsoft.com/opensource/default.aspx
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websites where volunteer participation prevails. Furthermore, the reach is farther. If UX support
is integrated into an open source project hosting website, then potentially hundreds of thousands
of projects can be exposed to user experience. My argument is that it is better to offer support to
many projects opening up the potential for user experience than to study the problem for one
project that already has a partial solution. One could argue that the lessons learned from one
project could be transferred to projects hosted on community websites, but the projects are
characteristically different in terms of resource allocation and business model. Most projects
hosted on open source websites do not generate revenue to pay user experience professionals. If
they have corporate interest that donates time on the project, they most likely will pay a developer
rather than a UX professional. Although it is possible, I have not heard of any case where a
company pays a UX professional to work on an open source project hosted on a project hosting
website because the company paying for time wants to improve the project’s user experience.
Developers, however, have been paid through various organizations to work on projects hosted
on open source project hosting websites. Therefore, choosing to work with an open source project
hosting website rather than a single project with resources and UX strategies makes sense in
terms of ability to reach more projects and particularly ones without resources and strategies for
UX already in place.
Given the choice to study support for the user experience in an open source project
hosting website, what kind of website is best? Several open source project hosting websites exist.
A popular hosting site is SourceForge.net. Issues of access on a site like SourceForge.net become
difficult. Approaching the corporation that builds SourceForge.net with a proposal to study how
to integrate user experience activity support features into their hosting website would have been
considerably difficult because no evidence of practicing user-centered design exists in their
hosting site for it has been notoriously difficult to use. Given a lack of attention to usability on the
site itself, foundational knowledge in user-centered design and understanding user experience
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overall would have been a tremendous task. On the other hand, Microsoft employs approximately
500 user experience professionals and an engineering excellence center evangelizes user
experience across the company. In addition, Microsoft Research conducts many studies with
product groups and thus a research culture permeates the company. As such, conducting a study
where the main goal of the research is valued and understood, and research itself is part of the
culture makes studying user experience in open source considerably more appealing at Microsoft.
Finally, the team that produces CodePlex works directly with a user experience professional to
ensure a good user experience for users who come to the CodePlex site to build, download, and
otherwise participate in open source projects. One last reason CodePlex makes a good test bed for
bringing support for user experience activities is that the site was released in spring 2006 and it is
still growing. This is another opportunity because CodePlex has a history, albeit a short one, of
releasing new features and improvements. As such the CodePlex community expects changes and
innovations within the site.

Research Questions
Because the purpose of the study is to understand the software culture in terms of social
interactions surrounding CodePlex in order to design support for user experience activities in
open source projects hosted on CodePlex, the following research questions apply:
RQ1: How does the CodePlex development team at Microsoft support user experience
activities for CodePlex users?
RQ2: How can user experience activities be supported for open source projects hosted on
CodePlex?
These research questions indicate a study that uncovers teamwork factors related to the fit of user
experience activities into the entire CodePlex culture.
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Organization of the Dissertation
In chapter 2, I present open source research relevant to this dissertation. The literature
review examines CSCW issues, relevant to the open source context: distributed software
development, cooperation, collaboration, communication, work practices, and social structure. I
also consider the purpose and methodology of the research to situate this dissertation amongst the
literature. Therefore, the open source literature review gives a snapshot of the current landscape
of open source culture from a CSCW perspective. Other literature includes accounts of usability
and HCI research related to FLOSS environments. In chapter 3, I present the theoretical
framework, activity awareness, used to analyze the dissertation data. In chapter 4, I present and
provide a rationale for my research methods. In chapter 5 I provide a rich description of the
CodePlex culture and present a series of incidents that inform the design and Chapter 6 presents a
detailed analysis of the data using the activity awareness framework followed by implications of
the findings for the design proposal. Chapter 7 offers the design proposal based on the
description, which includes a mapping of the design translation through incidents of practice
analyzed through activity awareness, the design proposals as concrete mockups, and claims
analysis as design rationales for the mockups. This chapter closes with a preliminary evaluation
of the proposed features. Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with final thoughts articulated
through a discussion, significance and limitations of the research, and suggestions for future
research.

Chapter 2

Focused Overview of the Open Source Literature
The open source software development phenomenon attracted many research disciplines.
Such disciplines included economics, business, information systems, computer-supported
cooperative work (CSCW), software engineering, and information science, to name a few. I will
focus on research that examines the socio-technical structures found in FLOSS environments
from a CSCW perspective because they help situate this dissertation work in the context of open
source CSCW research. The field of CSCW examines the context of technology usage from a
group, team, or social perspective and designs and builds systems that support various aspects of
collaboration. Originally CSCW research was concerned with work practices, but now extends its
research focus into social media, mobile computing, and other aspects of work and play
surrounding technology used by people together. The dissertation comprises a study of how an
open source collaborative system, CodePlex, is developed, how it is used for collaboration (by
open source developers), and how it can be used for new types of collaboration (open source user
experience activities). As such, this dissertation falls under the CSCW research paradigm.
In this literature review, I examine first the open source literature related to CSCW. This
literature explores key issues in CSCW generally and CSCW issues particular to FLOSS. The
general literature review used the open source software development phenomenon to examine key
issues such as distributed work in software engineering, coordination, communication, and work
practices. The particular literature review examined the open source software phenomenon to
understand social structures, roles, activities, socialization, and other aspects of collaboration
particular to open source software development. In addition to the literature that falls under
CSCW, I also situate the dissertation in the broader context of research that examines individual
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motivation. The FLOSS literature on motivation is foundational for understanding why software
developers volunteered to collaborate with other programmers to produce open source software.
The other body of open source literature I examine relates to various research examining
usability practices in open source software products. Literature investigating aspects of usability
in FLOSS development consists of analytical and empirical research. Other literature is in the
form of articles written by UX practitioners reporting experiences participating in open source
projects. Examining the open source literature related to CSCW and usability/user experience
provides insight into the body of literature in which I situate this dissertation.
I review these four bodies of FLOSS literature (key issues general to CSCW and
particular to FLOSS and FLOSS usability in research and in practice) to paint a picture of how
the current research describes various aspects of open source software development practices.
This picture details the socio-technical environment in which open source software is being
developed and aids with understanding the practices in which user experience activities can be
integrated. Although I consider this dissertation research to be in the field of CSCW, it also fits
into the small body of interdisciplinary research in the area of open source usability. The research
in this area examines open source software development and usability and HCI. This small body
of literature on open source usability follows the section describing the open source software
development ecology.

Describing the open source software development ecology
Eric S. Raymond who is a hacker himself authored the first description of the open source
software development phenomenon in 1997. He wrote an article titled The Cathedral and the
Bazaar describing the two vastly different software development styles of open and closed source
software development [Raymond. 1998]. The cathedral described the structured, process-
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oriented, and carefully controlled way of developing closed source software while the bazaar
described the chaos of people coming and going in open source software communities. To his
surprise the overwhelming success of the Linux operating system, developed by hundreds of
hackers distributed globally over the Internet, using only a bug tracking system and email,
inspired him to investigate the ways in which open source software development is different from
closed source development. In the article, he produces several lessons or rules of open source
software development. The most famous of which is “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are
shallow” [Raymond. 1998]. The quote, also known as Linus’s law, refers to how a large number
of community members use and test the software, in doing so, they find, report, and fix problems.
This community involvement means that almost every problem will be characterized rapidly and
the fix will be transparent to someone. If enough members of the community check code for
defects and fix them, then the software will eventually become more stable.
Other aspects of open source software development are as important as the software that
the community produces. Typically a developer will “scratch an itch” (another of Raymond’s
rules) and quickly build a software tool that solves an interesting problem and then release it on
the Internet inviting people to try the software, give feedback, and make changes to the code. The
software has to be good enough to run, and can still have bugs, but if enough users and
developers work on the software, it will become stable. The question of what is enough remains.
The key to using the community or co-development is that core developers and users 4 can work
together at the code level, thus tracing problems to their root. This is not possible with closedsource, proprietary software. If one of the preconditions for successful open source software is a
strong community, then exploring social factors that allow hundreds of users and developers to
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In this case, users of the software are technical and often developers themselves.
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voluntarily participate in open source software development gives insight into the community
structure. The open source community consists of social and software engineering practices that
researchers began investigating in the late 1990s.
One reason software development practices in open source communities have puzzled
researchers is because they defy Brooks’s law. Brooks, in the Mythical Man-month [Brooks.
1995] stated that “adding manpower [sic] to a late software project makes it later”. Researchers
now know that several aspects of open source software development render Brooks’s Law
irrelevant. For example, open source development community members usually contribute code
after the initial code-base has been established. The only code they write from scratch is for
features or modules. This was one solution to help with coordination problems: segment the
software into sub problems resulting in modules or reusable patterns. Open source developers,
however, mainly download code, review it, and look for, and fix bugs. Because most open source
software does not have release dates or deliberate staffing practices, it cannot be late, nor can
people be added deliberately. A focus on social processes and team efficiency in software
engineering research addresses other solutions to the problem of Brooks’s law. Exploring
teamwork, namely coordination, collaboration, and learning have been a focus of both software
engineering and CSCW.

General CSCW key issues found in FLOSS
Open source software development has been a key object for studying aspects of
teamwork in distributed software engineering [Cataldo, et al. 2006, Gutwin, et al. 2004,
Halverson, et al. 2006, Herbsleb, et al. 2003, Sandusky, et al. 2005, Sengupta, et al. 2006, Ye.
2006]. These teamwork studies, from both software engineering and CSCW, cite open source
software development as an example of distributed software engineering. Distributed work, as
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practiced by open source communities, has been characterized as the new mode of work for
knowledge workers in the information society [Feller, et al. 2002, Fitzgerald. 2005, Jorgensen.
2005, Muffatto. 2006].
The work structures and processes of open source software development differ with each
project, but overall community members produce software in roles that interact closely with tools.
Such interactions give rise to distributed work challenges in software development such as
communication and coordination [Cataldo, et al. 2006, Halverson, et al. 2006, Herbsleb, et al.
2003, Sandusky, et al. 2005, Kraut, et al. 1995, Koch. 2007]. These challenges will be discussed
more in the next section.

Communication, coordination, and software development practices in FLOSS
Communication challenges in distributed software development include lack of face-toface meetings and sharing knowledge and information among team members. Sharing is further
challenged during computer-mediated communication. Researchers have studied communication
patterns as indicators of centralization, participation, and tool use. Communication centrality in
FLOSS varies widely [Crowston, et al. 2005]. In their study, Crowston and Howison [2007]
found that communication in some FLOSS projects centers around one developer where he
communicates one-on-one with other developers while other projects are decentralized. The
decentralized projects exhibited communication patterns where many developers and users
distributed communication with one another. The authors suggest that examining the
centralization of communication patterns in FLOSS projects is a useful way to compare FLOSS
teams. Roberts et al. [2006] studied communication patterns in Apache HTTP server project.
They found that in this FLOSS project, core developers centralized over three groups, which
indicated a small number of individuals were influencing communication within the project
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[Roberts, et al. 2006]. Communication patterns in FLOSS projects are a measure of collaboration
and control. Those developers who are most central and communicate with the most members of
the community exert more control over the project.
Howison et al. [2006] discovered that communication patterns over time predict
participation. Over time, core members remain at the center of communication while participation
by the outer members are involved for shorter lengths of time [Howison, et al. 2006]. Koch
[2007] found that in thirty of the most downloaded projects on Sourceforge, the communication
tools, mailing list and bug tracker, were less efficient than the discussion forum. The author
explains that the mailing list and bug tracker communication tools in Sourceforge are more of a
impediment to efficient software development “detracting attention and time from the developers,
which might be better spent on actual development work” [Koch. 2007]. The variations in
communication patterns and technologies found in FLOSS echoed a CSCW concept called
‘media stickiness’. This media stickiness concept explains how distributed teams use
communication technology. As such, the evolving use of communication technology in teams is
path dependent, meaning that different team members learn how to communicate with one
another, and the learning happens quickly and does not change over time, thus patterns of use are
embedded deeply within the team communication culture [Huysman, et al. 2003]. Such stability
with communication patterns, especially among core team members over long-term periods,
indicates that media stickiness has been demonstrated in FLOSS environments as well.
These studies, however, do not investigate challenges related specifically to electronic
communication. Communication challenges associated with electronic media include aspects of
face-to-face communication that are limited or disappear. Challenges include weakened social
presence where partners cannot perceive shared understanding or friendliness [Short, et al. 1976];
disambiguation of messages with multiple meaning is difficult without face-to-face [Daft, et al.
1986]; and reduction of other social context indicators such as age, gender, and title dehumanize
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messages sometimes to the point of rudeness [Sproull, et al. 1986]. Despite these challenges, open
source communication occurs through electronic media because no other alternatives exist. Open
source project members rarely communicate via conference call or face-to-face. Yamauchi et al
[Yamauchi, et al. 2000] found that mailing lists are the primary communication tool.
Communications via email favor rationality. The rational culture of open source communities is
characterized by a propensity to put forth logically plausible solutions that lead to technologically
superior options.

Coordination issues in CSCW demonstrated in FLOSS
Coordination is managing interdependencies among activities [Malone, et al. 1994]. Key
concepts for coordination in CSCW include information sharing [Dourish, et al. 1992], artifacts
and protocols [Schmidt, et al. 1996], and activities, actors, goals, and interdependencies [Malone,
et al. 1990]. The FLOSS literature generalizes these key concepts.
Coordination challenges demonstrated in open source software include organizing a
distributed team of volunteers in order to align their work for a release and bringing together
modules of code, and piecing together distributed project information. In a descriptive study,
Michlmayr et al., [2007] interviewed twenty FLOSS developers and found that three types of
releases that core developers managed required different coordination activities including
managing the code base, which included not allowing new contributions where appropriate, and
other scheduling and planning tasks. They identified a major coordination problem. They
discussed how FLOSS development happens individually among many developers who
independently work on features they are interested in. In this example, protocols for scheduling
and planning the release required skills and lack of information sharing limited coordination.
Close to a release all of these features have to be coordinated and aligned and the authors suggest
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a time-based release where the features are integrated over time, not just before the release is
scheduled [Michlmayr, et al. 2007]. This solution speaks to a protocol solution that helps
coordinate interdependent modules of code.
Modularity, the breaking up of software architecture into many small components, has
been a key element in the success of open source software development and is an indication of
how coordination is achieved [Narduzzo, et al. 2005]. Narduzzo and Rossi [2005] found that
coordination in FLOSS is enhanced by the openness of code. Coordination in FLOSS has also
been studied in terms of explaining how FLOSS projects piece distributed information together
[Basset. 2004]. Basset [2004] found that an awareness of the state of work and technical expertise
helped with coordination tasks on the FLOSS project VideoLAN. In these cases, information
sharing and awareness are important for coordination.
In addition, Lindman [2007] found that coordination is based on technical determination.
In this sense of technical determination, open source developers believe that problems have
technical solutions which will be found when the best developers focus on the problems.
Technical determination exemplifies a common way of solving problems that guides activities
and monitors goals. A major challenge for coordination in open source software development is
that developers tend to act before declaring their commitment [Yamauchi, et al. 2000]. This bias
toward action leads developers to coordinate their work only after they have completed their selfinitiated tasks. This bias exemplifies how actors need flexibility in their role and how situated
protocols are necessary, but not sharing information and lack of awareness can impact
coordination negatively.
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FLOSS work practices
A major goal of CSCW is to characterize collaborative work so that it can be supported
with interactive systems. As such, a characterization of the socio-technical work in FLOSS
projects demonstrates one kind of CSCW system. Communication about, and coordination of, the
software development process are mediated through various technologies. Discussions mainly
occur in email distribution lists, a bug tracking system, or web forum such as Google Groups or
Usenet. Technologies and related human activities specific to the FLOSS development work
process are shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Key elements of the open source development process and workflow.
Adapted from [Holck, et al. 2005].
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The technological infrastructures include the code repository, bug tracking system, and
testing and verification system. Each element in the infrastructure has rules regarding its use.
Such rules are imbedded in the technology, e.g. passwords, or publicized on the web, e.g.
formatting rules for reporting bugs. The code repository is reachable via the Internet and anyone
can download code. Contributors work on code in parallel by continually updating repository
files. The repository creates new versions for every download and logs who has versions. If two
developers are working on one line of a file simultaneously, the committer decides which version
to use. Committers are developers with special privileges to add files to the repository. Other
developers must go through a committer to get contributions added to the repository.
Generally, anyone can add bugs to the bug tracking systemand is actively encouraged to
do so. A bug is not necessarily a problem, but a pending task. Bugs can be crash reports, feature
requests, or interface changes. For example, in Mozilla, all work should be related to one or more
bugs [Holck, et al. 2005]. As a result, in Mozilla, the committer must assign each committed code
to one or more bugs. Bugs are tagged and Mozilla developers use the information for searches
and other classification activities. Each bug in Mozilla can be categorized with a description, state
(open, closed, analyzed, suspended), severity, priority, originator, and person responsible. Mozilla
developed a widely used open source bug tracking system called ‘Bugzilla’
(http://www.bugzilla.org/). While allowing anyone to submit bugs is the essence of Linus’s law,
the number of bugs that are equal or related is difficult to assess.
Several testing and verification machines perform tests and verify the quality of a current
version. The testing and verification machines cycle through various automatic activities
including downloading, building, performing tests, and reporting results. Testing and verification
cycles may occur as frequently as every night, or more infrequently such as every few weeks.
During these cycles a current version may be closed for changes. Understanding FLOSS work
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practices has been the focus of FLOSS literature. As such, many studies are descriptive in nature
and exemplify how FLOSS work is accomplished. The next section exemplifies studies that
described various FLOSS environments. Therefore their results are descriptive and empirical
rather than analytical. As such, they are not results oriented. I capture the roles and activities that
are particular to FLOSS communities.

Roles and activities as CSCW issues particular to FLOSS
While the above section exemplified CSCW key issues found in open source
environments, this section characterizes roles and activities as CSCW issues particular to FLOSS.
Roles and activities play a part in an overall CSCW socio-technical system and have particular
characterizations in FLOSS. One common characteristic of the roles and activities of open source
software developers is that all developers are users of the software (see Figure 2-2). Users can
transition to active contributors by reporting bugs and suggesting features. Non-technical users,
however, rarely transition. Open source projects include developer tools, programming languages,
and end-user applications. Therefore, non-technical users might transition only to an active user
on an end-user application project.
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Figure 2-2: Roles and tasks of open source users and developers.
Adapted from [Gacek, et al. 2004].

Open source software development social interactions and practices take place in a
community structure. Communities in FLOSS generally are bounded by project. As such, each
open source project is in itself a community. Project communities share an online environment
with similar needs, goals, beliefs, and preferences [Wenger. 1998]. Members of open source
project communities are connected [Putnam. 2000] and identify [Wenger. 1998] with one
another, and in this sense community refers to the larger scope of all individuals who contribute
to open source projects. As such, two community boundaries exist in open source: project
community and larger open source community. Community structures are similar because we can
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generalize to the larger open source community boundary, but they also differ because project
communities differ in needs, goals, beliefs, and preferences.
Open source work structure has been likened to an onion [Antikainen, et al. 2007,
Crowston, et al. 2004, Moon, et al. 2000]. Factors inherent in the community structure of open
source communities, shown in Figure 2-3 as a concentric hierarchy, include trust, leadership, and
power. The leader is at the center with other roles farther away from the center depending on
trust, power, and leadership. Members from the outside of the center can move toward the middle
how they gain trust and leadership [Raymond. 1998, Studer. 2007]. Power is gained by coding
merit [Studer. 2007].

Figure 2-3: The general onion model of open source communities.
From [Antikainen, et al. 2007].

Much of the research on community structure and development practices and interactions
focuses on large, well-established projects: for example, Linux [Rusovan, et al. 2005] and
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FreeBSD [Holck, et al. 2005] operating systems, GNOME desktop graphical user interface
(GUI), Apache web server [Mockus, et al. 2000], and Mozilla web browser [Mockus, et al. 2002].
Other research surveys developers working on multiple projects [Ghosh. 2005] or gathers data
from SourceForge, a large open source software project hosting website [Crowston, et al. 2006].
The research shows a variation in community structure and interaction. Despite
variations, all of the communities are project-centric, as opposed to organization-centric, like
closed source software development. Project-centric refers to needs, goals, beliefs, and
preferences that are centered on a project; whereas organization centric refers customs and culture
of an organization to which its workers subscribe. Thus, open source environments are more like
communities gathering around a common good—a project, than organizations. The projects differ
in focus, information flow, resource selection, decision-making power, leadership, and value
system [Muffatto. 2006]. Open source projects differ in focus because they have different project
needs and tailor their processes accordingly. For example, larger projects have decentralized
communication structures and a hierarchical decision-making process, while smaller projects
adopt more central communication structures and a flat decision-making process [Crowston, et al.
2005, Heckman, et al. 2007]. Information flows differently within the project communities
depending on the tools used and the roles played by project members. Open source projects rely
heavily on electronic media that helps support spontaneous work [Yamauchi, et al. 2000] and
dictate the activities and methods in open source software development [Robbins. 2005]. Open
source tools include email, wiki, discussion forums, and inter-relay chat for communication, an
online bug tracker for tracking bugs and new features, and a version control system such as CVS
for managing different versions of a software build. Project members are an open source
community’s most valuable resource. The members include mostly volunteers who come and go
as they wish and choose their tasks [Mockus, et al. 2002, Scacchi. 2005]. Larger projects have
paid developers, and often those developers must do the tasks that other developers choose not to.
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For example, volunteer developers choose not to write documentation, design and coordinate, and
test [German. 2005].
Decision-making emerges from interactions rather than organizational context and styles
range from benevolent dictator (final decision-making authority rests with one person) to voting.
Furthermore, Heckman et al [2007] found that decision-making and team effectiveness were
related. Greater participation in decision-making is associated with a more effective project.
Effectiveness was measured by project output, team satisfaction, and project activities. The
decision-making styles indicate the power structures and governance of a particular project
community. Community members can vote for changes. Often a developer will pose a change on
an email list and members will discuss and vote on the change by adding a ‘+1’ to the bottom of
the email. If enough people agree to the change, then the developer will implement it. Leadership
can also influence decision-making. Developers who are skilled and knowledgeable gain merit
and are trusted by others to lead. Studer [2007] described meritocracy structures in the KDE5
community and found that merit is a social construction that is linked to certain activities (e.g.
coding and coordinating activities) and those who are active in the community are perceived as
being more valuable in the community.
Although leaders appear to be skilled and knowledgeable, it is difficult to characterize the
brightest and best [Glass. 2005]. Although the community trusts those who hold power, code
readers do much of the work. Code readers review code and the community is dependent on
them, yet because anyone (users, skilled and unskilled developers) can look at the code and
submit changes, they are on the peripheral and lack power. Anyone can gain power by having
their work recognized as good by others and as long as newbies show knowledge of the
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KDE is a GUI desktop environment for Linux and Unix. http://www.kde.org/
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architecture and self-reliance, they will be accepted to perform more prestigious activities:
coding, planning for future development, and creating new features [Studer. 2007]. When leaders
cannot decide on the direction of a major change, they can split the code and take the project in
two different directions. This phenomenon is known as ‘forking’. Forking indicates that
breakdowns occur in the community. Other problems include heated discussions bordering on
rudeness (flame wars) and ‘alpha male’ behavior [Feller, et al. 2002].
Despite verbal sparring and power struggles, open source communities are fluid and
governed by informal rules and trust characterized by a struggle to find balance between anarchy
and control [Holck, et al. 2005]. In a study looking at trust and control in open source, Gallivan
[Gallivan. 2001] found that trust and control shape the behavior of individual members and
determine project effectiveness. He concludes that, in nine case studies, open source members
rely on structures that control more than trust. A study of the Linux kernel community
[Antikainen, et al. 2007] found that skills, reputation, and community practices (both formal and
informal) were significant factors in trust among community members. In other words, other
members of the community trust developers with skills, reputation, and best practices. Although
the value system, indicated by trust, meritocracy, and self-initiation, varies by open source
community, it allows for freedom of expression, creativity, and the production of high-quality
software [Muffatto. 2006, Lakhani, et al. 2005]. Also in flux is the amount of structure and
process a community can impose on volunteers. Projects can have cathedrals in the bazaar [Feller,
et al. 2002].
Potential contributors to FLOSS projects have to negotiate a complex social and political
environment that is often difficult to participate. A study looking at the socialization of open
source contributors in Python, an open source programming language, tracked the various
trajectories participants can follow [Ducheneaut. 2005]. The researcher found that socialization
depends on the construction of an identity where participants define and present themselves as a
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“software craftsman” [Ducheneaut. 2005]. The journey to being accepted as a craftsman relates to
how well participants negotiate the political process and how well they align with allies to
support their individual learning.

Developer motivation in FLOSS
The hacker ethic, work based on pleasure, not money, [Muffatto. 2006, Himanen, et al.
2001] explains why most programmers participate in open source projects: they possess a passion
for creating something useful with others who share similar interests. Several studies have shown
that open source hackers are motivated by social, career, political, and software related aspects of
the open source community [Ghosh. 2005, Lakhani, et al. 2005, Hars, et al. 2002, Hertel, et al.
2003, Ye, et al. 2003]. Software related aspects include writing challenging code, and being
creative about software solutions [Lakhani, et al. 2005]. Social motivation includes both internal
(desire to feel competent and self-determined) and external (direct or indirect monetary
compensation and recognition by others) rewards [Hars, et al. 2002].
In a survey, Hars and Ou [2002] found that self-determination motivated 79% of the
respondents and human capital motivated 88.3%. Human capital is an economic term referring to
personal skills, capabilities, and knowledge. Thus, human capital, as an external reward,
motivates hackers to increase their human capital so that they are more valuable on the job
market. Political motivators include holding a belief that software should be free of intellectual
property and that open source software can crush large proprietary software companies. Ghosh
[2005] found that political motivations vary widely in open source software developers who
receive direct, indirect, or no monetary reward for contributing to open source projects. Different
open source projects espouse different political beliefs. The distinction plays out in, among other
things, the licenses chosen by the community. Those projects driven by the ideology of the Free
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Software Foundation are taking an ethical stance about freedoms. On the other hand, those
projects driven by the ideology of the Open Source Initiative are taking a pragmatic stance about
superior software. What superior open source software entails is, however, debated. While the
notion of superior software is debated in software engineering, its superiority in part relates to
how successful it is deemed.

The success of FLOSS socio-technical environments
The above descriptions of open source environments detail the socio-technical
environment in which open source software is being developed. In particular, researchers have
studied large open source projects and shown that community members produce open source
software in a complex socio-technical environment. Internal and external motivators are
responsible for their desire to participate in a distributed software development ecology created
with social and technological solutions that help overcome the challenges with communication,
coordination, socialization, and learning. These conclusions derive from studies of the most
successful open source software projects.
Researchers have not investigated why an open source project such as Linux or Mozilla
grows and succeeds, and what makes it successful. If we define success as an open source project
that grows a large community of developers and users with a relatively mature and stable code
base, indicated by at least two versions of the software, and a large number of downloads, then
the number of successful projects is far less than the unsuccessful ones. One only has to look at
the thousands of projects hosted on community websites to see that many more open source
projects have failed rather than succeeded. Many FLOSS projects are moribund with no activity
and no working application. In addition, defining success is difficult because some projects with
one or two developers have download numbers in the hundred thousands. These projects have a
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community of users, but not necessarily of core developers. These are also successful, but
arguably more difficult to find because they serve a niche market while the other projects studied
are easy to find because they are diffused widely and talked about considerably in the technology
industry, including through various popular tech media. While we can generalize the above
description of open source software development ecologies to the successful projects, the sociotechnical structure of other projects is likely different, at least until they reach a certain point in
their evolution if they don’t die off first.
Herein exposes a gap in the FLOSS research: studies focus largely on projects that are
similar in size and structure and don’t take the entire landscape of open source projects into
consideration. Even a sampling of the socio-technical structures of projects that differ in size,
purpose, and community would represent the entire socio-technical landscape of open source
projects better than the current representation in the literature. The current representation,
however, offers a snapshot of the socio-technical issues, some of which are key CSCW issues,
intrinsic to open source projects with a large community of users and developers.

Overview of challenges and opportunities for UXD in open source software development
Research investigating user experience practices has been gaining momentum. More
open source projects are integrating user experience activities into their communities. The
background literature explores potential challenges for user experience integration as well as
empirical studies that exposed current issues for integration while others characterized successes.
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Research perspectives of user experience in FLOSS
A group of studies investigating FLOSS UXD focused on analysis of user experience
factors with respect to the structural factors of FLOSS development environments or on reviews
of the prior analyses. These analyses have exposed some challenges and as a result of this
exposure, calls to action ensued. In response to these analyses, researchers have conducted a
small number of empirical studies related to discussions, opinions and practice, and integration of
user experience activities in open source projects. The analytic studies explored the possibility of
user experience practices fitting into FLOSS environments and the ensuing challenges that are
likely. The empirical studies examined existing user experience practices and exposed the
challenges or the structures inherent in the FLOSS projects studied.
Nichols et al [2001] suggest that user experience activities in open source projects may be
restricted by the software development process, lack of average user involvement, and the culture
of open source communities and later further articulated the challenges and presented them as
nine barriers to open source usability. These barriers are shown in Table 1-1 above. In later
studies Nichols and Twidale explored some of the approaches to FLOSS user experience
suggested above. These solutions explored the possibility of bringing users together to participate
in the user experience of the project [Nichols, et al. 2003b], to collect usability data from the
software [Nichols. 2003], and how to coordinate and evaluate user interfaces in FLOSS [Twidale.
2005].
Other research also described and identified user experience issues in open source
software. Under the umbrella of quality, Hedberg et al [2007] reviewed literature on open source
usability and quality. Their review captured the main issues: developers who use the software are
different from non-technical users; the FLOSS development processes are anything but usercentered; usability specialist participation in FLOSS is rare; current FLOSS usability practices
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happen too late in the process; traditional usability methods conflict with the spirit of open
source; and the distributed and collaborative nature of FLOSS development challenges
integration of usability. Another analysis highlighted problems of integrating traditional methods
like user-centered design into FLOSS development [Viorres, et al. 2007]. The authors explained
that the distributed, collaborative nature is deeply tied to the technological infrastructure and
coordinating user experience activities adds to the complexity of the ecology. These analytical
studies exposed challenges for UXD in FLOSS particularly with respect to integrating practices
not familiar to software development in general and FLOSS development in particular. These
process challenges are further made complex by the strong developer culture embedded in
FLOSS environments and the difficulty with which user experience design activities would
integrate into such environments. This exposes a worldview challenge where user experience
designers approach problems vastly differently from FLOSS developers.
Validating the analytical studies, empirical studies confirmed the different worldview
challenge suggested by the analytical studies [Andreasen, et al. 2006], [Twidale, et al. 2005].
Andreasen, et al [2006] concluded that developers have a limited understanding of user
experience and that more research needs to occur to understand the sociological patterns in
FLOSS communities so that user experience can be better integrated. Twidale and Nichols
suggested that usability experts need a toolkit that supports handling “usability bugs” such as
including metadata and structured information, and including a designated design area that
supports discussions and prototyping. A study of user experience practice in Mozilla and
GNOME open source projects uncovered the following issues: complexity management of
usability bugs, user involvement in bug reporting, and using interface guidelines [Nichols, et al.
2006]. Based on these findings, Twidale and Nichols suggested technological opportunities for
integrating user experience practices in open source communities [2006]. They reported that
design discussions in Mozilla occur in a weblog. This solution has several advantages over a bug
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tracking systems meant for functionality bugs: 1) designers can tweak designs, although this may
happen too quickly for important people to participate; 2) the blog is more open to many
designers than bug trackers; 3) because blogs are (at this point) smaller, things are easy to find;
and 4) blogs support conversational workflow better than bug trackers. Because of these factors,
they suggested again that a better usability bug tracking system is germane for integration of
usability practices. Although they explored details further, they have not suggested a complete set
of design features for such a usability bug tracking system. This study exemplifies how user
experience practices have assimilated to developer practices resulting in sub-optimal conditions
for user experience activities because incorporating best practices with respect user experience
design was too challenging.
Another empirical study investigated an open source company, which the researchers
defined as a “software development company that tries to gain competitive advantage of OSS”
[Iivari, et al. 2008]. In the case study, which included interviews of two user experience
professionals, researchers found that the UX professionals gained from the real user feedback
available in open source contexts. Another observation made in the study is that with the FLOSS
community helping with code development, more resources can be attributed to usability and user
interface design. This study is qualitatively different from the above studies in that it outlined
some benefits of integrating user experience activities into FLOSS development rather than
exposing challenges.
A final study explored the social complexities of integrating UX practices in two
successful FLOSS projects [Bach, et al. 2009a]. The study analyzed email discussions and work
activities and found that the projects differ among four factors. The factors that emerged included
differences in how the UX team builds their community, what their status in the broader project
community is, how they govern open UXD, and how they share UX knowledge with the
community.
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With challenges such as knowledge sharing, differences in worldview, and choices for
UXD methodology in FLOSS come successes such as community building and user feedback,
and opportunities for UX professional participation in FLOSS projects. The next section
considers testimonials of UX professionals who have realized opportunities to contribute to the
UX of FLOSS projects.

Practitioner perspectives of usability in FLOSS
Usability practitioners active in FLOSS projects have written extensively about their
experiences working inside the communities. Community building and processes concerned
practitioners in FLOSS UXD. A team of user experience practitioners from Sun have been
particularly active in sharing their testimonials [Benson. 2004, Benson, et al. 2004, Frishberg, et
al. 2002]. A first practitioner effort was a workshop at CHI 2002 featuring the Sun open source
UX team and two other user experience professionals, one from Ximian and the other from
GNOME6. The workshop was a first attempt to bring open source usability to the broader HCI
community and addressed issues surrounding distributed work and building trust and
collaborative relationships [Frishberg, et al. 2002]. A second work, two years later presented at
CHI 2004, attempted to address the lack of UX professionals in FLOSS development [Benson, et
al. 2004].
Another Sun-related open source usability testimonial is an article by a user experience
and interaction designer at Sun who was a co-lead of the user experience project on
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GNOME is supported by companies such as HP, MandrakeSoft, Novell, Red Hat, and Sun.
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OpenOffice.org 7. He explained that community building is important for disseminating
information to open source contributors (usability experts, developers, and users) [Mueller-Prove.
2007]. To that end, they have established a user experience community infrastructure that
included a user experience home page on a sub-domain, i.e. ux.openoffice.org, a wiki, a mailing
list, and inter-relay chat channel, and regular user experience team posts on the UX team weblog.
According to the author, since the community infrastructure has been deployed, the project has
seen a sharp increase in usability expert participation. Challenges that remain for the user
experience project include identifying some key characteristics of their user base, a planning and
brainstorming area that supports sketching, and participation guidelines for usability enthusiasts.
Although OpenOffice.org is a good example of a success story in the early history of open source
usability, it is a large project with corporate backing and its governance structures resemble
closed-source development, so decision-making is likely to come from above. OpenOffice.org is
an example of the kind of open source project that looks a lot like proprietary development. The
integration of usability into smaller projects could be quite different.
Perhaps the strongest champions of open source usability are a team of usability
professionals at Relevantive (http://relevantive.de/index_e.html) in Germany. Relevantive is a
company that provides user experience architectures to software projects specializing in open
source software. They initiated the OpenUsability project8 in 2006 which was a website designed
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Interestingly, this idea failed. While open source projects and usability experts signed up, getting

the projects and experts working together was challenging. The OpenUsability folks recently redesigned
their site with less ambitious intentions. They initially thought that by providing a workspace (the website),
usability experts and open source projects would work together, but this did not happen. They currently are
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to pair open source projects in need of usability with usability enthusiasts. While there has been a
major refocusing of the site’s purpose, the team has shared several key insights into practicing
usability in open source. One insight is a model of how to integrate usability into open source
development depicted below in figure 2-4. The model is based on a general conception of UCD
with the addition of preliminaries, an online survey, and awareness of ongoing development
activities. Preliminaries outline conditions that make usability activity integration more likely to
be successful. They include ensuring usability enthusiasts make a personal connection with one or
two developers; knowing what the project goals are; and opening up communication channels
between usability and development. An up front survey serves as a reality check to clear up any
misconceptions or expectations about the user community and keeping an eye on current
activities ensures awareness of new feature additions that might not adhere to the initial plan.

not accepting any new projects and encourage usability experts and students studying in usability-related
disciplines to sign up so that they can be paired more formally.
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Figure 2-4: UCD process with considerations for open source.
Adapted from [Reitmayr, et al. 2006].

While this model works for professional usability experts coming to open source with established
practices, it may not serve other usability enthusiasts or developers with an interest in usability
because they are not familiar with foundations user-centered design processes and therefore might
not be able to adopt the open source UCD model without training.
In another article, usability professionals from OpenUsability and KDE gave lucid firsthand accounts of the issues central to open source usability [Paul. 2006]. They focused on two
factors: integrating usability into everyday open source development practice and making
available usability resources. Usability resources included experts, knowledge, time, and
availability. The authors described several other factors that hinder or sustain integration and
resources. These other factors echo many of the issues presented already in the literature,
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including developers creating software for non-technical users and the lack of information about
open source end users outside of the developer community. They make clear the conflict between
functionality and usability.
Developers submit features and fancy feature-laden software because of the power and
flexibility it offers them. But removing functions makes the software less complicated for nontechnical users. Even if some functionality were to be removed or hidden, the authors point out
important questions: which ones should be immediately accessible? How will the developers
react if their features are hidden or removed? What will the users think if they use the software
for those features? This conflict is difficult to resolve without higher authority. Indeed the essence
of the open source spirit is that the community decides what is best. If the community decides that
their software is targeted at non-technical users, then the community must rally around usability.
This means that they must find ways to apply usability knowledge, more than merely trivializing
it with opinions and references to what Grandma needs from her software. As the authors point
out, if usability were that trivial, software would be invisible because it would meet our needs so
well we would not even notice it. Finally, the authors illuminate sustaining factors. First, the
speed principle of open source ‘release early and often’ is advantageous for usability enthusiasts:
many incremental prototypes to test changes and adaptations. The other sustaining factor, already
mentioned above, is trust. Usability experts who establish personal relationships with developers
have a high success rate of committed usability changes [Paul. 2006].
Another practitioner perspective reports on a successful redesign of an interface [Osinski,
et al. 2007]. This case differs from the above such that one author is a developer with an interest
in usability and that the project is smaller than the ones mentioned already. Furthermore, this
project has no UX expert input. The developer redesigned and evaluated the web interface of a
small text-mining interface and attributes the success to having a developer who is also a usability
enthusiast, making the usability work part of a major system architecture overhaul, and designing
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a simple user interface. While these suggestions may be impossible for some projects because of
size or community infrastructure, successful accounts of integrating usability into open source
software contribute to our understanding of the entire FLOSS UX ecology.
One final practitioner perspective points to a study that analyzed eight FLOSS usability
projects as reported in the practitioner literature, some of which were reviewed above, and
concluded that lack of user research was an important issue across all eight cases [Paul. 2009].
Closely related to user research, user-centered design methodology was cited by seven out of
eight projects to be an ongoing issue, which echoes the above UCD model and its necessity but
also potential difficulties with either understanding or adopting it. From a practitioner
perspective, community building, which includes bringing more UX practitioners into FLOSS
projects and supporting their activities and processes, which includes establishing methodologies
relevant to FLOSS UXD while bringing best practices from user-centered design such as user
research are challenging. While the analytical, empirical, and practitioner accounts reveal many
challenges in FLOSS UXD, no studies to date have investigated a concrete design solution for
addressing the challenges facing open source user experience design.
This dissertation addresses this gap by proposing a design solution to address issues for
FLOSS UXD uncovered by the literature. The issues exposed by the FLOSS UX literature are as
follows: 1) lack of tools for managing and communicating usability issues; 2) problems related to
different knowledge systems of UX professionals and software developers, and factors
contributing to this, e.g., trust, authority, and merit; and 3) methods and processes commensurate
with user experience practices, e.g., early user research and design, presenting prototypes for
describing and communicating design ideas. As such, in order for a concrete design solution to
support user experience activities in FLOSS, design researchers must foster ways to build trust,
provide opportunities for merit, offer tools to support UX work activities, and provide a UX
workspace that supports UX best practices. I explored the design concepts as guiding principles
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together with the study of CodePlex culture which both serve as information used to design
support for user experience activities in CodePlex.

Chapter 3

Theoretical Framework
In this chapter I outline the foundation and rationale for the theoretical framework,
activity awareness. I contextualize the framework further in the methods chapter to show how the
framework was used in data analysis. Later, in the activity awareness analysis chapter I further
define and provide examples of the activity awareness constructs.
Design of CSCW systems is driven by analysis of work in a given context. An ideal case
for CSCW work-driven analysis begins with CSCW researchers studying the context of work and
then designing systems to support various aspects of work. Studies of work in the field of CSCW
have uncovered several core concepts related to supporting work that people do together:
cooperation, awareness, communication, articulation work, distributed work, and coordination.
Systems are designed to support these concepts. In a typical case, then, the work context and the
people who have been studied in that context have a system designed for their particular context.
In the case of this dissertation the work context is more complex. Three main groups of
stakeholders for CodePlex exist and the context of work varies. CodePlex is a common artifact
among the three groups. CodePlex supports the open source software development work of its
users. I am proposing new ways for CodePlex to support the work of UX professionals. In
addition, the CodePlex team builds CodePlex, the technology that supports open source developer
work. Furthermore, I analyze the CodePlex team to see how it relates to and understands the
needs of other stakeholders thereby connecting its work practices directly to the work practices of
the groups it aims to support. As such the CodePlex work analysis was a meta-analysis to
understand how the design and development team’s work affects the other stakeholders, namely
CodePlex users and UX practitioners. Although the work analyses of the three groups of actors is
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atypical in CSCW, the CodePlex activities ultimately influence the design of support for UX
activities.
A theoretical framework suitable for understanding open source user experience activities
and designing support for them must capture the dynamics of everyday activities of three groups
of actors because the activities of the three groups ultimately influence the design. The three
groups consist of the team responsible for building CodePlex, the users who interact with projects
hosted on CodePlex, and user experience enthusiasts whose activities the design proposes to
support. The users of CodePlex could be coordinators of a project, developers deeply involved
with the project or not so involved, but occasionally fix bugs for example, people who just
download the open source software, or contributors who leave feedback in the discussion forum.
Because user experience activities are currently not supported in CodePlex and user experience
enthusiasts are largely absent from CodePlex, the context of work for which CSCW researchers
usually study to support is different. In the case of this study, CodePlex is the context of work and
new technologies and new kinds of work for UX enthusiasts are being introduced. As such,
understanding the everyday activities of UX practitioners is still important even if it is not in the
exact context in which the support technology is being designed. The CodePlex users will have
new practices and additional features to support those practices, and understanding their activities
will aid in integrating those new practices and features in a minimally disruptive manner.
Ultimately, the integration of user experience activities in CodePlex may prove disruptive in the
beginning, but ensue with benefits. Any change in the work context, however, is disruptive, no
matter how small. The current users of CodePlex will have to adjust to the new features, should
they be implemented. The issue here is will the changes affect their current work activities and
how much will they have to adjust? The CodePlex team is responsible for creating the context in
which all CodePlex activities occur. Therefore, their daily activities are important because the
decisions made within the team directly affect the outcome of the context.
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In order to support UX activities in CodePlex, we must understand how the activities of
the three groups interact. A theoretical framework that captures awareness of several levels of
interaction during activities is appropriate because the activities and underlying factors that aid in
producing the activities differ among the three groups. Several levels include communication,
information sharing, practices, values and goals relating to the community in which they perform
activities, learning, building social interaction to help with activities, and so on. Furthermore,
each of the groups must be aware of each other’s activities. The awareness among the three
groups may not always be mutual. For example, while the CodePlex team might be aware of
FLOSS project activities, project members may not have to be aware of the team’s activities.
Exceptions may arise, for example, where open source project members want to know what
features the CodePlex team plans on releasing next in order to continue with an ongoing activity,
or how the CodePlex team responds to help queries. Understanding how the different groups are
aware of activities both within and outside of the groups is essential for supporting how they
might work together in a CodePlex that supports UX activities. Given the above discussion, an
appropriate theoretical framework for this dissertation is one that provides constructs for making
sense of everyday activities in and across groups such that different aspects of the activities can
be analyzed. The aspects include communication, practice, learning, information sharing,
meaning, obligations, and interactions.
The theoretical framework activity awareness provides four facets for understanding and
describing group awareness of activities [Carroll, et al. 2006]. The activity awareness framework
was motivated by an approach to complex teamwork, work where teams cope with “ill-structured
problems in real-world contexts of high uncertainty” where the focus was on shared activities
[Carroll, et al. 2006]. This approach allowed for a conception of human behavior in team settings
that addressed the question of what groups need to share in order to work effectively, both
individually and collectively. Activity is defined as “substantial and coherent collective endeavors
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directed at meaningful objectives” [Carroll, et al. 2006]. Activity awareness is premised on the
idea of awareness, that in order for teams to work effectively they need to
know what relevant information their collaborators know, and what they expect,
as well as their attitudes and goals. They need to know what criteria collaborators
will use to evaluate joint outcomes, the moment-to-moment focus of their
attention and action during the collaborative work, and how the view of the
shared plan and the work actually accomplished evokes over time [Carroll, et al.
2006].
Thus the concept of activity awareness prioritizes well-informedness in collaborations with
consequential goals. This prioritization is founded on activity theory [Bertelson, et al. 2003,
Bodker. 1991, Nardi. 1996] but carries forth a further articulation of the concepts in activity
theory to emphasize that group work is “activity-oriented, praxis-based, relative, and dialectic”
[Carroll, et al. 2006]. Activity theory [Engestrom. 1990] describes mediating effects of collective
activity where members’ shared understanding of roles, community values, division of labor,
tools, task resources, and other artifacts mediate social interaction. Activity theory highlights
motivation and shared goals by recognizing and addressing breakdowns, social conflicts, tool
weaknesses, and resource shortcomings. In the activity awareness framework, the mediating
effects of activity theory are analyzed via the sub-processes of common ground and communities
of practice. As such, further articulations of activity theory draw on four facets: common ground,
communities of practice, social capital, and human development.
Because communication among team members and among different teams is a
foundational skill, the facet common ground [Clark. 1996] articulates a protocol for dynamic
monitoring, testing, and signaling of whether knowledge and beliefs are shared and therefore
setting a basis for understanding. Teamwork requires the coordinated efforts of people to
accomplish goals. Communities of practice [Wenger. 1998] enact coordinated efforts together
with shared goals, values, and practices specific to a community. Voluntary membership in a
community needs powerful social mechanisms to support sustained participation through
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challenges, both through problem solving and conflict. Social capital [Coleman. 1988] is the
acquiring of social benefits of past interactions in order to reduce conflict and other risks in future
interactions. When teams interact during collaboration they plan, negotiate, and coordinate over
stretches of time. They solve ill-defined problems of high uncertainty and with consequences. In
such a collaborative environment, people change. Thus, human development [Vygotsky. 1978] is
when people solve open-ended, complex problems and evolve not only their skills, but also the
skills of members and teams resulting in innovative behavior and decisions. Because the activity
awareness framework includes facets that articulate the dynamics of team interaction, it is a good
framework to analyze the dynamics of the team activities surrounding CodePlex and through
analysis offers support for UXD in CodePlex projects. The activity awareness framework
captures team dynamics of the CodePlex development team, the CodePlex project teams, and the
possible UX teams that may come and work on projects hosted on CodePlex.
The purpose of the activity awareness framework is to understand the dynamic
construction and maintenance of activity awareness in order to support such activities. The
framework provides a tool for analyzing activity awareness of CodePlex users and the UX
enthusiasts whose activities will be supported. Analyzing the activity awareness of the team who
designs and builds CodePlex is a meta-design research activity within the scope of the activity
awareness purpose because I am understanding how the CodePlex team’s activities impact how
they design support for CodePlex users. Therefore, I am interested in how the CodePlex team is
aware of each others’ activities and particularly how they are aware of the activities that happen
on CodePlex in order to understand how their activity awareness might affect support for UX on
CodePlex projects. Furthermore, other research has used activity awareness to characterize
complexities of social interactions in FLOSS teams [Bach, et al. 2009a, Carroll, et al. 2009].

Chapter 4

Research Methods
This dissertation involves studying the activities surrounding CodePlex in order to
present a design proposal for how to support user experience activities in projects hosted on the
website. I employ research methodologies congruent with CSCW and HCI design research
because the output of the research is a design proposal in the form of mockups that represent
features. Mockups are a way of presenting the features as images. Mockups are also known as
low-fidelity prototypes and are quick and cheap to create (compared to a full working system),
communicate concept and structure, facilitate brainstorming and discussion, and enable early
evaluation [Snyder. 2003]. The proposed features address issues and challenges for FLOSS UX
found in the literature as well as socio-technical constraints and opportunities exposed via the
dissertation study.
While design creates artifacts to alter how we interact in the world, design research
produces understandings of how these changes are made [Haynes, et al. 2009]. Zimmerman et al
[Zimmerman, et al. 2007] argue that the intent of design research is different from design practice
because the former produces knowledge for dissemination in the scientific community as its
primary goal while the latter produces commercial systems as its primary goal. The design
research in this study consists of knowledge produced through descriptive science and design
science. Understanding and describing the activities from the three groups (UX professionals,
CodePlex team, CodePlex users) and analysis and interpretation of the activities are key to the
descriptive phase. Translation of findings from the descriptive phase entails design analysis with
respect to decisions and rationale, which are key to the design science phase and are essential for
constructing the design proposal.
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In the descriptive phase, fieldwork approached through ethnomethodologically informed
ethnography (EM) [Crabtree, et al. 2000, Crabtree, et al. 2009, Randall, et al. 2007] provides a
thick description and understanding of everyday activities of the three groups. A thick description
of human behavior is one that describes the context and meaning of the behavior so that the
behavior is meaningful to an outsider [Geertz. 1973].

Fieldwork as ethnomethodologically informed ethnography
Design research often involves fieldwork [Randall, et al. 2007]. Collecting data in the
field can occur through various methodological approaches. In this dissertation I conducted
fieldwork most closely to ethnomethodologically informed ethnography [Randall, et al. 2007].
Ethnomethodology is the study of the methods used by people and investigates how people in a
given culture or linguistic community share a vast repertoire of social practices for accomplishing
their everyday activities [Garfinkel. 1967]. I apply this particular method because three distinct
groups of actors exist (user experience practitioners, the Codeplex team, and CodePlex users)
whose everyday activities, communications, and social practices are important for the design of
support for user experience activities in CodePlex. A related, and often-used method in CSCW
and HCI [Button. 2003], [Crabtree, et al. 2000], [Dourish, et al. 1998], [Hughes, et al. 1992],
[Randall, et al. 2007] for describing and understanding everyday activities is
ethnomethodologically informed ethnography (EM):
Ethnomethodologically informed ethnography seeks to understand the
organization of work, its flow, and the division of labor from the point of view of
those involved in the work. Because work settings are organized around, through,
and within a division of labor, work activities are necessarily seen as
interdependent. Understanding how people coordinate their work in realtime,
moment-by-moment, how they orient to the ‘working division of labor’ to make
sense of what they are doing, is a feature of ethnographic explication [Randall, et
al. 2007].
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The distinction between ethnography and ethnomethodology that Randall et al. [2007] and
Crabtree et al. [2000] make is that ethnography itself for design work is not appropriate because it
carries analytical traditions that are closely tied to sociology and anthropology that result in
abstracting and theorizing the actual everyday behaviors and activities studied by researchers in
those disciplines. On the other hand, the abstracting and theorizing, while useful for the scientific
endeavors of sociology and anthropology, remove the analytic purpose of design research from
the actual behaviors and activities that are supposed to be supported by technology. As such,
ethnomethodologically informed ethnography retains the analytic purpose of design research by
examining everyday activities uncovered by ethnomethodology and takes advantage of the deep
investigations using multiple data collection methods of ethnography, but without its high-level
abstractions. The output of EM is a thick description of everyday activities that researchers use to
inform design. These thick descriptions are a source for the analysis of teamwork using the
activity awareness framework. Activity awareness serves as a lens for making sense of the
complex teamwork activities that influence the design proposal.

Activity awareness
To help make sense of the output of EM, I use the theoretical framework activity
awareness. Activity awareness [Carroll, et al. 2006] is used to analyze and understand complex
team performance. The ethnomethodologically informed ethnography part of the study resulted in
thick descriptions of three groups of actors that influenced the design for support of user
experience activities in CodePlex. UX activities on CodePlex have to be coordinated with FLOSS
project development activities and the CodePlex team coordinates their activities among team
members. The CodePlex team, however, also coordinates their activities based on feedback from
CodePlex users. This feedback includes discussions on the site forum, face-to-face meetings at
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technology conferences, usage of features on the site, and bugs filed by users among other ways
the CodePlex team interacts with and coordinates with users. Awareness at the activity level
provides insight into how the three groups are functioning together in everyday activities. When
teams work together they share and coordinate activities. At an activity level, investigations of the
character, inter-relationships, and implications of sharing, helps to envision and understand
shared activities. Such investigations provide theory bases for four facets (common ground,
communities of practice, social capital, and human development) of activity awareness that seek
to accomplish interpersonal interaction and development.
Because groups share communication as a foundation for accomplishing activities
together, they continuously test and signal shared beliefs and knowledge. Groups with different
knowledge bases and values have more difficulty establishing common ground; for example, UX
practitioners and software developers may have difficulty establishing common ground and
software developers in a closed-source organization may have difficulty with shared value
systems which could affect common ground. Social capital refers to the establishment of social
benefits through networks and interactions with others; for example, open source developers help
each other solve difficult problems by working together and UX practitioners work with other UX
practitioners to talk about their design problems and solutions. Communities of practice refer to
the shared values, goals, and practices groups embrace, often tacitly, when performing activities.
Investigating the three groups from a communities of practice perspective helps to illuminate
where values, goals, and practices are similar and different in order to bridge activities among
groups more effectively. Finally, human development refers to how groups and their members
increase skills and solve problems in an open-ended manner that results in innovative behavior or
decision-making; for example, UX practitioners and open source developers work together to
gain cross-over skills and problem-solving abilities that result in an innovative open source
design that they can iteratively produce together.
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Analysis of the data from the ethnomethodologically informed ethnography through a
lens of activity awareness provides insight into how the groups interact and how their interactions
can be supported further.
In the design science phase, the description and understanding produced in the
descriptive phase, with the help of the activity awareness framework, is mapped to a concrete
design mockup. Claims analysis serves to map the upsides and downsides for making decisions
about aspects of the design proposal. The claims analysis mapping also serves as a feedback
mechanism for checking how the output of the descriptive science phase is translated into the
design proposal.

Claims analysis
The design science phase of the study allows for explicit HCI theory application and
development through claims analysis [Carroll, et al. 1989], [Carroll, et al. 1992], [Carroll, et al.
2003]. A claims analysis is derived from a scenario of use. Scenarios provide concrete examples,
or narratives of use and illuminate activities surrounding system use, including information,
interaction, and document use [Carroll. 2000], [Rosson, et al. 2001]. In this dissertation, the
scenarios are the descriptions generated from the EM. In scenario-based design researchers create
scenarios from field data. An example of a scenario describes the user ‘George’ interacting with a
proposed design for a gardening website is shown in Figure 4-1.
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George decides to save his garden design, but when he does so, a web page appears
labeled "Step 1 of 3: Sign In" with a registration box containing two text fields: one
labeled "Email address" and a second for "Password". George is confused since he
does not know if he has a password and since this page does not seem to be a part of
the Landscape planner, wonders if he clicked on a link mistakenly. He looks again
and sees a small text message below the registration box that says "New Member?
Click here". That seems to apply to him, so he follows the instructions and a new web
page labeled "Step 2 of 3: Register" appears that looks like a registration form.
Instructions inform him to fill in all the fields marked with an asterisk, which he does.
Under the heading "User Information", George enters his first and last name, a
password (which he is asked to re-enter), his email address, and his zipcode. A second
section labeled "User Preferences" asks him to check from a list of gardening
interests. He scans the long list and chooses "Rose gardening". In the last section,
entitled "Member Benefits", he is offered a selection of services, such as weekly
email reminders. He chooses this service and then continues on to another page. This
one, labeled "Step 3 of 3: Welcome New Member" contains a brief message which
confirms his user name and password. George is happy to see that the registration
process only took a few minutes to complete. A link at the bottom of the screen
redirects him to the home page, where he now finds a welcome message addressed to
him personally. He then makes sure that his garden plan was saved.

Figure 4-1: Example of a scenario from (http://ucs.ist.psu.edu/default.asp?button=2).
Scenarios provide a means to explore possible use. Claims, which map the upsides and downsides
of design decisions, are generated from scenarios of use [Carroll, et al. 2003]. An accompanying
claims analysis for a feature related to the above scenario is shown in Figure 4-2.

Feature

Pros (+) and Cons (–) of the feature
(+) reduces the number of mouse clicks necessary to get
to key web pages
(+) may help re-direct a user back to a known location if
A persistent left-hand navigation bar to they get lost in the website
take users to main web site areas…
(–) disappears once the user scrolls down below the fold
(–) user must move the mouse across the full width of
the screen when moving between menu options and the
scroll bar
Figure 4-2: Example of a claims analysis from (http://ucs.ist.psu.edu/default.asp?button=2).
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The claims analysis outlines the potential consequences for the user of adding a particular feature.
A collection of claims for each potential feature makes clear decision points and serves as a
rationale for making design decisions.
Throughout this design research, design rationale will document “how features of current
practice enable or limit behavior” and how “new features enable new behaviors and
consequences” [Carroll, et al. 2003]. Therefore, through a claims analysis based on empirical data
from the three groups of interest, a design proposal that suggests how UXD activities could be
supported emerges.

Design Proposal
The design proposal is a representation of how user experience activities could be
supported should they be integrated into CodePlex. The design proposal is the end point of this
dissertation. This dissertation does not follow other design research projects that conduct
ethnography with an endpoint of offering implications for design or forgo fieldwork and build a
system to evaluate its design theory in use. My purpose was to conduct an in depth field study
and translate the results into a design where empirical findings from the field could be mapped to
a design representation, a process that is rarely acknowledged in design research as translation
science. The entire two-phased research methodology is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Design research methodology.
Design representations in this dissertation are known in practice as mockups created to
look like the interfaces proposed for the actual technological artifact. The advantage of design
mockups is that they offer a lightweight version of the support features that can be used for
discussion and communication of ideas that result in the next iteration of design mockups. The
mockups in this dissertation were shown to a research group at Microsoft Research in a design
review for feedback and evaluation as well as two user experience professionals at Microsoft.
They were revised based on the feedback and shown to the CodePlex team in a focus group for
further feedback and revision. The end result is a set of design mockups refined over four
iterations of several features designed to support UX activities in CodePlex.
In this dissertation then, descriptive science conveys the importance of the social to
design and reveals interesting and relevant social phenomena as displayed by members and
suffuses design thinking with them, makes visible the real world, real time sociality of a setting,
and provides detailed analyses of action and interaction in which to ground the design science
phase [Crabtree, et al. 2009].
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Data
Qualitative data was collected to capture the everyday activities of user experience
professionals, the team who designs and builds CodePlex, and the users who come to CodePlex to
build, maintain, coordinate, download, discuss, among other activities, open source projects.
Qualitative data aligns well with ethnomethodologically informed ethnography and includes “a
series of representations, including field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs,
recordings, and memos to the self” [Denzin, et al. 2000]. This research relied on qualitative data
to capture everyday activities to be used in mapping design decisions and translating concrete
design representations that served as a rationale for how to support user experience activities in
CodePlex. As such, qualitative data captured everyday activities used to generate thick
descriptions based on real-world settings. These data are important for informing the design.
While other design research studies have conducted EM in the work setting for which a
technology was being designed or for which certain activities are being supported, the user
experience activities being supported do not yet occur in the context of work, that is, CodePlex.
This distinction about work that does not yet occur is the essence of a lag in work context and
ensuing activities instigated by the introduction of a new technology has been described as the
task-artifact cycle [Carroll, et al. 1992]. Work always changes with the introduction of new
technologies and the scope of change cannot be predicted [Carroll, et al. 1992]. To help
understand to what extend introducing new features onto CodePlex might entail, I study the team
that designs and builds CodePlex because CodePlex is the context in which FLOSS UX activities
are going to be supported. I also study the project activities currently being supported on
CodePlex. This is important because while CodePlex serves as a context for FLOSS project user
and developer activities, it is going to be changed by the addition of support for UX activities and
understanding current CodePlex activities will help to minimize disruption. This is similar to
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having new technologies introduced into a work setting. Although no UX activities exist on
CodePlex, I study them in other contexts to gain an understanding of the kinds of activities UX
professionals perform and related challenges. Therefore, the data I collected from UX
professionals was from interviews because observing the context of work was not as important.
I considered how the context of how CodePlex was produced as most important for
understanding which activities are capable of being supported given the goals and mission of
CodePlex. Therefore, the ethnomethodologically informed ethnography centers mainly on the
CodePlex team. Much data was collected for the purpose of understanding how the CodePlex
team designs and develops the website. Data for understanding how developers and users
currently use the website was gathered through observations of their everyday activities on
CodePlex and telephone interviews were conducted to clarify activities because the data
collection of CodePlex user and developer activities can be classified as virtual ethnography
[Hine. 2000]. Virtual ethnographies occur over the Internet. Virtual ethnography refers to
methods that adapt ethnography to study communities that interact through computer-mediated
communication. I have studied the social interactions and activities recorded on CodePlex in
discussion forums, comments, issue tracker, and wiki, as though they were living documents
recorded through these various online communication channels. Randall et al [Randall, et al.
2007] argue that virtual ethnographies are no different from other ethnographies and that
capturing the work done is most important for design ethnographies. As such, “virtual
ethnographies are just ethnographies” [Randall, et al. 2007].

Data collection
Data collection occurred over two summers in 2007 and 2008 at Microsoft Corporation in
Redmond, Washington, for a duration of twelve weeks each summer, or total of 24 weeks. Data
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from the first summer focused on studying the user experience activities of three different roles
defined by Microsoft for product development teams. Data from the second summer focused on
activities surrounding the design, development, and use of CodePlex.

UX activity data
The goal for data collection was to gain an in depth view of the role of user experience
activities in software development teams from the perspectives of program managers, user
experience professionals, and software developers. I accomplished this by conducting open-ended
interviews. An open-ended approach to interviewing allows participants to share their stories and
experiences surrounding their daily activities [Seidman. 2006]. The interview protocol can be
found in Appendix A. I conducted eleven interviews. The candidates were recruited through a
survey from another study and volunteered for interviews by stating they would like to participate
in an interview study about their involvement in user experience activities. From the survey, 101
people responded to the question about follow-up. Thirty-eight people responded to the initial
contact and eleven participants were interviewed, with breakdown of four user experience
practitioners, four developers, and three project managers.
The interviews lasted from 35-70 minutes. Microsoft culture is such that meetings are
booked for one hour and most people were reluctant to talk for more than an hour, although a few
allowed extra time. In addition to Microsoft UX professionals, I was at an open source conference
in Fall 2007 and interviewed the UX director for a large, successful open source project using the
same interview protocol. At the same conference I also engaged in an ad hoc discussion with two
people from an open source academic project about the challenges of integrating user experience
activities into FLOSS projects. Their project focused on providing a set of tools to help open
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source projects improve the user experience of community and open source web applications. All
of the interviews and the discussion were face-to-face and recorded.

CodePlex Team Data
The CodePlex team data consisted of interviews, observations, and documents. The
interviews consisted of eleven members of the CodePlex team. The CodePlex team included nine
full-time members and a varying number of people who are hired through a vendor. These
vendor employees were hired from a number of agencies. Software developers were hired
through a vendor company called Solutions IQ who provides software development services and
software engineering talent. Solutions IQ specializes in Agile software development knowledge
and capabilities. The office assistant was hired through a large staffing agency and the interaction
designer works for a User Experience consulting firm called Blink Interactive. Blink provides
interaction design, user research, and usability testing to clients. Table 4-1 summarizes the 13
participants interviewed.

Table 4-1: Members of the CodePlex team who were interviewed

Title

Status

Job function

Principal group manager

MSFT
employee

Manager of CodePlex, oversees CodePlex and other
projects under same organizational structure

Program manager

MSFT
employee

Coordinates overall development of CodePlex, responsible
for release schedules, decisions, user experience, and so on

Senior development lead

MSFT
employee

Technical lead for software development, responsible for
architecting CodePlex

Software
development
engineers (3)

MSFT
employees

Build CodePlex, participate in bug triaging, answer
technical questions from users

Software
development
engineers in test (2)

MSFT
employees

Build CodePlex testing environment, responsible for
making sure CodePlex is not broken, reporting when it is

Software developers (3)

Vendors

Build CodePlex

Office assistant

Vendor

Interfaces with CodePlex users as the first point of contact
for help email; updates help documents on CodePlex

Interaction designer

Vendor

Designs new features for CodePlex, works off-site

The permanent Microsoft employees were chosen to interview first because they have a longer
history with CodePlex and are ultimately more responsible for its success. I did not interview nine
other members hired through vendors because they left the project, were new to the project, or did
not interact with other team members as much as the chosen vendor members did. My rationale
was that vendors who were visibly more engaged and interactive with other team members would
result in richer interview data.
For the twelve weeks of the second summer, I spent the first two weeks organizing the
study with the program manager and by the third week, I started attending weekly meetings. The
weekly meetings included a bug triage meeting where permanent team members decided which
bugs and features they would work on for the next workweek. Another meeting was where team
members gave updates about the workweek, what they were working on, and if they had any
issues. The final meeting was a design meeting where the interaction designer brought in
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mockups for a design review where the entire CodePlex team gave comments and feedback. I
also observed the team for up to three hours once a week in their work environment. I was added
to the team listserve and captured email exchanges, monitored the team’s weblog, and gathered
design mockups presented by the interaction designer. The interviews were conducted face-toface and recorded, meetings captured with field notes and documents captured electronically. The
interview protocol is listed in Appendix A.

CodePlex User Data
CodePlex user data consisted of interviews with developers who worked on projects
hosted on CodePlex and field notes from observations of project activity. The process for inviting
users to participate in the study was limited because the email addresses of members who sign up
on CodePlex are confidential. To reach the CodePlex community I posted a call for participation
in the study on the CodePlex weblog and Microsoft’s open source software community weblog. I
received ten responses from the call and interviewed nine participants. I attempted to recruit more
participants from specific project types that were not represented by the participants I interviewed
by posting a request on the discussion forum of five projects and nobody responded, so I
concluded that it was not a good method for recruiting participants for interviews. All of the
interviews were conducted over the telephone or an online telephony application that allows
telephone calls over the Internet, called Skype. One interview was conducted face-to-face. The
face-to-face interview was with the coordinator of a Microsoft open source project that was
released on CodePlex. All of the interviews were recorded. The interview protocol is listed in
Appendix A.
I collected data via field notes from the projects the interview participants worked on
(some worked on several), as well as three other projects with much activity. I determined
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activity by number of downloads, active discussion forum, at least one full release, and a bug
tracking history of more than six months. I captured conversations around the projects, which
occured in the bug tracker, discussion forum, and wiki and well as types of features being worked
on. I also captured work items in the bug tracker that were fixed and uploaded as patches.

Data analysis
Interview recordings were transcribed and analyzed with the goal of classifying everyday
activities of the three groups in emergent categories. The field notes and documents were also
analyzed with the goal of classifying everyday activities in emergent categories. These categories
help make sense of the instances of how members construct the social world in which they live
[Crabtree, et al. 2000, Garfinkel. 1967] and label the rigorous description of the ways in which
situated action is produced everyday [Crabtree, et al. 1997, Suchman. 1987]. As such, the
categories generated from the interviews helped make sense of the everyday activities of
members found in observations from members’ points of view. The activity awareness constructs
helped with sense making, with grouping the everyday activities in terms of complex teamwork.
As such, inward categories were generated from everyday activities and outward categories from
the activity awareness framework.

Ethical considerations
Designer researchers have a responsibility to ensure their research informs the design of
new technologies with the intent of positive outcomes. Because researchers gain understanding of
the social aspects of people, they can in principle design technologies that are antagonistic or
manipulative. While it is doubtful that any researchers would intentionally design a technology
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that is harmful to its users, design researchers have to consider ethical consequences of their
technologies. All designed artifacts have unintended consequences. Sometimes the consequences
are positive and sometimes negative. The negative unintended consequences of design cannot be
determined beforehand. While researchers try to explore many consequences of design, all
consequences cannot be known. As such, researchers take ethical risk that their designed
technology might cause undue harm to users.
Although this research does not result in a fully functioning technology that is deployed
in a real setting, it does take the following precautions to minimize unintended consequences
should the design proposal be realized. The precautions included an in-depth study of the social
situations surrounding the design, development, and use of CodePlex, the iterative nature of the
design science phase, and the mapping of claims so as to make distinct decisions and full
disclosure of the tradeoffs made during proposal of the design. Studying the social situations
provides understandings of the context in which CodePlex is developed and used. As such, I can
make informed decisions as to how introducing a new technology might change the social
interactions. This is a precarious position because change cannot be predicted. While my
decisions cannot be predictive, they can be well informed because introducing a new technology
into a social environment where nothing is known about the environment is problematic on many
levels and favors technological determinism. I have taken precautions to be well-informed of the
social context in which CodePlex is developed and used and the kinds of things UX designers do
so that the technology I propose would minimally interrupt the social order of activities
surrounding CodePlex.
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The researcher’s role
In qualitative studies of the interpretive paradigm, it is usual to include a researcher
identity so that readers have a sense of the lens with which the data has been interpreted. I have
included a researcher identity because the descriptive science phase includes an interpretation of
everyday activities as emergent categories or categories of activity awareness. The main rationale
for including a researcher identity is that the researcher functions as an instrument through which
the data has been filtered, much like a microscope or a micrometer except that a human
instrument is much more complex. Thus revealing my philosophy toward research and knowing
will help the reader understand possible biases and evaluate the descriptive research in light of
such biases.

Researcher Identity
I study human-computer interaction (HCI), but I am not a computer scientist. I am not a
social scientist. I am a design researcher. My interdisciplinary PhD includes aspects of
information science, psychology, and sociology, but as they apply to HCI and CSCW, which are
design sciences. I have spent many years thinking about and studying what it means to know and
how my intellectual history has contributed to that. Because I see the importance of a deeper
understanding of my own philosophical foundations, I explicate how I came to have the
epistemological perspective that permeates my work and therefore has an immutable impact on
this study. The impact included my approach to data collection, which focused on the experiences
of participants’ daily lives rather than an objective data point. The impact also included my
choice of theoretical framework and methodology. I chose a framework and methodology that
centered on people and their everyday activities thereby grounding my humanitarian perspective.
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Because of these impacts, my dissertation is a study that brings out the importance of people’s
lived experiences with technology.

Philosophical background
My philosophical upbringing resembles continental philosophy, particularly
phenomenology, existentialism, structuralism, post-structuralism, and Marxism. Some of these
philosophical traditions come straight from reading original texts such as Being and Nothingness
by Sartre and The Question Concerning Technology by Heidegger. Others came through studying
Cultural Studies and Rhetoric. Cultural Studies amalgamates sociology, literary theory,
film/video studies, and cultural anthropology to investigate cultural phenomena in industrial
societies. Studying rhetoric included reading Plato and Aristotle. In a critical theory course, a
professor once said that everything, all intellectual history, comes down to Plato and Aristotle. I
now know that what she meant was knowledge either comes, as Plato thought, before experience;
it is a priori, or it comes, as Aristotle thought, after experience; it is a posteriori. Plato espoused
rationalism and Aristotle, empiricism.
My epistemology aligns closer to Aristotle’s notions of knowledge as a posteriori.
However, social scientific research, in my view, resists objectivity. When I was studying
psychology as an undergraduate, I read scientific papers that followed the traditional scientific
method, reporting results from experiments with carefully operationalized and controlled
variables and statistical confirmation. These formative experiences with psychology experiments
had a significant impact. For example, in a course on memory, I wondered how investigators
controlled for participants being in a bad mood, or those who had coffee that morning. How could
these tightly controlled experiments explain a pianist forgetting a Rocmoninoff piece the day
before a recital, when it explained how that pianist could remember it in the first place? How
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could they possibly control for all intervening variables, or contextual interference? My point
here is that I was never completely convinced that psychology was an effective way to fully
understand people or explain their behavior much less their thinking because most psychology
studies eliminate important social and environmental factors, or attempt to control for them.
Conversely, when I studied philosophy, I learned that factors such as context, space and
time, language, culture, and history are of vital importance. During my Masters Degree program,
I studied in an interdisciplinary humanities department. This is where I studied more rhetorical
theory, expanding on my undergraduate studies, and where I was introduced to studying cultural
phenomena. The field of cultural studies concentrates on how a particular phenomenon relates to
ideology, nationality, ethnicity, social class, and/or gender.
As a summary, my views have been shaped by humanities, rather than science. Although
I took several courses during my undergraduate years in science, including biology, chemistry,
and biochemistry, I was more intrigued, and more convinced, by what the humanitarian
disciplines had to say about the human condition. This foundation surely has influenced my
choice of methodological approach for this study. As well, the underlying notions have had an
impact on how I conducted the study, what I sought in terms of data types, and to some extent the
selection of powerful data in the analysis phases. I am less interested in finding something that is
generalizable in the traditional scientific notion of that, and far more interested in deep
understandings of everyday practice. Therefore, as an example, I was far more likely to look for
outlying data than to try to find general trends where I could say “most people said…” which
would be a notion more in alignment with traditional scientific objectification. The deep
understandings of everyday practice help me to understand the situations more closely in order to
inform design.
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Researcher lens
I espouse a humanitarian, phenomenological view of the world. My philosophical and my
scientific training resulted in my belief that each person brings their own meaning to reality. I am
not seeking truth. In my research I gain insight into how people design and use technology
through the language, consciousness, and shared meanings they bring to their experiences. These
insights are for generating new knowledge about the design and use of technology. This
knowledge will solve practical problems for people as we all continuously negotiate the
information society bumping into technology in our everyday activities.

Methods conclusion
This dissertation research seeks to understand everyday activities surrounding the use and
potential use of CodePlex in order to design support for UXD activities. This method extends
foundational design research inquiries in HCI and CSCW and addresses a methodological gap in
the open source UXD literature where to date analytical, empirical, and practical approaches to
bringing UXD to FLOSS have not presented concrete design solutions to the exposed challenges.
CodePlex makes a good test bed for bringing UXD to FLOSS because of its diversity in open
source projects and how accessible it is for the research context especially in terms of design and
development and use of CodePlex. The descriptive and design science phases outline a
methodology where the social informs design with careful consideration of the possible
consequences of change ensuing deployment, should it occur. The complex social dynamics of
the three groups of actors make activity awareness a useful framework for understanding the
everyday activities surrounding the design, development, and use of CodePlex.

Chapter 5

Descriptions
Descriptions include the three mini-cases: CodePlex team, CodePlex users, and UX
professionals. In describing these three mini-cases, I paint a picture of the activities, the methods
and practices, of each case. Each of these cases sets the stage for analysis of the complex
teamwork both within and across the groups. Examples of “the dynamic construction and
maintenance of activity awareness—via the interacting threads of common ground, communities
of practice, social capital, and human development” [Carroll, et al. 2006] will be explored in the
next chapter. The following sections in this chapter describe how the three groups accomplish
their everyday activities.

CodePlex Team
CodePlex began as a side project called got.net and it had a similar set of features to
Sourceforge, a very popular open source project hosting website. The problem was got.net being
only a side project was not maintained and it was not very good, according to the CodePlex area
group manager, Tony 9. Tony is a believer of open source software and developed an open source
test tool prior to joining Microsoft. Tony and another Microsoft employee together proposed to
build an open source project hosting website that would differentiate in the market in two ways.
The first way was that the site supported the Microsoft toolset, which would make it easier for

9

All CodePlex team names have been changed to preserve anonymity.
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developers using Microsoft’s Visual Studio Suite, which is an integrated development
environment and Team Foundation Server, which controls the various versions of source code
and supports collaborative software development activities. The second way was that the site had
to have usability, the user experience had to be better than the other open source project hosting
websites on the web. With these two goals in mind, CodePlex was developed under the
supervision of Tony and got.net was completely abandoned and replaced with CodePlex.
CodePlex was launched on June 27, 2006.
CodePlex (www.codeplex.com) offers a feature set commensurate with managing
software development projects and communication among project members. The CodePlex front
page displays information from a variety of sources.

Figure 5-1: CodePlex front page.
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On the header, is an introduction to CodePlex and a link to learn more about the site which links
to a page with more information about CodePlex. Other information displayed in the header is a
search field to search the projects, and links to the CodePlex team and Port 25 weblogs. Port 25 is
a weblog that serves as venue for communication from Microsoft to the open source community.
Visitors to the site can sign up to be members of the CodePlex community. The header also
includes information to get help, improve CodePlex, or create a project. Below the header are
three columns of information about projects. One column displays a list of the most downloaded
projects, another lists the newest releases, and a third column included popular tags, and when
signed in, the recently visited projects, and when not signed in, displays information about joining
the CodePlex community and how to create a project.
A project page is like it’s own web space with various features such as a wiki to display
information about the project.

Figure 5-2: CodePlex project area pages.
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The project area also has communication features such as a discussion forum for developers to
answer questions and users to ask for help and offer suggestions. CodePlex members can also
sign up to get email from a discussion thread and from a work item. The work item area, called
the issue tracker (or bug tracker), keeps track of the project’s work. Work items have a number of
properties such as status (open, proposed, active, etc), type (feature, issue, task), impact (low,
med., high), release (beta, production, etc), assigned to (a project member), and component
(different aspects or modules of the software project). Community members can vote on and
comment on a given issue. Each item has a unique ID and can be searched by that ID or by
keyword. Source code can be downloaded from the releases section where the latest stable
versions, or other earlier versions, reside. Or community members can download source code to
work on a patch. Patches are fixes or new additions to the software that anyone in the community
can create and upload. A project coordinator reviews and allows patches to be integrated into the
main code base or not.
Each project has to choose an open source license upon creation and community
members can read the project’s open source license, as it is available in the project area. Statistics
about the project such as downloads and page views allow project members and the larger
CodePlex community view activity surrounding the project. Finally, the people page lists
members of the project and their role. Roles include developer and coordinator. The project
creator is automatically assigned the coordinator role and adds other roles as necessary. The
different roles of a project have different access and rights to functionality in the project area.
CodePlex has a web interface that connects to a backend system called team foundation server.
Team foundation server (TFS) offers source control, data collection, reporting, and project
tracking for collaborative software development practices. TFS offers web services that plug into
Microsoft’s Visual Studio products. Visual Studio is an integrated development environment, or a
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software tool where developers write their code. CodePlex integrates with Visual Studio, and
other software development environments including several source control clients.
The team responsible for building and maintaining CodePlex consists of both Microsoft
and vendor employees (employees hired through various staffing agencies). The vendor
employees work on an as-needed basis depending on the expertise and labor needed to develop
planned features and work. Their contracts typically last for one year, but can be shortened or
lengthened based on the work that needs to be done. In addition to Tony, eight permanent
Microsoft employees plan, build, and maintain CodePlex. The roles include one program
manager who is responsible for the scheduling, planning, and making decisions when the
developers have a problem. The lead developer plans the architecture of the website. He is also
responsible for helping developers when they run into technical problems. The three software
developers work on features and bug fixes while the three software testers write tests to ensure
the website is as bug free as possible when it is deployed. Essentially testers write software
programs to test the website to make sure no glaring technical problems exist. Three vendor
employees were present for the entire 12 weeks, working in the roles of software developer, and
over the course of 12 weeks, five left and four came aboard in the roles of software developer or
tester. Two vendor employees outside of the roles of software developer and tester include
interaction designer and an office assistant. The interaction designer works off-site and designs
the web interface and related interactions. The office assistant addresses all help email through
the CodePlex website and either answers it herself or forwards it to an appropriate team member.
She also maintains the CodePlex help documents. The CodePlex team, under Tony’s tutelage,
develops the website using an agile software development process.
Developing software with an agile approach usually means that the team works
collaboratively, communicates frequently, organizes together, focuses intently on customer needs
and goals, delivers software rapidly, and adapts and adjusts to ensure the process continuously
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succeeds. The CodePlex team has adopted this agile approach and enacts it in the following ways
described below. In addition, enacting the agile development process includes a locally
specialized language that the team uses. For example, the team does not use requirements
documents for planning. Instead they use a more fluent process that consists of user stories and
wireframes. Both of these terms are defined in context below. The CodePlex team activities
described below include daily work that subscribed to a local implementation of the agile
approach attending to collaboration, flexibility, process, and connecting with users.

Collaboration
The CodePlex team is highly collaborative. All of the team members sit in a ‘teamroom’.
The teamroom is an open space with clusters of desks arranged in rows or circles. Typically there
were about six unoccupied desks and nine people in the room. The testers sit in a cluster and the
developers sit in another cluster. The office assistant and the program manager are in one cluster
while the lead developer is on his own. This arrangement allows for pair programming, a
technique where two programmers work side-by-side with one keyboard. For example, one
programmer typed in code and the other reviewed, then after about 30 minutes, they switched.
CodePlex developers paired with someone who has better skills and/or experience on the
component on which they are working. They switched the pairs so that everyone worked with
each other. This is called ‘promiscuous’ pairing. The idea is to spread everyone’s knowledge and
skills so that productivity is high. For example, if one developer chose a component to work on
and had experience with the component, another developer who had less experience would pair
with the more experienced until he gained a sense of what was going on. Then they would switch
around. Another example is if a component needed a developer skilled in Javasript, then the
skilled Javascript developer and another developer not so skilled would pair up.
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If conflicts arose in a pairing situation, the developers would call in a third party to help
them decide which way to go. For example, a pair of developers was working on the mailing list
feature and they were conflicted about how to implement the discussion forum email sign up.
They stopped actively coding, put down the keyboard, and talked about what to do. After 10
minutes of discussion, they were still at an impasse and called Randy the lead developer in.
Charlie joined the discussion and between the four developers, they resolved the conflict. This
peer-review practice was prevalent throughout the team. If a developer consulted the program
manager regarding a decision about a change that was not prescribed in the user stories or
wireframes, the program manager would bring in others from the team. A user story is twosentence system requirement formulated in the language of the user. User stories are similar to
scenarios but are shorter and more directly relate to a user requirement. Wireframes are mockups
of the way the software should look and behave delivered to the CodePlex team by the interaction
designer. If while coding a developer noticed that something in the user story or the wireframe
might be problematic, he consulted the program manager who in turn might bring in others from
the team to make a decision. This collaborative nature of the team was prevalent throughout the
twelve weeks I was with the CodePlex team. Their discussions and conflicts were not without
disagreements, but the team members resolved issues cordially and heated discussions were rare.

Flexibility
Flexibility in the agile world means that the team members are responsible for monitoring
the process and ensuring that it works continuously and if it doesn’t they make adjustments. This
approach is unproblematic. In a more informal manner, the CodePlex team called out adjustments
to members in the room. And the team was flexible and would adjust what they were working on
to attend to the adjustment. For example, a tester called out to the developers and let them know
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that they are running a test suite at a different time because of the way the current software build
looks. This way the developers knew not to check in code while the test suite was running. If
testers or developers were working early or late, they posted the changes to the email list so that
everybody knew. A more formal way of exercising flexibility was via a weekly meeting. The
meeting, called an iteration planning meeting (IPM), brought the entire team together where each
member took a turn at giving an update of what they were working on, what challenges they were
having, what projects they would like to propose. The program manager gave an update as to
which bugs should be prioritized and which features would be introduced.
I’ll say more about this meeting below in the process section, but in terms of flexibility
the IPM served as a venue to check how the process was going and if things were taking longer
than planned, the schedule would be adjusted accordingly, or more people would work on
problem solving. The meeting offered a chance for everyone to discuss issues and offer solutions
for the given iteration interval which lasted three weeks. Although the program manager
announced what work was planned for the week, the team was empowered to give feedback about
the reality of accomplishing tasks to get the week’s work done. And the lead developer and the
program manager as well as other team members were flexible to change the schedule and the
process. An example of flexibility included a change in the process. The team had previously
tried daily meetings, which some agile teams call a daily stand up, where work accomplished,
issues, and work initiated is reported verbally. The CodePlex team tried daily stand-ups but found
that their reports contained similar content for 4-5 days in a row, so changed to weekly stand-ups
where the team had more to report on.
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Process
The group manager, Tony, who was a strong proponent of agile software development,
test-driven development, and pair programming, developed the CodePlex agile process. Tony has
written several books on agile and test-driven development. The team planned new features for
the website based on feedback from the users and their mission to provide a good user experience
and be compatible with Microsoft developer tools. While the entire team can participate in
suggesting new ideas Tony, the program manager, and the lead developer are responsible for
making decisions about planning the next phases of the website. The development process cycled
through three-week intervals where the team tried to get the planned amount of work done in
those three weeks. The work for the three weeks is launched during an IPM and monitored over
the next two weeks. The work schedule was adjusted based on how coding and testing were
going. As such, although the team worked diligently to meet the three-week deadline, the process
was flexible. The CodePlex team would rather release features that are fully developed, rather
than on time. Deploying the software on the Internet allowed for this flexibility because software
that is sold in a box has other processes and business units that coincided with or followed release
of the software. For example, media and marketing are part of the commercial, on the shelf,
software process and hitting deadlines is crucial for coordination with multiple parties.
Developers chose the tasks on which they worked. The CodePlex development team used
an internal version of CodePlex to manage their work items. A screen shot of the work items page
in CodePlex is shown in Appendix B. Work items listed for a current iteration included bug fixes
and feature building. A developer chooses a task for several different reasons. First, he might
have chosen an item because it is a serious bug and needs to be fixed quickly. Second, he might
have chosen an item because it looks challenging. Third he might have chosen an item because it
afforded an opportunity for learning in, especially a weak area of the developer’s skill set. Fourth,
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the lead developer might have asked a developer to choose an item, particularly if the lead
developer thought the developer was the best person for the task. The work items were scheduled
in a meeting attended only by the Microsoft employees. The meeting was held weekly and served
to triage work items. If a new feature was being developed it was added into the work item list in
this meeting and discussed with the rest of the team in the IPM. The program manager brought up
items from the weekly iteration and asked the team members what they knew about the item. The
team offered expertise as to how difficult the item was to fix, how long it might take to fix or
develop in the case of a feature, or otherwise tried to assess the state of the item and what to do
next. The item then was reassigned to the current week and given a different status depending on
what was decided upon as the next step in completing the work item. Work items that were
complete or that were too trivial to fix were given a status of closed. When all of the previous
weeks’ items had been attended too, the team brought up ‘moldy bugs’. These were bugs that had
been in the system for some time and were not ‘show stoppers’ meaning that they wouldn’t
interfere with the functionality of the system. The team worked to keep the moldy bug list fewer
than one hundred, although this was not always possible. Depending on what the workload was
for the week, moldy bugs were added. Some moldy bugs were more difficult to fix than others, so
the team discussed whether or not a bug would take too much time depending on the other work.
The triage order for bugs was as follows: 1) features 2) high priority bugs (showstoppers) 3)
medium priority bugs and 4) moldy bugs.
As a summary, development work began with planning by Tony, the program manager,
and the lead developer. Next the items were added to the week’s work schedule during an
iteration planning meeting to determine which work items were going to be addressed in the
week. Thus, the process iterated over a three-week cycle for software deployment, with weekly
checkpoints. Developers chose items to work on, and testers checked the software for bugs once
the developers had finished checked-in code. The developers worked together in pairs and
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everyone in the team room had access to each other for quick problem solving and easy
communication. The entire team monitored the agile process and each other to make suggestions
and adjustments when necessary.

UX in the CodePlex team
While the agile development process was relatively stable, the integration of the
interaction designer’s activities into the CodePlex agile process was still being refined. The
CodePlex team had just hired the interaction designer from a vendor company. The vendor
company, Blink, a user experience consulting firm, offered services such as user research,
interaction design, and usability. This vendor began working with the CodePlex team when the
previous UX vendor’s contract ran out in March 2008. While the interaction designer was the
main point of contact because he was responsible for designing the main interaction of the new
features on the website, other employees Blink contributed to the UX design of CodePlex. For
example, two of the Blink consultants worked on the graphic design of the website and presented
designs that offered a new look for CodePlex. One consultant is a graphic artist and the other a
web designer.
In March 2008 the new vendor was asked to evaluate the CodePlex open source project
hosting website and found several possible “pain points” for users. Pain points is a term used a
Microsoft to indicate where users have difficulty with software. For example, one of the top
priority issues exposed by the site evaluation was that is was not very easy for users to find
projects. As such, one of the goals for the interaction designer was to make the open source
projects easier to find on the site.
This evaluation impressed the program manager, so she signed a contract with the UX
consulting firm. In the beginning the CodePlex team worked with the new UX vendor to redesign
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a feature originally designed by the first UX vendor. The CodePlex team was not happy with
original designer of the feature and so with some parallel design and development strategies, the
new interaction designer was able to deliver wireframes while the developers were coding the
feature. The next task was for the CodePlex website to get a new look and feel and this brought in
visual and graphic designers from the consulting company. After a meeting with the team about
where they wanted to go next with the look and feel, the designers brought in three mockups and
the CodePlex team commented and gave feedback. The designers came back three weeks later
with another mockup based on the feedback. The team once again gave feedback and the
designers came back a week later with a design with which the team was happy. The new design
was then added into the next iteration as a new feature for the developers to produce.
The interaction designer also tested users to help make design decisions. For example, on
a new feature that allowed users to rate and review a project’s release, the UX vendor organized
and conducted a usability test for this and shared the results with the CodePlex team in a design
meeting. Design meetings occured weekly when the interaction designer, sometimes
accompanied by other members of the UX consulting company, traveled from Seattle to
Redmond, WA to share with the team the latest designs.
The program manager worked to streamline the UX process. UX work occurred three to
four weeks ahead of the development work, so planning for new features had started to occur
further out in the schedule than initially. The program manager was also working with the
interaction designer to get access to the issue tracker so that he could work on ‘UX bugs’
identified in the triage meetings. UX bugs are problems in CodePlex that need the expertise of an
interaction designer to fix. Getting access to the corporate intranet was a long process, and before
that occurred, the interaction designer would meet briefly with the program manager, for about 20
minutes after the design meeting to go over any UX bugs that needed immediate attention. The
program manager and the interaction designer also had begun to have conference calls every
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morning to go over items that the interaction designer was working on. This daily meeting helped
with getting questions answered because it was faster than email and given that the interaction
designer worked off-site, the communication and coordination gaps could be closed.
The UX process evolved over the twelve weeks of study from scrambling to get designs
to the developers as they were coding the feature, to measures that allowed for up front design
planning and iterations, and closer communication and coordination efforts. The development and
the UX processes are somewhat misaligned but the team took initiative to value UX by
participating in design meetings and paying careful attention to detail when coding the user
interface of the website according the how it has been specified in the wireframes. This attention
to UX aligned with the agile notion of focusing on the users. While the CodePlex team focused
on the users by bringing on a UX designer to help build a positive experience for CodePlex users,
they connected more directly with them in a number of ways.

Connecting with users
The CodePlex team connected with users in several ways. The first pathway to users
started on the CodePlex website. CodePlex is listed as a project and therefore contains familiar
features to community members. Six different channels of communication were available for
connecting with users: three from the CodePlex website, and three external to the site.
Connections are both the CodePlex team reaching out to the CodePlex users and vice versa. The
channels are available from the front page or from the CodePlex project page. An email forum is
linked from the ‘Get Help’ section of the front page. This email goes directly to the office
assistant and within a day, she either would answer the question herself or escalate more technical
questions to a developer who would answer the question directly within the day turnaround time.
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The link from ‘Get Help’ also provided options for the other two channels of
communication: the discussion forum and the issue tracker. The discussion forum existed for
users to leave feedback. In this discussion forum CodePlex users asked questions and reported
problems. The permanent employees of the CodePlex team engaged in the discussions by
answering questions and helping to resolve problems. The issue tracker allows users to submit a
work item and vote and comment on it. This is a mechanism for users to help improve CodePlex.
The CodePlex permanent employees responded to items in the issue tracker as well. The issue
tracker was a source for new features. Items with a high number of votes were seriously
considered by the team to be developed as new features and problems reported by the users
considered for the internal CodePlex issue tracker.
External to the CodePlex site, the CodePlex team connected with users via the team
weblog and at various conferences. The team weblog announced the release of new features and
other news. Through this channel the team reached out to users, but users also left comments on
the blog. The program manager and occasionally other team members attended conferences and
set up a CodePlex booth where users come up and talk to them. They gathered much feedback in
these venues and over the 12 weeks of the study the program manager attended one conference
per month, although this was not usual. The final channel for connecting with users was via
online social media: Facebook, Twitter, or outside weblogs. Individual members of the team
know some users personally because they are well connected in the Microsoft developer
community or the open source community and leave personal messages for the team member.
Twitter users follow some of the members of the CodePlex team and reached out to them to offer
feedback or complaints. The team also searches Twitter for mentions of CodePlex. For example,
the lead developer interjected on Twitter threads involving discussion of CodePlex. Finally, any
mention of CodePlex on a blog is found via a search engine and various permanent CodePlex
team members might comment on a blog posting, leaving feedback or clarifying information.
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The CodePlex team activities included daily work that subscribed to a local
implementation of the agile approach attending to collaboration, flexibility, process, and
connecting with users. User experience activities, although somewhat misaligned to the team
activities, had been slowly integrated into the process over the 12 weeks I spent with the
CodePlex team by the interaction designer gaining access to the issue tracker and communicating
more often between the interaction designer and the program manager. During my time with the
team, they worked on four major features. The features were the mailing list, ratings and reviews,
SVN bridge, and forges. The mailing list feature was just about to be released when I arrived and
the testers talked about it as they found bugs in the latest build. The mailing list feature allowed
users of the CodePlex site to subscribe to email notifications for a thread in the discussion forum
or a thread in the issue tracker. The ratings and reviews feature was being designed and tested but
the interaction designer and near the end of my stay the developers had just started to build it. The
ratings and reviews feature allows users to rate a release and write up a review for it. The SVN
bridge feature was being worked on and was released in December 2008. SVN bridge allows
connection of subversion clients other than the Microsoft one initially supported by CodePlex. A
subversion client is used to maintain current and historical versions of files, source code, web
pages, and documents. Subversion is well known in the open source community. This feature
allowed more flexibility for CodePlex users.
The last feature, forges, was an internal project that allows other front-end web interfaces
to connect to the features in CodePlex as a set of web services. This effort was mainly internal to
Microsoft so that other product teams could take advantage of CodePlex’s rich feature set. The
forges project had been going on for weeks before my arrival. Because the forges work was
challenging and a solution had to be architected by the best developers on the team, much
software architecture design work ensued. Developers worked together to come up with a
solution which tool several weeks because they disagreed on which web service technologies to
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use. They also began to write pieces of the code to see if their ideas worked. Finally they decided
upon a solution and were working on it when other more pressing work was completed. These
descriptions of the CodePlex activities were a snapshot of how work was accomplished from midMay 2008 to mid-August 2008.

CodePlex Users
CodePlex users were people who came to the CodePlex website. Their activities include
coordinators who created and maintained projects; core developers registered with projects who
contributed code to a main portion of the project; developers who uploaded patches; and users
who download the project software. Coordinators and both types of developers were also users of
the software but aside from coordinators and developers who had other roles, user contributions
ranged from simply downloading the software to participating in other ways. Some other
contributions users make include leaving feedback in the discussion forum or submitting a bug in
the issue tracker.
In this section I describe how I selected the three different projects presented here. I
wanted to represent a range of project types hosted on CodePlex as well as access to key people,
where possible. The project types on CodePlex are not formally mapped although one can gain a
sense of the types from the tags on the CodePlex front page. For example, Sharepoint, .Net,
AJAX, and Silverlight are some of tags used most often to describe the projects. As of August 8,
2008, of the 5,000 projects hosted on CodePlex at that time, just over 350 were built and
maintained by Microsoft. The projects I chose were not affiliated in any way with Microsoft. The
projects I chose to study included the ability to interview at least one member where possible;
representation from projects of different size and stages of development; and a project that was
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consistently on the most downloaded list. The three projects I chose showed the diversity of
projects hosted on CodePlex. Table 5-1 summarizes the projects.

Table 5-1: Project descriptions and how they met criteria.
Name

Description

Deciding points

SharpMap

Mapping library for
use in web and
desktop applications

Interviewed one of the coordinators; just
moved from alpha to production release; two
coordinators and five developers; mediumhigh activity level (1355 discussion topics &
153 work items in issue tracker)

Blogger
Backup

Utility to backup
posts from Blogger
on local hard drive

Interviewed the coordinator; first version beta
released April 2008; one-person project; low
activity level (28 discussion topics & 46 work
items in issue tracker)

Rawr

Application for
exploring items for
characters in the
multiple online roleplaying game World
of Warcraft

Consistently on the front page of CodePlex
for high number of downloads (20, 969 from
04/8-15, 2009); high activity (864 discussion
topics & 795 work items in the issue tracker);
one coordinator and 106 developers; latest
stable version 2.2.0.8 released April 15 2009

In the following descriptions of the three projects, I outline the history of the project and
some of the activities that occurred in the project and the level of community involvement.
Project community involvement included the activities of users who were not listed as a
coordinator or developer of the project. I observed other activities in the following ways. First,
the project home page was a wiki and throughout observations, I described how the page had
evolved. Second, I described the nature of the discussions in the discussion forum. Third, I
described activities surrounding patches. Patches are code fixes or customizations that the
community made and uploaded for consideration by the coordinators. Finally, I observed
activities in the issue tracker. The issue tracker recorded work items, their description, status,
type, etc, and comments from community members about the items. The work done in these
projects includes both fixing errors or bugs, and enhancing functionality by adding features and
customizing the software.
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SharpMap
The SharpMap project was created on August 1st, 2006. SharpMap is a geospatial
application framework that brings together geospatial data and a rendering engine in order to
display maps. This application started as a competitor to the only other geospatial application
framework on the market that was very expensive and offered few developer tools. So a
developer in need of such an application started the project. The core community, people listed on
the project site, consisted of two coordinators and five developers. One of the coordinators
worked on several other CodePlex projects and the other coordinator worked on one other
CodePlex project that is related to SharpMap called GeoAPI.NET, which is a component that
SharpMap uses.
The five developers on the project work on other CodePlex projects related to SharpMap
as well. A company called Enkindle Software sponsors the development of SharpMap and
donates time of two of the developers. Many users who downloaded SharpMap posted questions
and suggestions to the discussion forum. A coordinator or developer replied usually within a day,
but sometimes within hours of the post. The questions were technical in nature asking for help
getting components of SharpMap working. Community members stayed involved for a time
while they worked through getting the software running. Often during the time when they posted
and received help from the core team, the members posted and helped other members.

Home page activities
The SharpMap home page has evolved. Over the first month, the project members
created a comprehensive set of pages linked from the home page including a description of the
software features, requirements, several how to instructions, screenshots of the software, and a
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series of frequently asked questions to guide users. In the second month members added a link to
their IRC channel, links to developer meeting notes, a roadmap detailing how the software will
evolve, and information for people who want to contribute and become a core developer. Over
the next few months they added developer profiles, links to and information about supported
extensions to SharpMap, and a newsfeed. The following months saw few new pages but updates
to various sections such as new frequently asked questions and how to instructions. The
frequently asked questions and how to instructions had been continually updated based on the
discussions and comments from users. The core project members frequently pointed new
members who asked questions to these help documents. The documents, particularly the how-to
instructions, however, are technical, often having code snippets and little explanation as to how
they should be integrated. Later updates to the project home page included plans for the next
version of SharpMap. In November 2008 the main coordinator added a donate button so that
users, if they choose, could pay for the software built by the community and help to offset some
developer costs donated by the Enkindle software company.

Discussion forum activities
A note at the top of the discussion forum encouraged people to check the how to
instructions and search the discussion forum to make sure their question had not already been
answered. Users also had the option of searching by tag. Core team members created discussion
tags. A list of eleven tags existed including two tags that indicated the post was in Spanish or
Italian, which the core community supported. The discussion forum was a rich area for
community participation and help. Many of the posts have been addressed by a community
member and some discussion topics had several posts, up to fifty-five for one topic about whether
SharpMap could be opened using Virtual Earth. Virtual Earth is a Microsoft platform that allows
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visualization of rich geospatial data sets. In the discussion thread about Virtual Earth, several
community members, including a core developer, engaged in solving ways in which SharpMap
could work with Virtual Earth. The thread included code snippets and mini-experiments from
users who tried different techniques to get both technologies working together. This is an
example of community members collaborating on a proof of concept in a discussion forum. If a
developer agreed that a suggestion from a user was a good idea, he then entered it into the issue
tracker as a feature or task to be worked on. Some posts had no responses. The SharpMap
discussion forum activities were frequent, engaged, and helpful.

Issue tracker activities
Work items were created by anyone who was a member of the CodePlex community.
SharpMap had 153 work items logged in the issue tracker. The nature of the activities in the issue
tracker included suggestions and fixes by the core team and suggestions by the other SharpMap
community members. Two of the core members did not have work items assigned to them and
the original coordinator for the project was working on the most issues. Activities in the issue
tracker varied depending on the availability, expertise, and role of the community members.
Because the work items in the issue tracker were concrete and actionable, core members weighed
their availability and their expertise to work on items. The original coordinator, however, was
careful about assigning items to other developers and worked on most of them. Comments in the
issue tracker were conversations between one or two developers or users about how to implement
the change in the code base to address the issue in the work item. Other comments refered to
agreement that an issue was important while still others left a comment when they checked the
issue again and inquired about its status. For some work items, users left fixes for a core
developer to implement. The main coordinator monitored the issue tracker in SharpMap closely,
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yet the community participated in creating solutions for issues and generating feedback even if
they did not close or edit a work item.

Source code activities
At the beginning of the project source code was being added almost everyday and
sometimes a few times a day for the first month. The first source code was added by a core
developer and then followed up by several code check-ins by the original coordinator. Many of
the early code changes clustered around one or two days with three or four new changes in the
code. This indicated that core project members spent a few days working on the code and
uploaded it when changes were stable. This first clustering of work coincided with the release of
the first version of the software. Similar clustering of work with several code changes posted in
the source code page occurred just before the release of the next version of the software almost
two years after the first version was released. In between the clusters of frequent activity, less
frequent intervals in code changes included specific bug fixes and cleaning up the code. One
developer spent three months working on an experimental branch of the software detailing its
components and behavior. Developers tended to work for days or even weeks on code changes
while other developers had little to no activity in terms of making changes to the main code base.
While only core members of the SharpMap project worked on the main code base, users
of the software, who understood the code base and who worked on it submitted code fixes to be
evaluated by the core members. These user/developers in the community downloaded a version of
code base, worked on the areas they would like to fix or customize and then uploaded the fix or
customization as a patch. The SharpMap user community had uploaded 25 patches for evaluation
and six had been applied, one patch was declined, and the rest were still being evaluated. The 18
patches still being evaluated means that a core developer has not looked at them yet. Members of
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the community uploaded patches and wrote a description of the patch. One user filed a bug in the
issue tracker and then linked to that work item to the patch he uploaded. Core members often left
a comment after they applied a patch to the main source code that praises the user/developer’s
efforts. Core members were involved mainly with building and maintaining the source code, but
they allowed patches from the rest of the community to be applied. The patches were mainly
customizations of the software based on interesting ‘tweaks’ made by users. Of the 25 patches,
only five were fixes. This means that the core members must decide whether to include a patch in
the code base, whether the fixes are important for the functioning of the software, and whether the
customizations meet the goals set out by the core team. The patches are available for download
by anyone, so if other users like the customization they can download a patch and try it out.
The SharpMap activities included much feedback from the community although the main
activities surrounding code were controlled by a few core members, and particularly by the main
coordinator.

Blogger Backup
The Blogger Backup project was created on November 21, 2006 and was a utility that
saved posts from Blogger, a popular weblog hosting site, to the user’s local computer. A single
developer who was motivated to find a way to save the 3200 weblog posts on his Blogger page
coordinated the project. Several months after the project started a first version of the software was
released. The coordinator, who is a software developer by profession, has several one-developer
projects on CodePlex and works on them when he has time. The Blogger Backup community
consisted of users who asked for help with the utility and were grateful to the coordinator for his
efforts.
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Home page activities
From the time project coordinator created the home page, updates were sporadic with
small changes every few months. The changes included new information such as images of
screens and details of releases. Screenshots provided guidance about how to use the software
utility. Release details included information about what was fixed or added in a release. The
home page also provided information for users about how to file bugs in the issue tracker as well
as a few bullet points about future plans. Several comments on the home page included praise for
the software and minor suggestions. The coordinator responded to the comments that directly
asked questions. While the home page provided information for users it also served as a history
record of activities the coordinator had completed.

Discussion forum activities
The discussion forum mainly consisted of questions about the utility’s functionality and
requests for help with problems. Because the posts were somewhat infrequent the coordinator was
able to respond to all of them and provide personal help. One thread with eight total posts began
as a request for help with an error. Three other users responded to the post with a similar problem
and the coordinator worked with each of them to resolve their problem. His method was to have
them send him a screenshot of the error, application logs, and other information so he could
personally troubleshoot their problems. He addressed other user problems in a similar manner.

Issue tracker activities
The coordinator created most of the items in the issue tracker while users created others.
In many of the work items, the coordinator submitted comments as a running commentary to
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himself and the community about what he had completed and what he would work on next for a
particular item. The coordinator created most of the feature work items while a few members of
the community created several issue (or bug) work items. This pattern of participation coincided
with the discussion forum such that users required much help with the application, and didn’t
contribute much technical expertise.

Source code activities
Similar clustering patterns occurred with the check-in of main source code. The
coordinator checked-in several changes in the code base over a few days, or even over a few
hours within a day and then did not check in code for several weeks. These activity clusters
coincided with the release of a major version of the software. Comments by the coordinator on
the check-ins resembled the running commentary notes found in the issue tracker. The check-in
comments ranged from detailed notes about what was changed to a note indicating the final
version of a release. No activity existed in the patch section of the source code area. As such, no
users in the community had contributed patches.
The Blogger Backup coordinator attended to the needs of the community. The user
community, however, contributed minimally by filing bugs and leaving comments of
appreciation.

Rawr
Rawr is a software application that downloads information from players’ online World of
Warcraft (WoW) account and allows them to explore gear, or resources, for different characters
in the game. WoW is the most popular massively multiplayer online role-playing game
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(MMORPG) with more than eleven million monthly subscribers. Using Rawr, players can view
information about items an online character can possess. Items are used a resources in the game
to help accomplish quests. When players view information about available items they can make
better decisions about combinations of items to gather, use, and keep.
Rawr activities on CodePlex began September 7, 2007 by one coordinator. Because the
coordinator invited anyone to create models of the different characters, many (104) people had
signed up to be core developers. Models define calculations, charts, relevant items, and so on, of
a given character to which the model refers. Most of the developers listed as core members
worked only on Rawr and not on other projects hosted on CodePlex. The Rawr community was
large and active. Both developers and users posted to various activities several times per day and
responded to each other quickly with suggestions and solutions.

Home page activities
The coordinator maintained the home page, while thirteen developers updated and
created new pages such as new model pages or help pages. The home page contained a
description of Rawr and its features that linked to the models page, a link to the help pages, and a
donation link. Model pages described the information contained in a model, how it worked, a to
do list, and a version history as a record for the model’s developer, but also as a source of
information to the users who wanted to load the model into the Rawr software. A core developer
created several help pages and a list of known issues for users and developers to refer to when
developing or using the software. The coordinator also created and updated a list of tips for users
on how to use the various functions in Rawr.
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Discussion forum activities
To reduce redundant postings, the Rawr discussion forum, at the top, contains a list of
known issues and a message encouraging community members to search for their issue before
posting to ensure it had not already been addressed. Frequency of postings escalated over time.
For the first three months, community members posted to the discussion forum every few
months, then a few times a month. Some of these early posts included introductions from
developers stating the models on which they were working. By the fourth month, members posted
almost everyday and sometimes two to three times a day. As membership has grown, the
discussion forum saw several postings in a day. In addition to the messages at the top of the
discussion forum, the coordinator used postings in the forum to communicate with the
community. For example, following the release of version three of the software, the coordinator
posted a summary of the still known issues with the release and the community responded. Three
core developers and two community members left posts where the discussion revolved around
developers stating that they’d just updated some of the code to address the issues or were in the
process of addressing named issues and user members added more detail to the issues they’d seen
relating to the ones known. The coordinator also posted in the discussion forum a request for ‘did
you know’ tips that ended up on the home page. The community posted responses with
suggestions for the tips.
Many of the posts in the discussion forum referred to reports from users about how the
mathematics of the character models don’t make sense and often rethought the math and posted
how they interpreted the formulas to be incorrect and offered their version of how it should work.
Other posts referred to simple questions about how a behavior works or how the user can perform
a task in the software while other posts reported errors of weird behavior. Finally, other users
asked whether certain behaviors or features would be available or directly made suggestions to
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the development team to enhance the software as they had suggested. The community posted
responses to almost all of the created topics. The single posts tended to be requests for minor
changes or reporting of troubles that were not articulated clearly. The community responded to
most posts, however, and when an initial post could be addressed with a simple answer,
somebody responded and the issue was resolved. Other more complicated posts gained several
responses from interested members. Both the core team and the user members offered advice and
suggestions for how a more complex issue could be addressed. The community did not post
technical solutions. Aside from the posts reporting and correcting the mathematical aspects of
models, the community rarely posted code solutions in the discussion forum. Overall, the Rawr
discussion forum was active and often engaged many community members including the core
members, while the coordinator used it as a central communication channel.

Issue tracker activities
The Rawr community members filed many (795) work items in the issue tracker. About
half (428) of the items were closed which means that the core members actively worked on
clearing out the list of open issues. Activity from the issue tracker was similar to the discussion
forum except that items in the issue tracker were being filed more frequently in the beginning. In
the first three months the coordinator and a few developers filed most of the issues, and all but
three had been closed. The three issues not closed were suggestions for features that had been
deemed irrelevant or were added in later versions. The frequency with which items were filed in
the issue tracker increased after the first six months from a few bugs per day on about half of the
days per month to several bugs per day on most days of the month. The later months, however,
saw several issues being filed every day of the month. Because the core Rawr community has
released 42 versions of the software since the beginning, the pattern of closed work items in the
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issue tracker coincided with releases. When a new version of the software was released, a
noticeable increase in work items existed, and some were immediately fixed.
The community filed bugs using specific and concrete language to describe a bug. Some
users attached screenshots and log files. Like in the discussion forum, the community rallied
around mathematical formulas to increase the accuracy of the character models. These work items
generally had several comments to work out the math. Some issues were created, discussed, and
closed within a few hours to a few days. A small number (25) of issues are classified as features
while other issues are classified as issues, and a few as tasks. This means that the bulk of the
work relates to fixing the software. As indicated by the discussion forum and comments and items
in the issue tracker, the Rawr community not only finds bugs but they also participate in tweaking
the data structures of the models so that they accurately reflect attributes of the WoW characters.
The really simple syndication (RSS) feed functionality and the email feature on CodePlex
sent notifications about when someone had commented on a work item. This and the engagement
of the community accounted for the quick turnaround of some work items. The most engaged
member was the coordinator who commented on and filed many items in the issue tracker. The
coordinator evangelized users to become a developer if in a comment or created work item the
user proposed a fix that looked workable for the issue and for the software overall. Because of
this high engagement with the community and leadership authority the coordinator played the
role of benevolent dictator.

Source code activities
Not surprisingly, because of the frequent releases, many check-ins to the main code base
has occurred. Like activity in the issue tracker, the first three months saw less frequent activity
and the coordinator checked in the most code. Over time other developers began to participate
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and in the last 6-8 months core developers checked in most of the code. Developers added
comments about what they fixed for each check-in and often added to the code base several times
in one day. As such, the check-ins clustered around a time period with one developer. Not all of
the developers listed as core developers checked in code and four developers checked in the most
code.
Compared to check-ins to the main code base, uploaded patches were far less frequent.
Various members of the user community uploaded patches with two users having uploaded fixes
more than twice. Most of the twenty-five patches had been applied with a few of the latest
patches still being evaluated. Five patches were declined because a later patch or change in the
code base had fixed the problem. Most of the patches were small changes or fixes. Developers
applied the patches and in some cases left a comment about minor changes made to the patch,
who applied the patch, or to which check-in or issue the developer applied the patch. Patch
activities were scarce because of the many users that had obtained core developer status and
worked directly on the main code base.
The Rawr community was very active with the coordinator and several core developers
changed most of the code and participated in discussion forums. The coordinator communicated
with the community via the discussion forum and was a benevolent dictator leader. A consistent
set of developers also led the community by commenting on the discussion forum and the issue
tracker and working on the main code base to ensure improvements to Rawr were consistent.

User experience
I described the user experience cases from activities told by participants in interviews.
The cases mainly reflect experiences of the full-time UX employees at Microsoft, with a few
distinctions noted from the FLOSS UX cases. While I didn’t observe UX activities directly, the
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interviews provided an account of UX activities of participants from their perspective, and
although their recounting of activities is subject to how well participants remember the details of
their activities, their notions of what they do were key for understanding the kinds of UX
activities that surround software development. As such, I asked participants to reconstruct their
activities [Seidman. 2006] as a technique to gain insight and understanding of their activities. The
descriptions below outline everyday activities, as told by participants that contributed to the user
experience of the software they were working on. Participants disclosed activities related to
enacting a user-centered design process and other activities in which they engaged relating to
their particular role in the software development process. Because I was not able to observe their
UX activities or study their documents, I could not triangulate the UX data as I could with the
CodePlex team and user data. As such, the UX descriptions rely on reports of activities from
participants only.

User-centered design process activities
Both participants who work at Microsoft and in FLOSS have reported their user-centered
design process activities. The User-centered design (UCD) activities for the full time Microsoft
UX employees included planning, researching, designing, and evaluating. Planning takes place
just after the release of a product and involved bringing in information from marketing,
considering items that did not make it into the previous release, and beginning to write a
specification for the next release. Researching involved going into the field and talking to people
about the next release, watching users with the past release of the software, and generally
collecting data about real users using the software. Researching also included gathering user
feedback. Designing included creating scenarios, prototypes, mockups, and other representations
to discuss with the development team how new features and usability fixes should behave.
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Evaluating involved testing various aspects of the software. Evaluation activities happened
throughout the design process as well as at the end to ensure the software met specification.
While participants described various different phases of user-centered design, the details were
different depending on the products on which they worked. For example, one participant
described a process hierarchy that depended on the health of and the resources available for the
project. Different stages of the UCD were shorted or left out depending on how the product was
classified.
While Microsoft UX participants described activities congruent with well-known usercentered design processes such as collecting data and designing user studies, they also described
activities such as persuading, negotiating, educating, and learning. For example, UX participants
reported much of their day involved convincing others, such as managers and developers, of the
customer’s perspective. They brought data from the field or the lab that helped with their case.
One UX participant stated that videos of users having problems with the software were
particularly good for making a case for changes while two other UX participants stated that
quantitative data was effective in persuading others that certain design decisions would be
effective for the user experience.
Other participants mentioned more tactful situations where they had to persuade others
that their design suggestions and ideas about users were based on opinion and that they were not
experts and fundamentally don’t understand the UX role. The UX participants, both at Microsoft
and in FLOSS projects described this misunderstanding from others about the UX role frequently
as activities related to negotiating their role. Such activities included communicating in concrete
action-oriented ways and renegotiating participation in more phases of the software development
process. Role negotiation led to deliberately educating other about what UX people do such a
stopping by a manager’s or developer’s office and showing him or her the results of a study or
inviting them to sit in on a study. For FLOSS, instead of stopping by an office, the UX role
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continuously has to post rationales on discussion forums and write in a weblog reasons why new
components or features are being designed. As a result of continuously engaging in activities
where they persuaded, negotiated, and educated, UX participants learned and reflected. This
resulted in making adjustments to the processes, finding new ways to communicate, and
continuously solve problems.

I have described the three cases—CodePlex team, CodePlex users, and UX
practitioners—that contribute to the context where UX in CodePlex can be supported. These three
cases were very different and understanding how they contribute to the context helps to inform
the design of new features to support UX activities in CodePlex. Understanding this contribution
occurred through an activity awareness analysis of the three cases where common ground,
communities of practice, social capital, and human development illuminated ways in which the
three cases might be aware of each other’s activities and how the design can support such activity
awareness surrounding the UX features.

Chapter 6

Activity awareness analysis
The activity awareness analysis chapter identifies ways in which the four facets, common
ground, communities of practice, social capital, and human development, contribute to activity
awareness in the three cases. I present an overview of the facets in the context of this study and
then an individual analysis of the facets for each group followed by a discussion of how the facets
contribute to activity awareness and the implications for design.

Common ground
In teamwork, communication is important because successful collaboration depends on
joint activity. When two people who are communicating reach common ground they show, by
linguistic signaling, that they understand each other, and thus have shared knowledge and beliefs.
This shared understanding makes interactions more efficient. Clark and Brennan contend that
understanding can never be perfect, but linguistic signals can indicate how conversation continues
to build toward a mutual belief such that “partners mutually believe that the partners have
understood what the contributor meant to a criterion sufficient for current purposes” [Clark, et al.
1991]. For example, Alan and Barbara are building toward the mutual belief that each other
knows that Barbara doesn’t have a car.
Alan: Now, -um, do you and your husband have a j- car
Barbara: - have a car?
Alan: Yeah
Barbara: No -

Mutual belief occurs when Alan knows that Barbara knows that he knows that she doesn’t have a
car. After the first utterance, Barbara demonstrates that she acknowledges Alan, and later answers
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the question demonstrating that she has understood him. A more efficient interaction occurs when
Alan displays that he understands Jon by finishing his sentence.
Jon: you know, he’s just gonna - Alan: yeah

In the above exchange, Jon understands that Alan will understand without him completing his
utterance. As such, potential collaborators look for exchanges like the one between Jon and Alan
because they are more efficient.
Below are examples of communication in the three groups where various levels of
common ground have been reached.

Common ground with the CodePlex team
Much of the communication in the CodePlex team was efficient. This is partially due to
the team’s set up. The open-room set up allows for open and continuous communication among
team members anytime. Often members would call out across a desk to get clarification or ask a
question. Members liked the setup. One member when interviewed stated that communication
helped with learning and collective intelligence.
The fact that we are in this open environment is the team IQ goes up very quickly. Everyone learns, you know the
testing the dev team. The PM. everybody moves together kind of thing. ... It’s really a communication wise; it's like
night and day. Compared to what the original team was like in different offices. Yeah.

I observed grounding in communication with pairs of developers who had paired to write code
and were solving problems. Initially, when a new vendor developer came on board, he was
spending much time pointing to the screen and asking the more experienced developer if that is
what he was referring to when they were figuring out what the code did and what to code next.
Over the week or so that the two paired, the grounding became more efficient where both
developers would finish each others’ sentences, or look at each other to signal they understood
one another.
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In the triage meetings, when looking at bugs, the permanent employees would reach
common ground either quickly, where members understood what the bug was or they would
discuss a bug, reaching common ground before they decided on how to proceed. The following
discussion captured grounding in communication with several team members checking and
inferring what other members meant. The actors in the discussion threads are identified by their
role followed by their first-name initial to distinguish people with same initials.
Software developer-C: I love this one
Software tester-R: What is it? In an email client -Software tester-P: When you send an email you attach an image
Software developer-D: yeah, we omit any attachments. We don’t bring them along, even for images
Software developer-C: The bug here, the reopen was from the fact that there-- any image that gets attached into the
html body is going to show up in our discussion forums, and just have an empty image on it. So people can -- we’re not
stripping out image tags. But we don’t strip out image tags in the <????> post either, so. Obviously they can’t attach
images -Software developer lead-J: So, so, Incredimail automatically puts an image in its body, and if the image references an
attached file?
Software developer-C: well, ... yes
Software developer lead-J: what attache-Software developer-C: or an external image
Software developer lead-J: okay so what attached file -Program manager-S: It’s like they sign up pay us to get the um full version
Software developer lead-J: well so Incredimail automatically puts an ad at the bottom?
Program manager-S: yes
Software developer lead-J: that doesn’t work for us ... um ... seems like a won’t fix to me
Everyone: laughs
Software developer-C: honestly, I mean if people want to add image tags in the discussion post, we can’t, we can strip
them out, but right now we let ‘em do it even on the discussion forum on the web page, so
Software developer lead-J: Yeah we allow images, but there’s no way that there is no way that we are going to detect
that this image is an ad, so I say won’t fix
Software developer-C: so I guess the original fix was like [software developer-I] had found one of them, but there’s
multiple, I mean there could be like hundreds of different ones that they put on there, so
Software developer-D: we should put an instrumentation to see how many Incredimail clients we actually have
Software tester-P: I bet you it’s going to be very very small, because like the top six in the world but it may not be top
six in our audience -Software developer lead-J: that’s fine, I think we should won’t fix this. I don’t want to try to filter out the Incredimail
clients
Software developer-D: you can close this one [Program manager-S]

In this conversation excerpt from a triage meeting the team discussed what the bug was. The
problem is that the email client product that CodePlex used for sending email from the discussion
forum to users who sign up attached an advertisement image and although the team has allowed
images to be attached, they showed up as an empty image. This was discovered because
Incredimail automatically attached an image. The problem was made more complex by the
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automatic attachment. Charlie and Prafulla explained the problem. Randy worked to understand
the bug while Charlie and Sara responded. Initially Randy made a decision, but Charlie, Drew,
and Pete added more information to explore whether a fix was warranted, and to test if Randy
fully understood the issue, but Randy, interrupted Pete and repeated his decision. Drew picked up
on Randy’s finality and told Sara to close the bug. The conversation pointed to the team’s shared
understanding of what the bug was, and that it was not going to be fixed.
The design meetings exemplified ways in which the entire CodePlex team, including the
interaction designer who worked off site, built common ground. In the meetings, the interaction
designer presented the designs, which were printouts of mockups he made, and explained how he
had envisioned new features of CodePlex. Other members checked their understanding in various
ways thus giving evidence of their understanding. Clark and Brennan [Clark, et al. 1991] divide
this contributing to the conversation into two phases, the presentation phase and the acceptance
phase. In the presentation phase, speaker A presents an utterance for speaker B to consider and A
assumes that if B gives evidence for understanding, then B understands what A has said. In the
acceptance phase, B accepts the utterance by giving evidence that she believes she understands
what A means by the utterance presented. Speaker B gives evidence on the assumption that once
speaker A registers that evidence, he will also believe that she understands the utterance he
presented. In a team environment, however, contributing to the conversation is more complex
because several speakers are engaged in presenting and accepting utterances. As such, the
CodePlex team built common ground together. Below is an example of how the interaction
designer presented a design mockup and the team worked to understand the mockup, and add to
the conversation by giving evidence that they understood even if the evidence was an addition or
change to the design.
Interaction designer-D: page 4 shows the scenario where there’s no source code file uploaded with the release, uh, but
there’s a ... check in that’s been related to this release by the project owner. So for someone who makes it to this page is
interested in downloading but wants to check out the source code first
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Software developer-D: or browse instead of download
Office assistant-R: I mean I think you’d want either browse or download
Software developer lead-J: probably both yeah
Interaction designer-D: Yeah, I am not sure what they would do. So from usability tests, people mentioned that before
they decided to download the actual application they would like to get an impression only of the code so I am not sure
what’s more likely if they would actually download the code and actually check it out
Software developer lead-J: no, no, you’re right if they just sort of decided that they would download they would browse
it, but the um, but project owners almost always want the source code made available to download on the application
Software developer-D: I think both are applicable for sure, I mean if I am getting something nine times outta ten I’ll
look at the source. And this figures out what change set to go pull from the repository.
Software tester-P: there’s going to be several flags that’ll tell them whether they are going to want it or not. It’s going
to be all the reputation stuff, they’ll browse through
Software developer-C: associating change sets for the release
Interaction designer-D: So the link goes to the actual change set and I think each change set also has a download link?
Software developer lead-J: it does
Interaction designer-D: so it does take them to that
Software developer lead-J: but I don’t know if people will realize that going to browse the source code is how they can
download
Interaction designer-D: maybe browse slash download
Program manager-S: yeah, we just want both points up there
Interaction designer-D: okay

In this excerpt from a design meeting, the interaction designer presented the behavior of his
design and provided evidence of his understanding by building common ground and contributing
to the conversation. Contributors to the conversation provided evidence of their understanding in
three ways. The first type of evidence is negative evidence where a speaker gives a clue that she
has misheard or misunderstood [Clark, et al. 1991]. In the design meeting conversation, Damon
questioned the idea for a link to the actual change set; Randy confirmed that he had not misheard,
and then Damon clarifies that the link should go to the change set. Another type of evidence is
positive evidence. One kind of positive evidence is acknowledgement [Clark, et al. 1991]. This
evidence is the most obvious form of evidence and speakers indicate it by uttering “yeah” or “uh
huh” to signal that they are passing up the opportunity to initiate a repair in understanding and
imply that they understand the conversation so far. Another kind of positive evidence is building
upon previous utterances. After Damon presented the design, Ruby, Randy, and Drew built on
Damon’s presentation to show that they had understood Damon and the conversation so far. Near
the end of the conversation, Damon built on Randy’s utterance about user behavior by offering a
solution, which was evidence that he has understood Randy’s concern.
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Over time, as common ground grew, the CodePlex team’s awareness of each others’
values, history, and perspectives grew as well. This continuous grounding, even with new
members, facilitated their ability to achieve goals through planning and working together.

Common ground with the CodePlex users
Because conversation with CodePlex users is not face-to-face, joint action took place
mainly in the discussion forum. The communication medium affected grounding and the
discussion forum was constrained to reviewability (messages can be reviewed) and revisability
(messages can be revised) but lacked other characteristics that make achieving common ground
more difficult [Clark, et al. 1991, McCarthy, et al. 1994]. The conversations in the discussion
forum reflected some difficulties in achieving common ground, particularly where the costs of the
medium force members to use alternative grounding techniques such as formulating and
reformulating utterances and revising and reviewing to help with grounding, among others.
Below are a series of discussion threads introduced by the discussion topic followed by other
information such as the member who posted, reply, date, time, and role if they were a core
member. Again, I’ve used initials for participants’ user names to make them anonymous.
Orthographic projection
D
May 25 2008 at 5:09 AM
Hi all,
Is it possible (using SharpMap v0.9) to change the map projection to Orthographic or General Perspective? I am trying
to shift the map presentation to one resembling a spherical "view from space" (similar to Google Earth). I am aware
that one can inject custom projections to the coordinate system but I am unfamiliar with the way the projection must be
described.
Has anyone done this successfully?

Reply
D
May 28 2008 at 6:31 AM
Anyone?
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Reply
JD
Developer
May 28 2008 at 7:39 AM
Hi D, this may be useful [url:http://cfis.savagexi.com/articles/2006/05/03/google-maps-deconstructed] it as some
settings for proj4 You should be able to convert them for use in sharpmap/proj.net HTH jd

Reply
D
Jun 9 2008 at 6:54 AM
Edited Jun 9 2008 at 6:57 AM
Thank you, but I probably didn't clarify my query sufficiently. My ultimate aim to is to somehow achieve this style of
map representation:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orthographic_projection_%28cartography%29
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/OrthographicProjection.html
Hopefully this makes it a bit clearer on what I am trying to do.

Reply
ck
Coordinator
Jun 12 2008 at 7:07 PM
I added an orthographic projection to SharpMap v2.0, which you can find here:
http://code.google.com/p/sharpmapv2/source/browse/trunk/Proj.Net/ProjNet/CoordinateSystems/Projections/Orthograp
hic%601.cs.
If you are using v0.9, feel free to back-port this, as it should clean up quite easily. Don't forget to upload it as a patch to
share your work with all of us if you do!

Reply
D
Jun 13 2008 at 12:55 AM
ck, thank you. I'll give this a try as soon as I can put aside some time in getting v2.0 up and running.

Reply
ck
Coordinator
Jun 13 2008 at 1:08 AM
@D You could also try just importing this file into the v0.9 code, since it will mostly be the same... not that I want to
dissuade you from trying out v2.0... ;)

The thread was taken from the SharpMap discussion forum. The user here, D, presented his
utterance as a question. Three days later, he returned wondering if anyone saw his post.
Electronic media lack copresence (shared physical environment), visibility (communicators are
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visible to each other), cotemporality (speaker B receives approximately at the same place speaker
A produces), and simultaneity (speakers A and B can send and receive at once and
simultaneously) [Clark, et al. 1991]. As such D had no indication that anyone saw his message
until JD replied a few hours after D’s probe into whether someone saw his message. In online
communication such as a discussion forum, a poster sends his or her message to the community
with no guarantee of a receiver. JD assumed he understood D and replied with an answer, which
was confirmed by D that JD did not understand his message and was subsequently repaired by D.
D, however, never fully repairs grounding with JD because JD did not return to the conversation.
One advantage of online communications is that D was able to review his post and see that he
was not clear in asking his question. A few days after D’s clarification, ck entered the
conversation with a solution for D. D conceded that the solution was what he was looking for and
thanks ck. However, ck, conceded the point with an additional suggestion, further building
common ground. This thread demonstrated the start-up costs of a new discourse, which are
minimal in face-to-face conversation, are higher in online conversations. The thread also showed
that grounding techniques such as posting links substitute for gestures that are absent in online
communication.
Many of the conversations on the discussion forum took the form of questions and
answers. Reaching common ground is important because misunderstanding in answering
questions is inefficient and costs due to formulating and producing technical questions and
answers are higher in an online medium [Clark, et al. 1991]. If enough information is not given
upfront a grounding risk occurs, but at the same time, typing in enough information is costly.
Below is an example from the BloggerBackup project where a question and answer conversation
continuously needed grounding.
HTML is borked
PH
Sep 30 2007 at 4:41 PM
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After doing a backup of all items to a file, I looked at the file in a text editor, and see that all of the HTML tags are
broken. For example:
<content type="html">once upon a time<br />she wore wide belts across wide hips<br /> ...
Is there a way to keep the HTML in the content in the form it was on the blog itself?

Reply
gd
Coordinator
Sep 30 2007 at 5:41 PM
Currently the ATOM XML format it the only one available... BUT I do plan on adding additional formats in the future,
including HTML (with both as plain, post only, and "as it looks on the web site" options)

Reply
PH
Sep 30 2007 at 6:17 PM
You may have misunderstood. Inside each entry in the Atom feed that is created is the content. The content is HTML.
However, the HTML tags in the content that is being backed up is getting broken. In specific, the "<" and ">" is getting
changed into their character entities.

Reply
gd
Coordinator
Oct 1 2007 at 8:06 AM
This is how the data is provided to me from the GData .Net component. Currently I just use its SaveToFile
functionality and give I a file name...
When a backed up post is restored from a its XML file, it, and its HTML, is restored as it originally was, so I have to
beleive the content tag output is working as intended by the GData team.

Reply
PH
Oct 1 2007 at 6:59 PM
OK, I see that now. I misunderstood how you/GData were quoting in the HTML. Thanks!

PH presented a question and context related to his problem. Similar to the SharpMap thread, he
received an answer, which assumed an understanding. PH was asking about one type of format,
HTML, in a particular context and gd assumed another context and answered based on that
assumption, which was not correct. Grounding further was repaired by the identification of the
misunderstanding by the presenter and further grounded with additional information and
concession from the presenter that his initial post was based on a misunderstanding. This example
further demonstrated the costs of online communication that is further complicated by technical
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assumptions which Clark and Brennan [Clark, et al. 1991] classified as an understanding cost
where certain words and concepts are more costly for people. This occurs regardless of the
medium. The repair cost in this case was fairly minimal because grounding was achieved within
four exchanges and resolved rather than snowballing. In a conversation, speakers repair costs as
soon as it’s detected, and self-repairs tend to minimize the cost of the repair. PH continuously
monitored his understanding and initiated self-repair. In this case, the asynchronous nature of the
discussion forum aided repair because, despite not having the simultaneity constraint of face-toface communication, the reviewability constraint of online communication helped PH see where
he had to repair the conversation. In addition, because this thread was started and completed in
just over twenty-four hours, the temporal character of the conversation, while not like face-toface, may have aided in grounding because the majority of the conversation (3/5 threads)
occurred within approximately 1.5 hours.
Many of the Rawr discussion thread conversations were closer to real time than the
example above with members responding within a few minutes to a few hours. Therefore the
delay costs of grounding due to quick responses might have increased because in online
communication the asynchronous nature of online conversation makes delay costs unnoticeable
and expectations for turn taking go away. Expectations of quick response increase the closer an
online conversation resembles a face-to-face conversation in terms of turn-taking temporality.
The Rawr conversation threads also had multiple members and contained language specific to the
community of World of Warcraft players. The following discussion thread exemplifies a speaker
cost for grounding and shows how the members use different techniques to aid grounding in
communication in the Rawr community.
More Set Bonuses Planned?
Y
May 13 2008 at 12:35 PM
I was curious if there were more set bonuses planned. Specifically, for feral druids, the Primalstrike set (+40 AP) is still
a decent gear set. Any chance some additional ones such as this could be added?
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Reply
A
Coordinator
May 13 2008 at 12:39 PM
Ah, thought we had that one, sorry. I'll get that added. Any others?

Reply
df
Developer
May 13 2008 at 3:01 PM
The Wyrmhide set for boomkins has yet to be implemented. The logic behind that one is a little bit unusual, and only
one or two of the selectable rotations actually uses it.

Reply
N
May 14 2008 at 7:05 AM
Here are the 3 extra set bonuses I usually add to BuffCache.xml for my feral druid.
It should be noted that these set bonuses require leatherworking, which is currently not a selectable option.
(Primalstrike also requires Elemental Leatherworking to even equip the items.)
<Buff>
<Name>Primalstrike 3 Piece Bonus</Name>
<Category>SetBonuses</Category>
<Stats>
<AttackPower>40</AttackPower>
</Stats>
<Type>LongDurationNoDW</Type>
<ConflictingBuffs />
<SetName>Primal Intent</SetName>
<SetThreshold>3</SetThreshold>
</Buff>
<Buff>
<Name>Heavy Clefthoof 3 Piece Bonus</Name>
<Category>SetBonuses</Category>
<Stats>
<Strength>20</Strength>
</Stats>
<Type>LongDurationNoDW</Type>
<ConflictingBuffs />
<SetName>Strength of the Clefthoof</SetName>
<SetThreshold>3</SetThreshold>
</Buff>
<Buff>
<Name>Fel Leather 3 Piece Bonus</Name>
<Category>SetBonuses</Category>
<Stats>
<Dodge>20</Dodge>
</Stats>
<Type>LongDurationNoDW</Type>
<ConflictingBuffs />
<SetName>Fel Skin</SetName>
<SetThreshold>3</SetThreshold>
</Buff>
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Reply
A
Coordinator
May 14 2008 at 11:19 AM
Thanks. :)

Reply
jj
May 15 2008 at 3:51 AM

df wrote:
The Wyrmhide set for boomkins has yet to be implemented. The logic behind that one is a little bit unusual, and only
one or two of the selectable rotations actually uses it.

If you need help in theorizing dont hestitate to start a discussion with me as i am really eagger to have that set properly
included in Rawr :)
For now, i d say only rotations that use it efficiently are the ones with heavy wrath spaming so mainly :
- wrath spam
- MF/wrath spam
- MF/IS/wrath spam
With that kind of rotation, when the 4-pieces bonus procs, it just means you will cast a starfire instead of a wrath when
you should cast your next wrath. And seen wrath and starfire with the 4 pieces proc have same casting time, it just
means applying starfire-like damage instead of wrath-like damage to the cast...
Not sure if i am that clear nor that if it helps you implementing it.
Keep up the good work ! :)

Reply
E
May 15 2008 at 8:22 AM

jj wrote:
With that kind of rotation, when the 4-pieces bonus procs, it just means you will cast a starfire instead of a wrath when
you should cast your next wrath. And seen wrath and starfire with the 4 pieces proc have same casting time, it just
means applying starfire-like damage instead of wrath-like damage to the cast...
I'd suggest that when Wyrmhide procs, you should replace your first wrath after your next cast with SF. If it procs and
your very next cast was going to be a wrath, you should have already begun that cast by the time you realize you've
gotten the proc. I don't believe that canceling the in-progress wrath is a good idea.

Reply
df
Developer
May 15 2008 at 3:35 PM
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It won't be that easy, I'm afraid. Since Rawr is not a simulator, I can't just say, "When Wrath procs the set bonus,
replace a Wrath cast with a Starfire". I'd need to find out the typical proc rate, figure out how many Wrath casts would
be replaced with Starfires, and adjust the variables accordingly. I make it sound easy, but thinking about the code
structure, I'm not liking what I'm coming up with. But I will try.

Reply
E
May 15 2008 at 4:48 PM

df wrote:
It won't be that easy, I'm afraid. Since Rawr is not a simulator, I can't just say, "When Wrath procs the set bonus,
replace a Wrath cast with a Starfire". I'd need to find out the typical proc rate, figure out how many Wrath casts would
be replaced with Starfires, and adjust the variables accordingly. I make it sound easy, but thinking about the code
structure, I'm not liking what I'm coming up with. But I will try.

I think the reported proc-rate is 15%. So it should occur every 1/.15 = 6.67 casts.
For wrath-spam you'd have the one-cast delay before SF. So an average of 7.67 Wrath casts between SF casts. Or one
out every 8.67 casts is an SF. If average SF damage is 80% more than average Wrath damage, I think you could just up
DPS by *= (1 + .8/8,67), with a corresponding increase in mana per second.
For a DoT+Wrath rotation, there is a chance that the proc is right before a DoT refresh, meaning the next Wrath CAN
be replaced with SF. So, for example, IS MF Wr*6, you still get 1/6.67 wrath casts give you the proc, but you don't
always need to throw in an extra Wrath in-between
MF IS Wr(proc) Wr SF Wr ...
but
Wr(proc) MF IS SF Wr ...
If this is a 6-Wrath rotation, there is a 5/6 chance that a proc use will come after another Wrath, and a 1/6 chance that it
won't. So it seems like there will be an average of 6.67 + 5/6 = 7.5 wraths between each SF.
There are probably additional complications figuring out whether or not the final SF in a sequence gets Unseen Moon,
or T5 bonuses. However you have to worry about that even when there is no Wyrmhide bonus (and I guess you can't
have 4-piece from both T5 and Wyrmnide, anyway).

Reply
jj
May 16 2008 at 3:24 AM
From my own extensive testings, I can confirm what E said :
15% proc rate and *no* internal cooldown.
And what he described about sequences is exactly what is done, thanks for explaining it that clearly E :)

Reply
jj
Jun 12 2008 at 11:29 AM
Edited Jun 12 2008 at 11:30 AM
Any news about this dopefish ?
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To those outside of the community, or those new to World of Warcraft, this thread
appears incomprehensible. The threads are posted with assumptions about the community and
community members post topics based on a belief that the community understands the topic and
content of the message. During the time a thread is active the participants in the thread have an
opportunity to work on grounding the message. Often many people participate in the topic thread
and this introduces speaker change costs. Speaker cost changes in online media are high because
there are fewer cues for changes in turns [Clark, et al. 1991]. In the above thread, participants
reduced speaker cost changes by using grounding techniques such as posting the text to which he
or she was responding. For example, jj quoted df and replied directly to him; E quoted jj and
replied directly to him; however, df did not quote E, but was replying to him; E responded,
quoting df; and jj confirmed E by quoting him.
This thread branched quickly when A closed out the initial presentation of the topic and
then invited more people into the conversation by asking for any other set bonuses. This opened
up a new thread about the wyrmhide set for boomkins in which df, jj, and E participated. Another
member N posted his set bonuses and A responded with thanks. Clearly the participants in the
community understood each other and used various techniques to ground communication. About
a month after the conversation ended, jj asked df if there was “any news” meaning if he had
figured out how to implement the wyrmhide set bonuses for boomkins. Because online
environments lack copresence, participants are not guaranteed a response in the same way as if
they directed a question toward someone to whom they could see and hear and that person could
see and hear them. Conversations in discussion threads just end even though active participants
may not have come to closure on the conversation. In the above thread, no clear closure for the
conversation among jj, df, and E existed, yet the other thread where A had participated ended
with a “thanks”.
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Reaching common ground in online communication appeared more difficult and less
efficient than in face-to-face communication, but participants made tradeoffs with costs to
common ground but managed to communicate rather effectively given the constraints of the
medium.

Common ground with UX
The UX data do not allow for primary conversations like the ones exemplified above. As
such, I have extracted from the interviews indications from the participants of breakdowns and
repairs in common ground during their everyday activities. Many UX participants talked about
how they were misunderstood in their role. This led to difficulty in sharing knowledge and
beliefs, which resulted or could result in breakdowns with common ground. The following
interview quotes from UX participants shared how their role was misunderstood.
Part of the problem with breakdowns between UX and developers is that developers only see the surface of the work,
only seeing the technical artifact, the HTML, the user interface and so they are not even aware that other things are
going into the design process and have to be taken care of, so there’s this sense of ‘just gimme the code’ to put this
thing together. – FLOSS UX director

In this case, the UX professional commented on how developers misunderstood their work
because it was hidden, and because it was not what they expected. Developers expect code.
Initially when I first started, particularly on the Windows side alot of people had no idea what a usability engineer or
user researcher, whatever we want to call ourselves. What we are what we can do. People might try to make
assumptions about what you are capable of. Or incapable of, uhm, but I think over time, particularly as there have been
more user researchers, it's easier for people to understand what your role is, but still you get new college hires that
have, you know, have no clue. Basically it's like when you are new to a team you've got to establish yourself again and
show people that you are competent, and what you are capable of. –Microsoft UX researcher (1)

This UX practitioner discusses that the UX role was empty of expectations from others but has
changed over time. Yet, with each new team member, particularly with new hires, UX people
have to recreate expectancy in others of what their roles accomplishes.
When they say hey can you move this down, we say no we can’t move this down for a particular reason because this
clashes with the balance of the thing, this has to be here, it is a tagline for example, and a design is chosen for a
particular reason, if, I can give you my design as a whole, you cannot pick and choose what you want and keep what
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you want and leave what you don’t want. That is not how it works. Everybody thinks they know UX, but they don’t
actually know what UX deliverables are. –Microsoft UX specialist

According to this UX perspective, coworkers dissembled design solutions. This case outlined the
details of how a fundamental misunderstanding of the UX role is frustrating. All of the above UX
quotes indicated a misalignment in expectations. Non-UX coworkers appeared to lack
understanding about what UX practitioners do in their job. When people work together, however,
they must coordinate their actions and a lack of understanding about at least one of the roles (UX
in these cases) makes communication very difficult. In common ground terms, UX people and
their non-UX co-workers found difficulty coordinating and as a result failed to perform a joint
action. A joint action is the coordination of individual actions by two or more people [Clark.
1996]. Actors build common ground every time they perform joint actions together [Clark. 1996].
Because the basis for coordination and joint action is common ground, actors who do not possess
a sum of mutual, common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions, cannot reach common
ground. The UX cases above expressed that they and their non-UX coworkers do not possess a
sum of mutual, common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions, and therefore had
difficulty building common ground.
And they have half-baked notions about what usability is and everybody thinks they are thinking about usability and
sometimes it is a huge challenge to even talk to somebody about that. –Microsoft UX specialist

The above quote echoes the disjointed belief system held by non-UX coworkers and explicitly
refers to difficulties in communication as a result.
Other UX participants expressed ways in which they had reached, at least in part, had
begun to possess a sum of mutual, common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions and
move toward more efficient communication through common ground.
UX people have thought I want to get involved but I don’t know how, and when people are talking your language
maybe it’s a way to engage people. –FLOSS UX practitioner
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Again referring directly to communication and reaching common ground, when joining a
conversation, UX people felt alienated because others weren’t communicating from a mutual
system of knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions.
But when the push comes to us, and the schedule is tight, the software PM [program manager] is someone I have to
work quickly and diligently to be same on the page with. –Microsoft User researcher (2)

On the other hand, this UX professional talked about taking responsibility for reaching common
ground.
But if you are talking to developers who are more kind of show me the numbers focused you might take the argument
that's more oh this large number of people, blah blah blah. So it's, instead of, you know you don't always have the
luxury to lay out all of the reasons and so if you are going to pull out a reason for someone as fast as possible, I try to
pull out the reason that is going to resonate. And you always have the other ones in your back pocket if you need more,
but I kinda lead with the strength. –Microsoft User researcher (1)

Similarly, this UX practitioner explained that how she adjusted her discourse to most efficiently
reach common ground with developers, which without mutual understanding would have been
more challenging. UX professionals often continuously work to build a mutual system of
knowledge, beliefs, and supposition, and sometimes succeed in quickly grounding their
communication.
You're the person in the room that makes sure that the customer's voice is going to be heard. You know depending on
what customer, and we have a wide number of customers for Windows. Uhm and I think actually I don't have to always
say it. It just needs to come up. So one of the ways in the past I have used as a mental metric of success is if I could not
be at the meeting and someone would bring up the points that I would have made because that means that I have
successfully set the culture as such that everyone is thinking about it from the customer perspective. –Microsoft User
researcher (1)

This case described a specific instance of attaining a mutual understanding about the customer
perspective. Common ground about how to think about customers had been reached many times
resulting in a cultural shift where it was evident that the team this UX practitioner works with had
built a mutual system of knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions about Windows customers.
When you first form a group together, and focus, you have the, they are just forming as a team and working out roles
and responsibilities, and then there is storming where the productivity goes down and conflict goes up and then they
start understanding ahhh now I understand what you are talking about and here is how I can collaborate and talk with
you and so the trajectory goes up and now they’re performing. And they get to a point where they are norm-ing. It just
doesn’t take any more effort any more. It is just part of the process. And eventually, well I had gotten Exchange
through the forming stage, engaged and storming, and we are the point where we were coming out to the storming. –
Microsoft Sr. UX lead
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This UX professional described in her own terms the process that UX people experience when
moving toward more efficient way of communicating and collaborating in general. The above
cases illuminated various points in the process.
Some UX cases presented above described instances where the fundamentals of common
ground, that is, mutual knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions, had not been reached and resulted in
challenges with communication. Other cases described instances where communication and even
team cultural shift had resulted because of reaching common ground consistently.

Discussion
Attaining common ground for the CodePlex team, CodePlex users, and UX practitioners
was very different and reflects the kinds of interactions and patterns of grounding that “allow
people to reach the mutual belief that they understand one another well enough to carry out the
collaborative activity at hand with the least possible effort” [Carroll, et al. 2006] and when they
don’t reach the mutual belief that they understand each other well enough collaborative activity is
affected. The CodePlex team, because of their team environment tended to be rather efficient at
achieving common ground. Their ability to build on conversation and have multiple members
participate required a mutual belief system that over time resulted in quick repairs and limited
costs to attaining common ground in their conversations. The CodePlex users, on the other hand,
faced challenges for achieving common ground because of the constraints imposed on them by
the online environment. Despite many costs to grounding, however, the CodePlex users initiated
grounding techniques, such as quoting the person to which their post referred, to help build a
mutual belief system that aided in repairing and reaching common ground. The UX professionals,
however, worked much harder to achieve common ground, apparently battling and in some cases
converging opposing belief systems. The three groups, the CodePlex team, CodePlex users, and
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UX professionals, shared more than language. They also shared ways of “thinking, organizing
roles, and doing work” [Carroll, et al. 2006] and as such practices emerged over time.

Communities of Practice
The activity awareness framework conceptualizes communities of practice as a “rich and
more narrowly-scoped foundation” [Carroll, et al. 2006] for collaboration. This is in contrast to
common ground. While common ground provides a foundation for shared knowledge and beliefs,
communities of practice provides a foundation for sharing “praxis-domain-specific ways of
thinking, organizing roles, and doing work” [Carroll, et al. 2006]. Communities of practice, then
enact social configurations consistent with a work domain where identity within that domain is
built and maintained through problem solving. A personal investment in goals, practice, and
values, results in the collective investment of sharing activities. Thus performing complex,
collaborative, open-ended activities require communities of practice.
Communities of practice form a basis for collaboration with the following characteristics:
a shared domain with shared activities including problem solving activities and formulating a
collective identity. The cases below exemplify these characteristics for each of the three groups.
When team members share a domain, they share activities and knowledge particular to
the domain. The three groups, CodePlex team, CodePlex users, and UX practitioners, share the
domain of software development. In this domain, teams collaborate to produce software. Slippage
occurs, however, with defining the boundaries of the domain, and therefore the boundaries of
communities of practice. While activities within a community of practice vary depending on role,
different roles bring different knowledge to the domain, and as such, conflict may arise. When
conflicts arise, communities of practice work together to solve problems and in turn sustain the
community of practice.
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Communities of practice in the CodePlex team
Exploring the CodePlex team required narrowing the software development domain to a
particular software development domain, that is the development of CodePlex. Roles that
contributed to the domain included software developers, testers, managers, and an interaction
designer. These roles shared activities not only among similar roles, but also across roles. When
conflicts arose the CodePlex team members worked to come to a resolution to solve problems.
Sometimes we didn't actually agree about how, you know how everything, wanted, we kind of presented it to the group
and then we would have discussions around there and we would go back to the drawing board and if we found some
problems, and so it was just a matter of finding the architecture that we wanted to do, it, almost a collaborative effort.
You know.

The developer talked about working on a software architecture design solution as a collaborative
effort with not only another developer but also including feedback and discussions from the entire
team.
I guess ideally like each additional meeting, each iteration should be fewer questions, less uncertainty about things that
already looked at. More agreement that yes this is the way to go. But yeah because sometimes new things come up, that
are visualized for the first time. It’s kinda hard. I don't think they are very good a limiting scope creep. <Laughs> and
uhm, I am pretty flexible usually, if I think it's useful and I think it's an improvement I’ll try to get it in. But I am not as
strict as I should be on you know, we need to meet this deadline and if we are going to do this, I do say that sometimes,
if we are going to do this, I think it's a good ideas, but let's do it for the long term, redesign.

The interaction designer described how UX design problems were worked out over several
iterations and how he was agreeable to the team’s suggestions and would try to add them for the
next iteration, but showed reservations about when a conflict arose with a design suggestion, he
was not as aggressive about limiting suggestions as he should have been because of limiting the
scope of the design iteration in order to meet a deadline. In terms of shared activities, the
interaction designer went away and created designs and shared them with the rest of the team
once a week in a meeting. Although the interaction designer was part of the CodePlex
development domain, he has not yet entirely identified with community of practice as indicated
by the us/them dichotomy. Had the interaction designer identified more with the CodePlex
development community of practice, he would have referred to the scope creep issue differently:
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we are not very good at limiting scope creep. The process of building a shared identity can be
defined as the construction of a sense of we [Pratt. 2001]. The addition of the interaction design to
the CodePlex team was fairly recent; his collective identity could still have been evolving. The
CodePlex community of practice supported a variety of roles and activities and because of the
transient nature of vendors had to rely on personal investment of CodePlex team values, goals,
and practices from the vendors in order initiate and maintain a shared identity.

Communities of practice in the CodePlex users
The CodePlex user community of practice overlapped somewhat with the CodePlex
development community of practice in that they shared a similar domain and they interacted to
some extent through different channels. As such the entire CodePlex community of developers
and users could be seen as one community of practice, but for the purposes of analysis, the
CodePlex community of practice mainly included users who participated in projects hosted on the
CodePlex website. Participation included contribution to a project by way of discussion forum,
issue tracker comment, upload patches, upload code to the main code base, content on the wiki, or
other ways in which people interacted with the community. A question remained of whether
downloading the project software constituted participation. In terms of communities of practice,
just downloading the software might constitute being part of the project community of practice.
This hesitation derives from the ability of community members to switch roles. For example, a
core developer shared activities with other developers in the community, and when he was using
the software, his role was as a user of the software. These roles were not mutually exclusive and
could not be separated because thinking about the software from either role’s perspective was
always present. At best, users started at a position of legitimate peripheral participation (LPP).
LPP describes how newcomers begin to engage in a community of practice by performing simple
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low-risk tasks that are increasingly more central to the functioning of the project community
[Lave, et al. 1991]. The first low-risk task was downloading the software and the second was
posting a question on the discussion forum. Eventually LPP members became familiar with tasks,
vocabulary, and organizing principles of the community and moved into more central roles.
Users were important because communities of practice for projects on CodePlex were
built upon users moving from the periphery to more central functions in the community. The
cases below exemplified how users became part of the community of practice.
People are making suggestions on how to improve it or requesting features you know if they are requesting features that
means they are using it and you gotta love someone who is using the application.

The case above indicated a level of user participation engaged in the community of practice of the
BloggerBackup project. The coordinator was excited to see his community growing and as he
stated, when users requested features they understood the domain of use which gave them ways
of conceptualizing and thinking about the project.
Pretty much it shows, they have to show that they are you know knowledgeable, that they understand the domain and
they also understand the code and the quality and have some grasp on what is needed to maintain a certain level of
quality.

The project coordinator articulated technical requirements for members to move toward more
central activities in the SharpMap community of practice. His specific reference to the domain
referred to geographical information system (GIS) data. Not only do developer members have to
attain a certain level of domain expertise, but also they have to attain competency as skilled
developers.
It’s even harder to get mass participation and assistance on all sorts of supporting activities that make the difference
between a raw piece of code or a utility that you know a fellow developer might figure out how to install and use and
something that actually becomes near the equivalent of at least shareware if not commercial software in terms of ease
of use and ease of configuration and sort of lack of having to hand maintaining it on the part of the end users.

This coordinator points to an issue found on all open source projects. The issue is that many
needed activities in a community of practice go unfulfilled. The level of polish of most open
source software leaves room for new participants, especially user experience participants, to work
on getting the software a level above tinkering. Tinkering refers to how open source users,
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especially the technical ones, can download the software and play or tinker with it until it works.
Whereas with more polished software attends to the user experience of, for example, installation
and configuration. While this need for more contributors to take open source software appears to
the next level, appears to be a deficiency in growth and innovation, it also shows that room exists
for growth and innovation in the community. This idea of change is a fundamental property of
communities of practice. Communities of practice change and grow or they die off [Wenger, et al.
2002]. As such, open source projects on CodePlex have a tremendous opportunity to grow into
thriving communities of practice because they are in need of contribution, some much more than
others.

Communities of practice in UX
User experience communities of practices can be bounded in a number of different ways.
For example, the community of practice might consist of different values, goals, and activities
depending on the how the domain is defined. The community consistently adjusts to these
differences working to make them shared. The domain can be defined based on the user, on the
project/product, or on the broader domain of software development. Thus depending on which
domain its members focus on, or identify with most, those members subscribe to and share the
values, goals, and activities, of the given domain. This confusion about domain membership
bounds communities of practice for UX professionals, which are somewhat antagonistic to
integrating UX practices into software development, as shown above with conflicting belief
systems. Thus the UX communities of practice and the software development communities of
practice may, over time, or may not, become fully integrated into one community of practice that
shares practices, values, and goals in a domain of activities understood by a new community of
practice.
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The user experience professionals interviewed belonged first to UX, second to
product/project, and third to software development communities of practice. This ordering was
evident by how strongly their values, goals, and activities were shared among co-workers and in
many cases values and goals of software developers and managers were not initially shared with
UX people, but over time values, goals, and activities converged into a stronger software
development community of practice, one with better integration of UX. The cases below
exemplified different goals, values, and activities inherent in the UX communities of practice.
I mean there is the educating the leadership, implementing the culture, running interference. Doing strategy. Work that
could really help move the division long term in 2 or 3 years. There is the immediate day-to-day, removing obstacles,
and the technical guys, individual contributors, I have got a great team, highly skilled people so they don’t need
micromanaging, but there is a need for championing … getting better plugged in, you know educating, recruiting,
budget, managing budget, uhm … time together and sharing what lessons learned from us to other Microsoft UX teams
and vice versa. –Microsoft Sr. UX lead

This case demonstrated how a UX leader moved between the product community of practice, by
educating the product leadership about UX and building the team culture, and the UX community
of practice, where other UX practitioners from across the company shared.
The engineering way of solving problems would be think about the problem, come up with the solution, if it seems to
work, and then stop. Which is not the way UX people work. –Microsoft UX Knowledge engineer

This case exemplified the difference between product engineering and UX design in thinking
about problem solving. UX espouses a more iterative approach to exploring, testing, clarifying,
and reducing ideas [Buxton. 2007]. The way UX people work is to start with a large number of
ideas and iterate by prototyping and testing until the best idea bubbles to the top. This UX
practitioner in this case was referring to an idealized notion of the way UX people work. He was
influenced a great deal by Bill Buxton’s [2007] notion of sketching and design thinking. This UX
practitioner’s role at Microsoft is to bring engineering excellence to software development in the
company. His particular focus is to understand how better to integrate UX activities into software
development. He discovered that Buxton’s approach was useful in helping software development
teams understand how UX designers approach problems and helping UX designers understand
how engineers approach problems. As such, this case shows that different approaches to problem
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solving potentially propel different practices, values, and goals, between software developers and
UX designers.
And I don't think of it as a usability expert, I think of it more as a, they can be a customer advocate. But it doesn't mean
that they could go out and run a usability study. But, I think if you show people the results, I think any of them would
go and say oh, I am going to champion this and help fix the problem because our customers are not being successful
here and they need this other thing they haven't thought of but it doesn't mean that they are not going to go out and be
able to decide how to run a usability study, and what research questions you might need to answer like I think those are
the things that it's harder to teach, but uhm I think it's pretty easy, I shouldn't say it's pretty easy, it takes a fair amount
of work, but I think it's easier to develop that culture of being customer centered than it is to teach someone how to be a
user researcher. –Microsoft User researcher (1)

When asked about what kind of usability expertise non-UX team members have, this user
researcher discussed how the value system, i.e. customer centered, could be similar while the
activities different in a product community of practice. A communities of practice analysis of UX
practitioners has shown that UX people continuously work to establish goals, values, and
activities consistent with one community of practice where UX and software development
become more integrated.

Discussion
While the UX and user roles shared some values, goals, and activities with other software
development team members they have not yet become central to the community. Differences in
problems solving approaches, continuously working to align values, particularly values centered
on the user, and that oscillation between different communities of practice is possible kept the
software development community of practice dynamic and thriving so that it continued to grow.

Social Capital
Teams build social connections, both within and outside of the team, and they act
cooperatively. Reciprocity norms, trust over time, mutual understanding, and shared values, make
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cooperative action possible. As such, social capital refers to the mutual exchange of norms and
values that serve collaboration. This exchange of values and norms “softens the consequences of
inevitable differences in opinion, conflicts and even outright misbehavior” [Carroll, et al. 2006].
Common ground and communities of practice showed the dynamics of mutual understanding and
shared values, respectively and therefore contributed to social capital in the three groups. This
section examined reciprocity norms and trust in the three groups. Reciprocity norms refer to
adherence to appropriate team behaviors for mutual benefit of the team members. Trust refers to
reliance on the ability of team members.

Social capital in the CodePlex team
The CodePlex team built social capital through cooperative actions such as meetings
where a participatory culture was the norm, through pair programming where developers helped
one another solve complex coding problems, and through individual consultations with trusted
team members.
The way I wanted to do it was using restful web services and we ended up deciding to use Windows communication
foundation [WCF] which is Microsoft’s typical was of doing services. And so there is some frustration as I work on
forges just because I don't think it is necessarily the best way to go about it, but I also believe in team consensus, so
team consensus was that we use the WCF.

This case described a design problem with part of the CodePlex system architecture (forges)
where the developer wanted to solve the problem in one way and other team members another
way. A norm of consensus existed with the team. This norm contributed to social capital, which
in turn softened the disagreement for the developer.
So sometimes, a lot of times I’ll get hey we don't like the wireframe and I’ll say I really wanted it this way, they'll push
back, then what I’ll do in that case is, I’ll get a peer review from Tony or Randy and say hey guys can you come over
here, to sanity check something for me. And have them weigh in. and, kind of do a peer PM-ing.
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Social capital among CodePlex team members allowed the CodePlex program manager (PM) to
confide in her team to help her make a decision when conflict arose about a design mockup
(wireframe). She trusted her peers to help make a call.
Usually with this team I don't really ever have to sacrifice the quality of the code that I produce because everyone is
committed to producing good code. That’s a rare thing in this business.

Good code functions as a reciprocity norm. The team knew the appropriate way to write code and
understood that each other would produce good code. While good code also functions as a shared
value, the benefit gained by good code to another developer that results in returning the benefit of
good code includes making a developer’s job easier. Good code is a powerful norm in software
engineering [Oram, et al. 2007] and developers see this as a mutually kind gesture. A developer’s
job is made easier when his or her fellow developers reciprocate the good code norm.
I’ve interacted with everyone on forges to some extent. But primarily Randy and Charlie and Matt, as far as sitting
down and doing a lot of actual forges work together. Gause also. That I think I’ve paired with everyone at least for an
hour on forges work. Uhm the majority of the meaningful interaction, and by meaningful I mean design. You know
things that are meaningful to me at my level are more design and impact, direction, not really so much implementation
and coding. So the meaningful interactions have all been tied up with Randy and Charlie.

This case referred to the challenging forges architectural design problem. The developer, through
various members he trusted (Randy and Charlie) made use of his social network within the team
to work on the forges design problem.
Just a little bit back and forth. Slava had some, he's better at JavaScript than I am, I think I am better. A typical role that
I am, off of this project, I am normally in a leadership role where I am helping work through [user] stories, helping the
product owner develop stories, rather than doing hands on coding stuff. So. I think Slava is a great developer, I think he
needs to work through some of those higher level issues better, I think maybe I am better at those. But I have some
technical deficiencies that he was good at in terms of the story. So it was a good complement there.

This case exemplified a developer’s rationale for choosing a partner. This pair programming
behavior showed how it’s appropriate to pair with someone who has complementary skills and is
an example of how the team reciprocated norms.
The availability of CodePlex team members allowed for accessible interactions. These
interactions fostered many social interactions with team members that aided building trust. The
team, because of the established common ground and values, trusted each other and worked
through problems as they built social capital.
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Social capital in CodePlex users
The CodePlex users 10 built social capital in the community by contributing code. An
expectation of writing good code and responding to the community existed. Over time
coordinators invited members they trusted to become a core developer.
I need to be able to provide a public API, uhm using either system.add in or some other method to allow people to plug
in. So if, when I provide that functionality I would absolutely want other people to write providers.

Reciprocity norms for CodePlex users indicated an expectation of giving back to the community.
This case exemplifies that expectation.
I really encourage people to contribute patches and you know I’ll look for quality before I would even consider
applying them to the main branch. Uhm there's a lot of instant messaging going on. You know the people who are main
contributors to the project at this time pretty much respect each other. Quite well. So uhm. So you know I trust the other
developers. And I think that really is the key component is ah if I didn't trust them it really wouldn't work.

This case showed a slightly different perspective of the giving back norm. This project
coordinator evangelized code contribution. Contribution is expected, but trust that developers
produce quality code is one basis for social capital between developers and coordinators.
When they respond, when they submitted requests, ah, I’ll either, I try to be very responsible. I hate black holes. I really
hate submitting a request to somebody and hearing nothing back. It just makes me crazy. So worse case, ah I’ll respond
back and say hey, uhm we'll add this to the list. I don't know when I’ll get to it. I can only work on this on the weekends
on personal time.

This case exemplified a reciprocity norm based on one coordinator’s responsibility to his users,
that if they submit requests, he’ll try his best to respond so that the user’s effort is recognized.
From users, CodePlex projects had an expectation of exchanging feedback for project
enhancements, or help. In this way, both the project coordinators understood this norm, and
through it built social capital in the community. In addition, the same reciprocity norm existed

10

CodePlex users are people who use CodePlex to develop open source software. This includes

core project members who are listed as developers and coordinators on the project as well as
user/user/developers, who are people who use the software hosted on CodePlex, and upload patches, so
they are also users of CodePlex. They all they participate in writing code.
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between coordinators and developers except that quality code and helping on the discussion
forum were expected for contribution. Coordinators had to trust that developers submitted quality
code. This exchange of mutual benefits built social capital that helped establish social ties that
benefited the community.

Social capital in UX
While there was some indication that social capital was built among UX practitioners,
more difficulty existed with building social capital with non-UX roles. Difficulty with
establishing trust with UX expertise existed among software development teams. UX practitioner
struggled to build social capital with their coworkers. That is, UX practitioners expected
appropriate team behavior from software developers and program managers, and in some cases
those expectations were not met, while in other cases appropriate behaviors converged and were
met. Thus, UX could rely on development and management. Reciprocity norms refer to
adherence to appropriate team behaviors for mutual benefit of the team members. Trust refers to
reliance on the ability of team members.
It is just that we know who does what and you know as you are assimilating into that culture. It is just by relationship.
You develop the right relationship with the right people. Do they know who you are? And you network and everything.
I think there is a bit of both that you need to be doing if you are working at a culture change. But I think that we are
going to have to have things that are a training session brown bag sessions. You know there is mentoring 101, it is the
experience, you know when a team works with you or works with a person on a team, what is there experience and do
they carry that positive with them so there is just a lot of things. But I think we have to influence at every level in the
organization. I don’t think grassroots only will work. I think it will be too slow. I don’t think top-down only will work.
I think there has got to be both. So I think there has got to be infusion of kind of cultural precepts both top-down and
bottom up and at every level. –Microsoft Sr. UX lead

The lead UX professional explained how to build social capital. This was a deliberate initiative to
integrate UX into a product team and she discussed that building relationships at many different
levels in the organization functioned as the basis for social capital. Through these relationships,
trust and a culture of reciprocity were established resulting from a convergence how team
members expected each other to behave.
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The good thing is at least until recently our whole team worked on Windows. And so we were all working on the same
product as opposed to previous teams I’ve been in, everyone's working on a different product so they aren’t really,
there isn't really a reason to collaborate together. But the usability managers want there to be a reason to collaborate
together because they have goals around their team and operation and you know things like that and so. There’s that
tension. Uhm, and I think also here dev is 100% required. You can't ship a product without development. But you can
ship a product without usability people. And you can ship a product without designers. Because we don't write the
code, right. So, it is possible for a developer to say, oh I want to do this cool thing and then they just write the code,
previously, this has been the case. They just write a feature over the weekend and then they get a feature. But user
researchers can't all of a sudden make a feature. And so in the hierarchy of everyone and reviews and everything, the
developers are way more valuable then some of the people with other disciplines. So. Uhm there's always that
challenge to show your value, because it's hard to compete with well, "I wrote code for five features" [says
sarcastically] [laughs] kind of thing, you know, so I guess that's one of the reasons historically that's been an advantage
of separating out user researchers. Because then you have your own review model and people who are reviewing you
understand what you do, and it's not like you are being stack ranked against the developer across the hall, if that makes
sense. –Microsoft User researcher (1)

The case exemplified the difficulty of establishing reciprocity norms, especially with the mutual
benefit of good code. The UX practitioner described how because of different skills, reciprocating
at the same level of skills was very difficult, and that UX management encouraged the UX people
to collaborate more, but they worked on separate products. This UX practitioner worked on the
same product with other UX people, but faced tension with developers because developer skill set
is seen as more valuable. Therefore UX practitioners have no benefits to exchange with
developers because their role does not include writing code.
Well I just came from a meeting where we were talking about, I mean basically it happens every day. Because my job
is to look at it and go based on my past experience with our customers, this is or isn’t' going to work and why and what
do we need to change. So uhm we were talking basically about a redesign of the start menu. And uhm people were
saying well we need to put the icons back because some people say they miss them. And that's a usability problem, and
like well because people say they miss them is not necessarily a usability problem, if they couldn't go places because
there were no icons, if they couldn't achieve what they wanted to do, that might be a usability problem but what you are
expressing is a preference. And so you should think about if you should support that preference if it might create
usability problems. Because maybe it makes it too busy, it's hard to distinguish the items, or things like that. So, uhm
we were kind of having a discussion around why, just because a few interim people say they like it better the other way,
it doesn't mean it's a usability issue. –Microsoft User researcher (1)

This UX participant described an instance where non- UX co-workers exhibited
misunderstanding of usability and mistrust of UX expertise. The ensuing discussion, however,
helped to build trust among co-workers as one basis for social capital.
I will look at things more deeply. So, if I can prove to people there is a phenomenon here we should observe, then I will
go categorize what created the phenomenon, and I will try to work with devs to find possible solutions. –Microsoft
User researcher (2)

This UX practitioner has established trust with the development team she worked with because
she had established a history of problem solving with them.
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What needs to happen is that we need to say that our opinions are rooted in observational science, perceptual science,
but there are foundations for our expertise. And that we need to build credibility with these kinds of expertise, but we
should be given a free rein to play around with things. And we should be trusted a little more. –FLOSS UX director

This UX practitioner explained the importance of trust in UX expertise. Trust is a fundamental
component of social capital. This case exemplified another fundamental mistrust of UX expertise
in software development.

Discussion
The CodePlex team built social capital and it served as support for team awareness and
team problem solving. CodePlex users, however, built social capital around coding merit and
reciprocity norms around giving back to the community. UX practitioners, however, struggled
with building social capital among non-UX coworkers. The cases showed evidence of lack of
trust in UX expertise and difficulty with expectations made building social capital challenging.

Human Development
Human development happens through a dialectic in which practical social activity shapes
thought while at the same time regulates activity, learning, and relationships [Carroll, et al. 2006].
The cases below depict snapshots of human development exemplified by changes in cooperative
activities, descriptions of learning, and relationship building through conflict. The zone of
proximal development (ZPD) [Vygotsky. 1978] is relevant here. The ZPD explains an abstract
space of possible learning because the potential for learning can occur in a space ranging from
learning with or from others to learning individually. As such, human development can occur
through cooperative teamwork as well as through individual experiences. Many experiences
related to human development are not observable. Participants, however, discussed situations in
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which they educated co-workers and learned from team members or learned individually through
problem solving.

Human development in the CodePlex team
The CodePlex team developed understanding of their agile process together by engaging
in activities particular to their development environment. All of the members remarked on
learning about ways to solve problems, especially by way of solving coding problems and
learning new technologies, e.g. a new programming language. Although human development in
the CodePlex team occurred through individual learning, the team talked a great deal about
learning with and from each other.
I didn't prepare to be a C# developer and then jump in. I sort of uhm grab what I need to. And that is one of the reasons
why I took this project is because I, some of my background knowledge, I know how to do things, but not necessarily
why they work or, all these deep knowledge things, so it was a chance to get further up to speed on those things and
also this cutting edge stuff is interesting to do.

This vendor developer described how, although he did not come to the project with knowledge of
the C# programming language, the other technical ‘cutting edge stuff’ motivated him to work on
CodePlex. The vendor company he worked for allowed consultant developers to choose projects
with which they had a contract and this developer chose to work on CodePlex because wanted to
learn other technologies to complement his technical knowledge. The experience working on
CodePlex with new technologies has changed his technical expertise.
I’ve been here three years and I’ve gotten a promotion every year so far and so it's just pretty much just moving along
my career and gaining a lot more knowledge about technology and doing a lot more leadership activities.

Career development is one type of human development. This Microsoft software developer
described how he had been promoted and learned about new technologies and gained leadership
skills.
I mean I am self-taught and so I will use books. But most of the time I can fumble around with something and get to
what I need to do and it's a rare time when I do run into something I don't know I find somebody who can tell me. I just
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find that it is a more effective way and more network building way of getting help. So if my choices are go read a book
and learn this or go ping somebody I know that is knowledgeable in that area. I am going to do the latter.

This Microsoft software developer explained how when problem solving, while he had in the past
learned on his own how to work through a problem, but if given the choice, he chooses to gain
knowledge in collaboration with other people.
Most recently I’ve been you know in the teacher mode, but I’ve also been in the student mode when I worked with
Charlie, because he had more knowledge regarding it then I did, but working with Gause I’ve been more in the teaching
mode because I know more about it than him.

This case described how members of the CodePlex team moved back and forth between learning
and teaching others. In both activities members built new relationships and learned.
I learned to use SQL to get the information out of the database. And at that point I didn't need it any more. But I taught
myself SQL because I found that in the data mining tasks I would have to ask the devs or the testers to perform tasks
for me to get information. And mostly I was just impatient. <Laughs> You know and I didn't want to wait for the
answer. You know. And I didn't want to bug people because I knew that what they were doing was more important than
my little data mining. So I learned how to use it. So I became more technical <laughs> in the processes.

In this case, the office assistant described how she learned to gather information from the
database instead of getting others to do it for her. As a result, she “became more technical” which
was a surprise for her, indicated by the laughter.
The CodePlex team developed individually and collectively, learning both from each
other and individually.

Human development in the CodePlex users
CodePlex users gained from posting and responding to others in the discussion forum.
Gaining knowledge and understanding of technology and helping others do the same was a result
of the ‘giving back’ culture experienced by open source participants. CodePlex users, through
problem solving in the community, gave back, learned, and changed from the experience.
CodePlex users also engaged in learning and “playing” with new technologies.
And as for hosting it on CodePlex, I am a strong believer in putting non-core, sharing non-core technologies. If this
isn't what pays the bills, it's an auxiliary thing, then why not share it. And uhm you know I am a software developer by
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day. Uhm. I thought this was neat, I’ve gained so much over the years from stuff I’ve found on the net, both free
products and you know source available, open source projects that I just felt it was easy to give back and then.

This case exemplified a change that had already taken place. The coordinator described his
philosophy about giving back, that over time he has both gained from the open source experience
and given back to it. The open source experience is that developers get to download new tools
and see and alter the source code and customize it if they need. Giving back involved posting
source code online for others to use or from which to learn.
So I am like it gave me an excuse to play with WCF [Windows communication foundation] and gave me an excuse to
do some code, and I am like done. And I whipped it up in like two hours.

This developer described an experience that he created. The experience resulted in learning a new
technology and building a tool that he could use and at the same time offering the tool to the open
source community.
The idea there is that technology comes out all the time, gotta learn it, uhm what better way but to try it. And once I do
it, you know others can benefit from that learning or comment on it that I can learn from.

This case exemplified learning and giving back to the community so that they can learn too. This
developer, like many others, was aware of the continuous need to keep up with the latest
technologies. As such, he took advantage of the opportunity to learn on his own and then share
with the open source community his lessons so that they can learn and possibly educate him
further by posting comments.
The CodePlex users learned about new technologies in a give and take, learning and
educating, environment where community members helped each other.

Human development in UX
Much of the UX human development surrounded learning and educating in the context of
conflict resolution among non-UX coworkers. Other instances of human development surrounded
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experiences learned through career development over time. As such, human development in UX
occurred with both UX and non-UX workers.
Well a lot of times user interfaces look very similar even though they might do different things, so there are kind of
patterns that you can draw, so you can think of we did this navigation in sidewalk and here are the things we learned
that did and didn't work so when you go and do navigation for your brand new real estate website, let's not go and do
the mistakes that we already had before. –Microsoft User researcher (1)

This user experience professional explained that past learning experiences are relevant to current
design situations.
But I think you just kind of have to try it and sometimes you fall flat on your face and you can't convince the person of
the thing you wanted to and you learn from that and you try it differently and things like that, but I think part of it is the
awareness of knowing that you have to do it but you should think about the different strategies for different people and
I think sometimes people take a one size fits all approach and that might not be as effective. –Microsoft User researcher
(1)

This UX designer talked about trial and error with strategies to convince others of her design
ideas. From failing to convince others she learned different strategies that work. As such, she
developed different rhetorical strategies for persuading others.
I tried discussing things and you know whenever I had time I would try to engage in one-on-one consultations, and go a
visit them and say this is this and this is this and try to educate them a little bit more about what I am here for. About
what I do. Slowly slowly, and with interactions, which is why I prefer personal interactions. There opinion of me has
changed and then I now for the some of the times at least, I noticed in the meetings when they say oh hold on let’s hear
what she has to say. –Microsoft UX specialist

This UX professional described how she slowly and deliberately talked to her non-UX coworkers
about her role. This educating instigated a change in the way they interacted in meetings.
Human development in UX occurred as gaining experiences about doing UX work and
educating others about UX. As such, non-UX workers changed their views of UXD.

Discussion
Human development occurred in the three groups as learning. The CodePlex team was
driven to learn about new technologies both on their own and with others. The CodePlex users
were driven to learn about new technologies but through give-and-take within the community.
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The UX practitioners, however, reflected on learning from experiences and educating others
about their UX work, which in some cases resulted in change from their non-UX coworkers.

Implications of the Four Facets on Activity Awareness in the Three Groups
The activity awareness framework presents a rough ordering for how the four facets
interact to support activity awareness. Interpersonal communication acts as a foundation for
teamwork, whereas achieving and sustaining social capital and human development occur over
time through communities of practice [Carroll, et al. 2006]. As such, common ground functions
as a general support mechanism of communication followed by communities of practice, which
binds team awareness by solidifying beliefs, values, goals, and practices continuously being
established through common ground. Through the building blocks of common ground and
communities of practice, groups build social capital and learn and change. The four facets play a
role in articulation work. Articulation work refers to the kind of work required to coordinate team
activities [Schmidt, et al. 1992]. This work functions as the work needed to get ‘real’ work done.
For example, to develop software, the ‘real’ work is design, code, and test the software.
Articulation work for designing, coding, and testing software refers to meetings, problem solving,
planning, and other ways coordinate work distributed by activities, roles, time, and space.
Understanding activity awareness for the coordination of work within and across the
three groups laid a foundation for the design proposal. The CodePlex team demonstrated a high
level of activity awareness. The team communicated efficiently and exhibited shared beliefs
through joint action by reaching common ground in everyday activities. The team functioned as a
community of practice where shared practices, ways of thinking, and organizing roles
accomplished the goals related to building CodePlex. Social networks were built among team
members, and in some cases outside of the team, through reciprocity norms and trust where social
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capital bound the team to a greater social good. All of these team activities resulted in human
development among team members indicated by learning and change. The CodePlex team’s
activities, because they are highly functional, worked toward providing a positive user experience
for CodePlex users. The team’s broad interaction with users indicated a desire to build social
capital with the users in order to provide a better product for them.
The CodePlex users reached common ground with project members surprisingly well
considering the constraints of online communication and the technical nature of their discussions.
They displayed a strong norm of giving back which helped initiate a community of practice and
build social capital. Many of the CodePlex participants were interested in learning new
technologies or more about a project. The communities changed and developed through their
awareness of each other’s activities.
The UX participants experienced challenges with activity awareness from non-UX
coworkers. The UX participants struggled with the boundaries of a community of practice
because while goals among different roles were aligned, ways of thinking among UX team
members and non-UX team members were not always aligned. As such, establishing common
ground with team members outside of a UX role became an issue for some of the UX
participants. Because common ground is a foundational facet for activity awareness, UX
participants also had difficulty establishing social capital, but because of the conflict were able to
learn and help others learn about their UX role. Activity awareness in the UX cases served as a
proxy for the kinds of UX challenges that are likely to arise should UX enthusiasts participate on
open source projects on CodePlex using the proposed design features.
Activity awareness in and surrounding CodePlex comprises the CodePlex environment
(Figure 6-1, dashed red pie shape, labeled CodePlex Teamroom) where design and development
activities occur that result in the production of the CodePlex website. Activity awareness on the
CodePlex website comprises open source project development. (Figure 6-1, dashed red pie shape,
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labeled CodePlex Website.) In terms of activity awareness the CodePlex team was successful at
managing articulation work because they sustained common ground, communities of practice,
social capital, and human development. Common ground (represented in Figure 6-1 as a flat box)
acted as the foundation for interactions within each community of practice. The team also
maintained some activity awareness of the CodePlex user community by communicating with
them and building relationships. As such, they sustained two facets of activity awareness for the
purpose of design and development of CodePlex.
The CodePlex users consisted of two communities of practice closely related in thinking,
domain, and goals: 1) users who are core members of the team, coordinator and developer roles in
CodePlex (Figure 6-1, green clouds); and 2) users who are contributors in some way (uploading
patches, submitting requests, submitting bugs, or asking questions); (Figure 6-1, purple clouds).
The potential UX community of practice can move toward the CodePlex core member
community of practice, but also could split into two related communities of practice similar to the
CodePlex user community of practice (Figure 6-1, orange cloud and arrow pointing to green
cloud). A CodePlex project user community of practice that includes UX, core developer,
coordinator, user/developer, and user/participant would establish ways of thinking, organizing
roles, and doing work. The different community members shared ways of thinking about their
project. For example, despite ways in which they participated, the Rawr community members
were passionate about the ways they thought about their domain, World of Warcraft, as were the
members of SharpMap. This shared interest in a domain helped cohere thinking in the project
community of practice. Roles were assigned, but also self-organizing. Legitimate peripheral
participation among various members showed ability of members to take on roles more central to
the community and coordinators encouraged this because they wanted help and they wanted their
community to grow. While the different roles performed different work activities,
communicating, building relationships, learning, and helping provided a foundation for
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weathering the inevitable conflict that arose when different roles converged to accomplish a
shared goal.
Social capital (represented in Figure 6-1 as pink arrows and stick figures) is maintained
within CodePlex users and has to be built through social ties, reciprocity norms, and trust for the
integration of UX activities on the CodePlex website. The CodePlex users established
communication with various CodePlex team members and as such have built social capital in the
CodePlex environment where reciprocity norms of requesting improvements to the site are
honored by the CodePlex team where possible, and helping users built trust among members of
the CodePlex team and CodePlex user community. Thus, the CodePlex team and the CodePlex
users mutually built social capital and they belong to similar communities of practice. All of the
communities of practice learned and changed (represented in Figure 6-1 as a double-headed green
arrow, labeled Human Development) as a result of conflict they endured or as a result of
experiences related to their roles. UX practitioners have the potential to learn from new
experiences while overcoming challenges working in the CodePlex open source environment.
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Figure 6-1: Activity awareness in the CodePlex website and team room.

The activity awareness analysis examined articulation work surrounding the design,
development, and use of the CodePlex open source project hosting website and at the same time
the descriptions gave an account of everyday work activities of the CodePlex team, CodePlex
users, and UX practitioners. Along with the challenges exposed by literature on open source and
UX, these three sources provide requirements for the design that proposed new features to
support UX activities for CodePlex projects.

Chapter 7

Design Proposal
The descriptive science phase, through empirical and analytical investigations revealed
several implications for design. The implications for design are synthesized from the activity
awareness analysis to provide opportunities for UX activity awareness from the three
perspectives: UX, CodePlex users, and CodePlex team. Synthesizing design concepts from
activity awareness precedes concrete mockups for the UX activity support features proposed for
CodePlex projects. The implications are shown in table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Implications for design.
Impact on design

UX

CodePlex users

CodePlex team

Facet

Giving back

Providing
designs

Uploading patches

Providing
requested features

Social capital

Learning

Adjusting to
project culture

Learning from
each other about
technology

Learning about
CodePlex users

Human
development

Helping

Helping others
with UX

Helping solve
problems

Helping users
with problems

Social capital

Building trust

Over time
consistently
solving
problems
together

Building trust
through technical
competence

Building trust
with UX
internally impacts
UX culture on
CodePlex website

Social capital

Establishing merit

Establishing
merit with UX
design
expertise

Being a good
coder establishes
merit

The CodePlex
website is good
for open source
UX activities

Social capital

Aligning practices

Integrated
workflow with
developers

Adjusting roles to
bring outsiders
closer to the core
community

N/A

Communities of
practice

Communicating

Communicating
beliefs is
essential for
disparate
thinking to
reach common
ground

Online constraints
provide
opportunities and
challenges for
new common
ground techniques

Team utilizes six
channels of
communication to
communicate with
CodePlex users

Common ground
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Impact on design
Giving back
Learning
Helping
Building
Establishing
Aligning
Communicating
trust
practices
merit

UX

CodePlex users

CodePlex team

reach
common
Providing
Adjusting
Helping
Over
Establishing
Integrated
time
others
to
ground
designs
project
with
consistently
merit
workflow
UX
with
culture
with
UX
solving
design
developers
problems
expertise
together

ground
Uploading
Learning
Helping
Building
Being
Adjusting
a techniques
good
solve
trust
from
roles
patches
to
each other
problems
through
coder
bring
outsiders
establishes
technical
about
technology
competence
merit
closer
to the core
community

TeamCodePlex
Providing
Learning
Helping
Building
The
N/A
utilizes
users
trust
aboutsix
requested
CodePlex
with
website
channels
problems
UXisof
features
users
good
internally
for
communication
open source
impacts
to
UX activities
communicate
culture onwith
CodePlex users
website

Facet
Common
Human
Social
Communities
capital
ground
of
development
practice

The CodePlex team impact on design mainly derived from their mission to provide a
great product for open source developers and how they maintained ties with the CodePlex user
community. Their design and development activities, because they are somewhat efficient and
were in the process integrating UX into their own development process, would likely be aware of
some issues surrounding the integration of UX into the CodePlex website. The team’s awareness
of development activities is related to being a member of similar communities of practice.
Developers share goals and beliefs like valuing quality code. Belonging to this larger community
of practice helps foster common ground with CodePlex users.
The impacts for design regarding UX practitioners participating on CodePlex will likely
be similar to the struggles and challenges seen in the data because the cases described ways in
which UX practitioners negotiate their roles and teach and learn about how to integrate UX into
their everyday activities. The CodePlex users impact the design of UX activities because the
design concepts have to consider CodePlex user activities and the consequences to the CodePlex
user environment with the addition of new features. Supporting ways to build social capital
among the CodePlex users will be important as well as providing mechanisms for building an
integrated community of practice that includes UX, core, and peripheral roles. The CodePlex
website already supports communication in a number of ways, so adding features consistent with
the communication channels is important for members, including UX, to continue finding
techniques to reach common ground. A claims analysis maps the upsides and downsides of
design decisions made when translating these design implications into concrete representations.
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Claims analysis
In this section I present the features proposed to support UX activities on CodePlex. The
features are described along with a claims analysis that maps the decisions for concepts derived
from the descriptive phase and translated into the design representations shown. The proposed
design features are listed and described in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Proposed UX activity support features.
Feature

Description

UX role

Add a core UX role along with coordinator and developer roles

UX workspace

The UX workspace indicated by a new tab in the project area with a
to do list, and space for design, user research, and evaluation
activities

UX presence throughout project
area

Designs on project home that display thumbnails of design images
currently being worked on in the project home wiki; UX/usability
labels: Identify UX/usability discussions with a tag and color posts
by the UX role (posts by coordinator and developer role are yellow
and role is identified); include UX/usability flag in issue tracker and
direct workflow to UX design space

CodePlex front page UX
presence

UX gallery, help wanted, design release: display UX activity
information, advertisement for UX help wanted on projects, and add
UX improvements to releases summary on the front page

One claims analysis box accompanies each feature with a claim about the proposed feature and
the rationale (upsides and downsides) of the claim. Where applicable, activity awareness facets
describe the rationale. This serves as an indication of how the features support user experience
activity awareness on CodePlex.
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UX role
CodePlex projects allow different roles, which have different access to and actions each
role can perform on the project site. For example, in the discussion area, the coordinator and
developer roles can copy a discussion to a work item, but logged in and anonymous (nonregistered CodePlex user) users cannot. Only the coordinator is allowed to delete discussion
posts. Figure 7-1 shows the current CodePlex roles.
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Figure 7-1: Project roles in CodePlex.

Addition of a UX role to the Project Roles page legitimizes the UX position so that a
level of trust has been established. For example, a coordinator manages the core team members,
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so if a UX role has been filled, the rest of the community can trust that the role is legitimate in the
same way that they can trust that the core developer role is legitimate.
Table 7-3: Claims analysis for addition of UX role.
Claim: adding a UX role
+ builds trust in the project user experience
+ establishes UX legitimacy in the CodePlex community
+ allows control over designs
+ provides an end point for LPP (Communities of practice)
- but core members might not know how to find people to fill the role (Social ties)

Figure 7-2 below shows the Project Roles page with a UX role added. The coordinator
has full control over the all of the actions, including the UX actions. While the UX role does not
have access to the main source code, access could be added later in the development cycle if any
UX practitioners write source code for interface changes. Restricting this access also allows
developers to maintain confidence in the control over source code because they value quality
code. In addition, if the UX role was able to produce quality code, then that role could upload a
patch and have a core member review and check it in.
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Figure 7-2: Project Roles with UX added.

Aside from the source code actions discussed above, the UX role has similar access to functions
on the project site to developers. This similar access level is important for establishing a basic
level of trust, which will help build social capital among the core team members.

UX Workspace
The UX workspace is the biggest feature addition. This feature adds another page to the
project area requiring the addition of a UX tab. The addition of the UX tab indicates the potential
for projects to engage in UX activities. The UX activities available in the UX workspace include
a todo list, user research area, design space, and evaluation section. Currently the project space on
CodePlex uses tabs to indicate and separate the different activities available for each project. See
Figure 7-3.

Figure 7-3: Tabs in the CodePlex project space.

The addition of a UX workspace entails a UX tab. This tab is an indicator in the information
architecture that a dedicated space for UX activities is available. Figure 7-4 shows how the UX
workspace would look with the addition of a UX Design tab in the SharpMap project.
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Figure 7-4: UX workspace and accompanying tab.

The UX workspace is the main area for UX activities and offers best practices for UX
practitioners. It serves as a dashboard to available UX activities.
Table 7-4: Claims analysis for the UX workspace.
Claim: adding a UX workspace
+ exposes UX practices to the community (Communities of practice)
+ allows all UX enthusiasts to participate—UX expert and non-UX community members
(Communities of practice)
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Claim: adding a UX workspace
(Communities
+
scaffolded
of practice)
encourages
learning(Communities
and investigation
(Human development)
exposes UXapproach
practices
to the community
of practice)
+ opens a UX community of practice within the CodePlex user and core communities of
practice (Communities of practice)
+ prompts joint activity because UX practices are open (Common ground)
- but takes much work to populate
- but may appear overwhelming to non-UX members (Common ground)

The Todo section is divided into three areas and is a quick introduction to tasks that are available
for community members to accomplish. The three sections are divided up based on the types of
contributors that might participate. For example, a new member could look in the ‘newbie’ area
for small tasks to explore and get oriented to the workflows and how to participate. The ‘Big
issues’ area includes ongoing design plans or usability issues that require much work and
expertise. The Todo section also serves as historical markers for tasks that have been planned,
accomplished, or are being worked on.
The ‘Meet user needs’ section refers to activities surrounding user research. In this
section UX enthusiasts can collect user research and synthesize it into personas and scenarios.
Personas and scenarios are user and use representations that help designers think about users
when they are designing. The user section helps others in the community understand what kinds
of people are using the software. The ‘What’s a persona’ and ‘What’s a scenario’ links include
scaffolded approach to learning and understanding these standard user representations. While UX
practitioners would most likely know how to create these representations, other community
members interested in exploring users, or UX, could use the guidance provided at the link.
Anyone, except for anonymous CodePlex users, can create a new user representation and anyone
can view them. The design area provides access to information about the current and past design
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work. Here UX enthusiasts can view or create new designs. The specific design area, (see Figure
7-5) hosts created designs.

Figure 7-5: Design space linked from the UX workspace.

The designs can be any representation (image or video), from a storyboard to a mockup.
CodePlex project members can comment on the design and if they see a new direction for the
design can create a new iteration of the design. When the design is ready to be developed, the UX
role submits the design to the issue tracker for a developer to code. The ‘Design Details’ sidebar
has information about the design much like a work item in the issue tracker. The design, once
submitted to the issue tracker, is linked to and from the related work item. Related personas and
scenarios are linked to the design to allow for more context and background to the particular
design. The evaluation area of the UX workspace dashboard provides activities for evaluating the
software. This activity center also includes the scaffolded approach to learning evaluation by
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clicking the “What’s an evaluation’ link. Other links lead to evaluation heuristics that function at
the entire application level, for releases, or the design level, for created designs. Experienced UX
practitioners can create different types of evaluations and upload them into the evaluation space
for others to view.

UX presence throughout project area features
While the UX workspace provides opportunities for activities familiar to UX
practitioners, other community members might not engage in UX activities, or even click on the
UX tab. As such, other features provide opportunities throughout the CodePlex project space for
members to engage with UX in smaller, not so overwhelming ways.
Table 7-5: Claims analysis for addition of UX presence throughout project area.
Claim: adding UX presence
+ identifies the UX perspective from other community members (Communities of practice)
+ allows opportunities for reciprocating work (Social capital)
+ helps build social ties (Social capital)
+ supports building credibility from UX role (Social capital)
+ signals possible beliefs about different roles (Common ground)
+ connects CodePlex users (especially non-core users) to UX
+ promotes upfront design
- but interrupts developer workflow

Figure 7-6 shows a discussion thread where the UX role has been highlighted. This
highlighting also appears on posts by the core team, i.e. coordinator and developer.
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Figure 7-6: Discussion thread with UX role highlighted.

Information about download activity and project page activity is displayed in a sidebar box on the
right side of the project home page. With the addition of a UX activity box, those interested in the
project can quickly see new design activities and link to more information. Because visual
information is processed more quickly, users’ attention will be drawn to the UX activity box.
Figure 7-7 shows the project home sidebar with the addition of a UX activity box.
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Figure 7-7: Home sidebar with UX activity box.

When users create new discussions, they have the option to choose tags that the coordinator has
set up for the discussions. As such, the UX role can request UX appropriate tags such as usability,
to be added. However, a more direct approach is to ask users if the post is about usability when
they create a new discussion. The term usability is more appropriate than user experience because
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it is more widely known. Users, at least from a subjective point of view, can flag their discussion
posts as usability and therefore allow project members to account for usability in the discussions.
The UX role can also gather the usability posts and look for trends and issues to address when
thinking about new designs and redesigns. Each usability post, if deemed worthy of attention, can
link the discussion to a new design, escalating it to explore design solutions. Figure 7-8 shows the
checkbox that flags usability posts when creating a new discussion.

Figure 7-8: Flagging usability posts while creating a new discussion.

Another method of spreading UX presence throughout CodePlex project areas is to add
functionality to the issue tracker that supports UX activities. For a new feature in the issue
tracker, when users submit a new issue, they can check a usability box, similar to in the
discussion forum. This flag, however, introduces a new workflow. When a usability issue is
created, the item moves directly to create a new design in the UX workspace. This direct path to
the design space encourages, at the very least, different thinking about how people are using the
projects and how the community might begin thinking about upfront design. While the usability
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flag in the issue tracker is subjective, removing possible usability issues or requests from the issue
tracker promotes rethinking of technical solutions and usability solutions because the issue
tracker centers on code whereas the design space centers on user experience. Figure 7-9 shows
the new work item to design workflow.

Figure 7-9: UX workflow for new work item to new design.
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UX presence on CodePlex front page
Users coming to CodePlex for the first time will not be aware of UX activities from the
front page. Particularly for UX enthusiasts exploring open source sites, having UX presence on
the CodePlex front page allows a direct point of entry into open source UX. A UX gallery on the
front page displays UX activity information generated from the UX workspace. A help wanted
area, displays advertisement for UX help on projects, and UX improvements information in
releases summary on the front page presents completed UX work making new releases more
attractive to users who are looking to download software from CodePlex.
Table 7-6: Claims analysis for UX presence on CodePlex front page.
Claim: adding UX presence of front page
+ builds trust in the project user experience (Social capital)
+ establishes UX legitimacy in the overall CodePlex community (Communities of practice)
- but addition of new items make information more difficult to find on the front page

Figure 7-10 shows three new additions for CodePlex front page UX presence: UX
gallery, help wanted, and UX releases.
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Figure 7-10: UX presence on CodePlex front page.

Translation
Chapter 6, through an analysis of the data using the four facets common ground,
communities of practice, social capital, and human development, revealed several implications
for design. These implications for design, analyzed through claims generated new features for
CodePlex that propose to support UX activities and contributions as shown in Chapter 7. Figure
7-11 shows how each facet maps to implications and each implication maps to a feature. This
mapping reveals a translation from theoretical framework through implications for design to new
features.
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Figure 7-11: Translation from theoretical framework through implications to new features.

Preliminary evaluations
The process of studying and designing is not linear. In this dissertation, data collection
and design were interleaved. As such the preliminary evaluations happened early on in the design
research. This meant that design reviews and feedback occurred on early designs and helped with
the iterations. The designs, therefore, have been influenced by a number of factors including the
literature, early evaluations, feedback, and research. Preliminary evaluations included two design
reviews with UX professionals where they critiqued the design concepts and early mockups from
the perspectives of UX design and open source UX designer. When asked to comment on the
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features from a UX design perspective, they gave feedback about the overall design. When asked
to comment from an open source UX designer perspective, they assumed the role of a UX
practitioner coming to CodePlex intending to find a project to which they could contribute UX
expertise. The other evaluation session was a focus group with the CodePlex development team
where I presented earliers version of the design features. All of the permanent Microsoft
CodePlex team members attended including the area manager. I presented a series of design
mockups along with a business case and design goals for the team to discuss and provide
feedback.
During the evaluation sessions, two main patterns of feedback emerged: making
CodePlex welcoming to potential UX contributors and ensuring UX practitioners would be
motivated to work on CodePlex projects.

Making CodePlex welcoming to UX contributors
During the feedback sessions, two patterns for making CodePlex more welcoming to UX
contributors emerged: sense making and value matching. UX contributors have to make sense of
the UX issues entailed in an open source project. Therefore providing information for them to
make sense of the projects quickly is important. A Microsoft user researcher describes a scenario
where he would not be interested in contributing because of difficulties making sense of the UX
work that needed to be done.
I don’t want to have to troll through there with a ton of bug reports and stuff. I want to as a UX person go in and see
where the big gaps are. If the information is all in one place I can spot the gaps and say hey I want to make a
contribution here.

In order for UX contributors to feel appreciated, the CodePlex website must present an
environment that they recognize as a place that welcomes and values UX contributions. The
feedback sessions pointed to several cues or flags in the information architecture of the site that
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UX enthusiasts would recognize as an alignment with UX values. An employee of the
Engineering Excellence department whose expertise is integrating user experience and software
engineering at Microsoft explained how the term ‘user experience’ is more appropriate than
‘usability’.
Yeah the user experience [term] encompasses design and usability, so the modern word for just the usability part is user
research. Because that encompasses lab tests, surveys and instrumentation and all that stuff. It’s the umbrella term.

The Microsoft user researcher explained that an indication of UX at a high level in the
information architecture, at the tab level, indicated that projects value user experience.
The usability dashboard being down so low makes it feel like usability engineering after the fact, after development. If
it had its own tab, then it would signal up front better. This is a peer of development rather than depending on
development. Not so much the number of clicks but given more prominence in the UI means that for the team it gets
more prominence and they’ll pay more attention to it. If you do want to make a contribution, you see that you will be
valued. You’ll probably attract more people to make those types of contributions.

The lead developer of the CodePlex team described how with the front-page, help-wanted feature
designers would feel like they are meant to be a contributor to UX in CodePlex projects.
Help wanted for open source projects, a help wanted, these tools would give the designers feeling like meant to be
there, not awkward as part of the projects. Also helps with matchmaking.

Without potential UX contributors making sense of the CodePlex environment and UX values in
terms of their community of practice, CodePlex is uninviting to and challenging for UX
contributions.

Motivating UX contributors
In the evaluation sessions, the concept of UX contributor motivation came up repeatedly.
Evaluators brainstormed about how the new UX support features could motivate contribution
from UX enthusiasts or how motivated UX contributors would continue to participate on
CodePlex projects. The evaluation sessions pointed to credibility, reputation, ability to perform
UX activities for the community, and prestige as possible motivators for attracting and keeping
UX contributors. The CodePlex lead developers explained that UX designers with a reputation,
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who had built credibility, would be desired by developers and this, along with resume building as
an extrinsic motivator.
And here’s another thing, it ties into reputation and once you get designers with a good reputation, then developers are
going to seek them out to participate on their projects. And then they’ll be able to start their own projects and say to the
developers, because they’ll have the credibility, that yeah I want to do a project with you. And that ties into some
general motivations when they get that kind of resume and career wise because that could be beneficial because lots of
people use open source as a resume builder.

Establishing a reputation and credibility builds trust and merit, which are key components for
social capital. Building social ties with developers through UX activities on CodePlex also
establishes social capital and builds an integrated community of practice because of shared
thinking. A Microsoft user researcher describes this shared thinking for both UX enthusiasts and
developers wanting to work on a ‘cool idea’.
Wouldn’t it be great if we could have a thing that solved this and you use this as a means to start motivation? Because
the problem with a piece of code is like you said it is a prototype and people don’t really get it and say why would I
want to contribute to that? Whereas you do the code but you have someway of backing it up with this type of
information. You get your mockups, and you’re doing loads of mockups for a release way out in the future is what we
use to rally the division around this thing for when we are going to build it in such a way that it is evocative, it’s got
some animations, and mockups and such but no code whatsoever. So people see that and say, wow, I want to work on
that. If you do that and encourage that here, and do the up front analysis, and research, and design to really motivate
your project. But in most cases they are probably not going to do that because there will still be developers coming
along to build and work on a coding project. But for a UX person, the thing is that they would come and mockup a cool
idea. I could come up with a cool idea and present it in such a way that people will come along and say, hey, that is a
cool idea, I want to work on that.

This feedback points to the importance of a socio-technical solution. Making CodePlex
more inviting to potential UX contributors, while not mutually exclusive, is the technical part of
the solution and focusing on UX contributor motivation is the social part of the solution.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
This dissertation study investigated how to bring support for user experience activities to
the CodePlex open source project hosting website. The description and analysis of the three cases
showed that articulation work among the three groups was very different. The differences related
to communication patterns, practices, trust, learning, helping, giving back, and establishing merit.
These factors were important because they contributed to understanding of the three main
influences on the design of support for user experience activities on CodePlex. The factors mainly
centered on building social capital, both within the three groups, but also across the groups.
Building social capital within groups helped to build and maintain communities of practice and
ground communication. Building social capital across groups helped understanding of how the
three groups impacted design of support for user experience activities proposed to be added to
CodePlex.

Discussion of findings
The three groups belonged to a community of practice in the domain of software
development. The software products produced, the context of development, and roles within the
teams differed, and because of these differences, the boundary of a software development
community of practice was not stable. Instead, other communities of practice, sometimes
overlapping, prevailed. The overlapping communities of practice included, project or product
communities of practice and disciplinary communities of practice. The discovery of co-existing
and different communities of practice within an umbrella community of practice of software
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development led to the design decision that a new UX community of practice, along with UX
practices and roles, can be represented as a UX workspace in the CodePlex project area where
practices and roles of software developer and user communities of practice co-exist.
Likewise discovery of social capital mechanisms within the three groups illustrated how
closely teams build communities of practice and social capital. Specifically, where shared values
prevailed so did a strong community of practice, which made building social capital less
challenging as evidenced by the challenges faced by UX practitioners, who were sometimes seen
as outside of the software development community of practice by their non-UX coworkers. In the
cases presented, the non-UX and the UX roles presented different value systems, but with
consistent persuasion, some UX cases reported, over time, a convergence of values.
These mechanisms indicated that with the introduction of UX indicators throughout the
CodePlex project areas and front page, the convergence of UX and CodePlex open source
software development values is possible. In addition, reaching common ground was more
efficient, with fewer costs, among team members that share a common value system. As such,
providing UX support features where CodePlex project and community members (including the
CodePlex team, because they value CodePlex users and a positive user experience for those
users) can interact with UX contributors increases their potential for communicating and sharing
value systems. Both UX practitioners new to the CodePlex open source environment and
developers new to interacting with UX in an open source environment can be exposed to each
value system and potentially grow a new CodePlex open source software development
community of practice that includes UX enthusiasts, users, and developers. In this new CodePlex
environment, participants have the potential to learn and help each other with a project’s overall
user experience in ways not possible without UX activities supported. As such, activity awareness
of the three groups contributed to the design of UX activity support features by examining the
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interplay of common ground, communities of practice, social capital, and human development
indicating the importance of articulation work in interactive system design.

Returning to the Barriers
Table 1-2 in the Introduction above outlined several barriers UX contributors face in
FLOSS environments as articulated by Nichols and Twidale in 2003. The first barrier, developer
perception, indicates ways developers conceptualize usability as well as differences in the
technical ability of users. The new features in CodePlex address the usability conceptualization
barrier directly and the user barriers indirectly. Making transparent usability activities in the UX
workspace has potential to mitigate the usability conceptualization barrier because the UX
workspace shows the complexity of UX activities and this will likely result in developers
rethinking their perception so that they conceive of usability and UX as challenging and
significant to the success of their project. The UX workspace also addresses how developers
perceive usability problems as functionality problems because the design space linked to the bug
tracker shows developers that UX design is linked to another way of thinking about how to
approach problems, specifically usability problems. For example, a usability fix, or redesign starts
in the design space and is linked to personas and scenarios. A developer can see the history and
trace a usability problem from bug to redesign and back to implementation of the fix.
The other first barrier, user differences, entails closely related issues. The barriers are
developer perception with preferring complexity because of flexibility and this opposes the
simplicity that non-technical users prefer and developer misunderstanding of non-technical user
skills—or lack of skills—which can irritate developers because they prefer not to develop
software for non-skilled users. Indirectly, the user experience contributors are responsible for
making sure that user needs are met and through modularity and preferences, developers can
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ensure the software is sufficiently complex and flexible for them, but at the same time, the user
experience contributors can ensure the software is sufficiently simple and easy to use. Adding the
user experience component to FLOSS takes direct responsibility for non-technical user needs
away from developers, and a possible result is that developers see that software can be both
simple and complex without having to deal with “annoying” non-technical users because the user
experience contributors are taking care of their needs.
The second barrier involves community integration. Community integration refers to
factors that make participation in the community challenging. The first community integration
barrier, open source culture, refers mainly to the ‘code as currency’ issue whereby the best coders
are the most respected. As such ‘code as currency refers’ to the merit-based culture. The UX
gallery on the front page of CodePlex gives designers opportunities to gain merit by having their
design work featured. This exposure also gives other project contributors a change to see how
designers gain merit and possibly desire design work on their projects as well. As such adding the
UX features on CodePlex makes clear that at least in terms of support, a UX culture exists and
potentially an integrated culture.
The second community integration barrier refers to UX resources. Finding and retaining
UX resources in terms of people and skills are difficult for open source projects. Opening up the
socio-technical environment by simply adding features does not guarantee that UX contributors
will participate in projects, but it does make the site more welcoming for them. Skilled UX people
may be interested in trying out the new features and working on projects. Furthermore, the
developers and particularly the coordinators of CodePlex projects, having support for UX
activities, may be more successful at inviting UX contributors to work on their projects compared
to a CodePlex without the UX support features. The features are resources as well because they
present possible UX strategies for projects, particularly in the UX workspace area.
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The third community integration barrier refers to time for upfront design. The usercentered design phases, although not always applied in industry as idealistically as Table 1-1
indicates, are challenging because open source processes are chaotic meaning that they don’t
necessarily follow the software development processes for which user centered design was
created and indeed open source software projects have their own way of producing software.
Such ways generally include fast iterations with lots of feature additions, patches, and bug fixing.
These fast iterations make adding user centered design iterations difficult. By adding the features
developers have the opportunity to see how their work, at least for code related to user
interactions, can be improved with design iterations.
The final barrier refers to open source process. The community integration barrier
discussion presented the open source process as proceeding in fast, iterative cycles. The mental
models UX professionals carry from working on software development in industry may stifle the
fast cycles which along with community involvement have been touted as a reason for
innovation. Part of the problem is that no mechanism exists for UX involvement. By contributing
on CodePlex with the new features, UX participants establish a new mental model for UX in open
source and therefore become involved in the community, which has the potential to innovate. The
final open source process barrier refers to feature bloat. This concept refers to a tendency for open
source projects to gain many different features because the community of developers can submit
their code for additional features and barring the goals of the project, core developers, or
committers may allow the new features to be added. This is a fairly easy and common process.
Because a more involved design process exists with the addition of UX activity features to
CodePlex, and because UX participants advocate the user perspective, an extra design step may
result in careful consideration of new features so that they can be integrated in a way that allows
flexibility for developers while remaining simple for non-developers. This also resolves the first
barrier about developer perception of simplicity versus complexity.
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Significance of findings
Beyond the contribution of design features for the support of UX activities on CodePlex
and the insights gained from the social mechanisms revealed by the description and activity
awareness analysis, the significance of this design research is threefold. First, the research
showed that when designing features for UX activities on CodePlex, supporting articulation work
was important because work on CodePlex was defined by how well activities were coordinated,
how well community members communicated and interacted, how much of the trust value system
they shared, and a high propensity for helping and learning. In the context of the CodePlex open
source project hosting website, coordination operates through the four facets of activity
awareness. As such the activity awareness analysis revealed that CodePlex supported articulation
work for contributors to software projects. The significance of this finding relates to a prior study
that found collaboration in open source software development of three projects hosted on
Sourceforge was a co-evolved socio-technical structure where articulation work was short-lived,
layered, and spontaneously supported. The affordances of technologies must support these types
of activities. As such, the transparency of UX activities on the site ensures open source
developers would be aware of the activities so that if they choose to be involved in UX activities
then they do so in a manner that is consistent with how they work. The idea is that because the
UX activity support features are transparent on CodePlex, developers and users can take
advantage of the affordances of the website to continue their articulation work while learning the
articulation work needed for a convergence of open source development and UX activities on
CodePlex.

The second finding relates to the problem of implications for design articulated by
Dourish [2006]. He expresses one part of the problem as a power relation between engineering
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sciences and social sciences. The particular problem “postulates design as the natural end-point of
research inquiry, and therefore designers as the gatekeepers for that research” and therefore
places the upfront ethnographical research inquiry outside of the design process [Dourish. 2006].
This power relation makes achieving the synthesis of descriptive science (ethnography or social
science in Dourish’s terms) and design science (computer or engineering science in Dourish’s
terms) difficult. Therefore the second contribution of this dissertation is toward a translation
science where descriptive science synthesizes mutually with design science within the same
research program.
Translation science is an emerging research orientation in medical science where medical
studies are applied to clinical practice and by analogy, in this dissertation research, social science
research was applied to system design. The synthesis occurred through a mapping of analyses
from the two phases in the research methodology: activity analysis and claims analysis. The
mapping showed how findings from the descriptive phase served as a rationale for design
decisions and conversely how findings from the design phase (i.e. the design representations)
derived from the analysis of activity awareness. The analyses are reciprocal and rely on one
another, and therefore eliminate the disciplinary power relation articulated by Dourish. Therefore,
the synthesis of descriptive science to design science through a mapping of activity awareness
analysis to claims analysis contributes to translation science in HCI and CSCW.
The final finding contributes to a small body of research addressing a more complete
integration of usability engineering and software engineering practices [Seffah, et al. 2004]. The
activity awareness analysis for the UX cases uncovered an importance on articulation work
surrounding software development where building social capital and identifying the boundaries of
communities of practice in order to converge software engineering and user experience activities
to create an integrated community of practice served as a mechanism for a potential new,
integrated, community of practice. Understanding how the constructs of social capital and
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communities of practice operate in software development helped to elucidate challenges for UX
practitioners. These mechanisms were translated into design representations that may also be of
use to support UX integration in other work contexts.

Limitations of the study and future research
As stated above the purpose of the research was to understand open source software
ecology in order to bring UXD activity support for open source projects. The purpose was
accomplished via a translation from descriptive science to design science in the context of the
CodePlex open source software ecology. A major limitation of the study surrounds the
disproportionate balance of the socio-technical solution. The socio-technical solution would be
more balanced if the scope of the dissertation had reached a full technical implementation of the
design solution and a follow-up study of the CodePlex environment where UX practitioners were
contributing on the site. This, of course, was not possible for two reasons. First, the contribution
of this design research is knowledge in terms of presenting a solution to a problem. The problem
in this case related to bringing UX activities to open source software development and the
solution was accomplished through an analysis of teamwork through the activity awareness
framework accompanied by a claims analysis to generate a solution in the form of a design
representation.
Because the research and analyses leading up to the design representation required much
work, the addition of implementing and studying the socio-technical environment for up to two
years, which is about how long a UX socio-technical environment would take to emerge, is out of
the scope of any dissertation. Second, the mission and goals of CodePlex as a Microsoft product
limited implementing and deploying the design solution. Although the CodePlex team was
positive about including support for UX activities on CodePlex, a more comprehensive
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investigation into a full solution would have taken several months without guarantee of
deployment to the public. The team, however, agreed to allow me to implement the designs, but
they would not have released them on the live CodePlex website, which was a disincentive to
push for a full implementation because I would not have been able to study the support for UX
activities in the full context of use. As such, the length of a full implementation and study of the
context of use was limited by work and time of a dissertation study and the organizational context
of CodePlex.
Because of these limitations the effectiveness of the design solution cannot be fully
verified. The preliminary evaluations, however, suggested that if the mockups included features
such as the proposed UX workspace and UX gallery, among others, to make CodePlex more
welcoming to UX enthusiasts and encouraged and sustained their motivation through
opportunities to build trust and show merit, then UX practitioners similar to the ones who gave
feedback would be interested in contributing to open source projects on the site. Further work,
then would be to establish a long term research program where a full cycle of descriptive science
and design science are accomplished including implementation of an open source software
project hosting website that supports UX activities and the follow up study investigating the
socio-technical environment that emerged as a result of the integration of support for UX
activities.
The above discussion about limitations brings forth the question of whether UX
enthusiasts would be motivated to contribute to projects on CodePlex. Although researchers
found why developers participate in open source communities, no comprehensive studies exist to
understand motivation of UX designers in open source. For the paid UX designers working on
Mozilla and OpenOffice.org, for example, I conjecture that they participate in part because they
are paid (extrinsic motivator). Some of the developer motivators, however, could apply to UX
practitioners. For example, UX enthusiasts, by participating in open source projects, practice
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designing software and communicating their design rationale, and thus gain valuable skills for the
job market. UX designers also want to feel good about the work they do and be intellectually
stimulated from solving design problems. Design is a creative activity; therefore by definition,
creativity motivates designers. What we don’t know, however, is how much enjoyment from
being creative contributes to their motivation to designing software. Finally, UX designers who
use open source software could be motivated to redesign functionality and participate in an open
source community that builds the software designers use. Because UX designer participation in
open source communities is much lower than developer participation, I conjecture that only
highly motivated designers participate in open source communities due to the barriers (such as
those described in Table 1-2) they have to overcome to contribute. Because UX designers are
found far less frequently in open source communities than developers, large surveys, like ones
sent to open source developers, assessing the motivation of UX designers is not feasible. Other
methods, like a large interview study, although more time consuming, would reveal UX designer
motivation and even possible pain points for participation in open source projects. One small,
preliminary study on UX designer motivation found that human capital, self-determination,
enjoyment, and developer need also motivate open source UX designers [Bach, et al. 2009b].
Developers and UX enthusiasts appear to be driven by the same intrinsic and extrinsic motivators
but they have different values in the open source software development community of practice.
Therefore, future work also includes conducting an in-depth interview study, to commence
further understanding of UX designer motivation. This study could be conducted in conjunction
with the long-term study outlined above to fully understand the consequences of integrating UX
activities into the open source software development ecology.
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Appendix A

Interview Protocols

UX interview protocol
1. What is you highest level of education?
2. What was your specialty/major?
3. What project are you working on now?
4. What is your job title?
5. How did you come to be a <job title>?
6. What is it like for you to be a <job title>?
7. How does usability fit into this experience?
8. What does it mean to you to be a <job title>?
9. How does usability fit into this meaning?

CodePlex team interview protocol
1. What is your highest level of education?
2. What was your specialty/major?
3. What feature are you working on now?
4. What is your job title?
5. How did you come to be a <job title>?
6. Tell me about your experience with feature x?
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7. How did you come to work on feature x? (What rules, goals, procedures led to
approach your work on feature x in the way you did?)
8. What conflicts arose during your development of feature x?
9. Where did you succeed and not succeed with feature x? What are the criteria for
failure or success of the feature?
10. With whom did you interact while working on feature x? How did your
interactions with this person contribute to the goals and final outcome of the
feature?
11. What are potential conflicts between goals of this feature and other goals related
to CodePlex?
12. What are the rules, norms, and procedures regulating interaction between you
and CodePlex users and others you have interacted with while working on feature
x?
13. What have you learned about your users while producing feature x? {What is the
mutual learning of the content of the work done by designers and possibilities
and limitations of the CodePlex feature? This is getting at mutual learning
between designers and users. (ask this of both users and design/dev)}
14. What are the anticipated changes to the feature based on prior your prior
experience with producing features on CodePlex, on other projects?
15. What tools do you use to produce feature x?
16. What resources (people, tools, knowledge) are/were available to you while
building feature x?
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CodePlex user interview protocol
1. What is your highest level of education?/ specialty/major?
2. What/which project(s) on CodePlex are you working on now?
3. What is your role on the project? (if more than one, pick most active)
4. What feature(s) are you working on now?
5. How did you come to work as a <project role>?
6. Tell me about your experience with feature x?
7. How did you come to work on feature x? (What rules, goals, procedures led to
approach your work on feature x in the way you did?)
8. What conflicts arose during your development of feature x? How did you resolve
those conflicts?
9. When you last solved a problem with feature x, tell me how the steps involved
with solving the problem.
10. What are the rules, norms, and procedures regulating interaction between you
and others you have interacted with while working on feature x?
11. What different kinds of people are needed to produce project x (and y)? What are
their skills and knowledge?
12. What are the rules, norms, and procedures regulating interaction between you
and the project users while working on feature x?
13. How do the project members communicate?
14. How do the project members coordinate their work?
15. Recreate the joint process for producing feature X?
16. How are the people working on project x organized? What is their frequency of
contributions, etc?
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17. Characterize the spirit of the group. How do the users interact with the members?
18. What tools do you use to produce feature x?

Appendix B

CodePlex Team Work Item
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